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Solomon Islands (a unique form of logging): 
... if a tree is too large to be felled with an axe, the natives cut it 
down by yelling 
at it. Woodsmen with special powers creep up on a tree just at dawn and suddenly 
scream at it at the top of their lungs. They continue this for thirty days. The 
tree dies and falls over. The theory is that the hollering kills the spirit of the tree. 
According to the villagers it always works... 
Abstract 
The thesis reports the results of the research carried out towards the development 
of an electrooptic sensor for DC and extra low frequency electric field measurement. 
Available cubic electrooptic crystals were compared from the sensor sensitivity 
point of view. A new figure of merit was used taking into account the attenuation of 
the electric field in the dielectric crystal and its shape. The effect of optical activity 
in 23 cubic crystals was analyzed using the concept of Poincare sphere. The cubic 
crystals were further characterised for the charge relaxation time constant to esti- 
mate their performance in DC field measurements. Crystals of Bismuth Germanate 
and Lithium Niobate were identified as suitable materials for the DC field sensor. 
The selected crystals were found suitable at extra-low-frequencies. DC field 
measurements, without the rotation of the crystal, were possible only with Lithium 
Niobate. However, its performance was influenced to a great extent by the effect of 
stimulated conductivity. The quarter-wave plate and the crystal of Lithium Niobate 
were identified as the main sources of temperature instability. A new method of 
temperature compensation of the quarter-wave plate is proposed. Due to the tem- 
perature instability of Lithium Niobate, mainly attributed to the pyroelectric effect 
and natural birefringence, it is difficult to use the sensor in practical applications. 
The performance of the sensor is significantly affected by the presence of an 
external space charge. The proposed method of its elimination using an artificial 
extension of the sensing element did not reduce the space charge effect adequately. 
The response of the sensor in a space charge environment was found to be linear and 
independent of the space charge density. This enabled measurements of static fields 
in a unipolar environment. The direct field measurements in bipolar environment 
suffered from a drift which is intolerable in practical measurements. 
The minimum detectable electric field of this sensor in the frequency range from 
1 to 200Hz was 1V/m, with a signal to noise ratio equal to 0dB and a resolution 
of 1V/m. The static field measurements were limited to measurements of pulses 
with a duration of 200s, due to a long term drift of photodetectors. The minimum 
detectable level of DC electric field was 2.4kV/m. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
The measurement of electric fields has many wide ranging uses. These range from 
the assessment of the health hazards of electromagnetic radiation, to process indus- 
try where electrostatic charge can be present either beneficially or as a hazard, to 
communications where large electric fields may be generated in transmission of data 
through to the electronics industry in the design of electronic equipment. For ex- 
ample, it was found that complex electronic devices in medicine may interfere with 
electromagnetic fields. Even devices implanted in human bodies such as pacemak- 
ers may be influenced by surrounding fields. Furthermore, electric, magnetic and 
electromagnetic fields interact with biological systems. In medicine the interaction 
can be employed beneficially for diagnosis and therapy but can be harmful as well. 
Various studies were carried out concerning electric field emission from transmission 
lines and the effects on people living or working close to these sources. Nowadays 
the assessment of the electromagnetic compatibility of electric devices is required 
to satisfy stringent emission requirements. For more efficient and reliable operation 
of ultra high voltage power systems the electric field strength in high voltage ma- 
chines must be accurately measured. In electrostatic applications it is mainly DC 
electric field which is applicable. The presence of electrostatic charges is a major 
concern in the process industry where a build up of the charge could lead to haz- 
ards to operators handling material or equipment or to a possible explosion or fire. 
In microelectronic industry the measurement of electric fields is important in the 
manufacture of silicon devices as stray charge can destroy sensitive circuits. 
I 
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1.1 DC Field Measurement 
The electric field is usually measured using field meters or potential probes. 
The 
simplest type of a field meter is the induction field meter 
(Figure 1.1). It consists 
of a metal sensing plate, a capacitor C, an amplifier and a voltmeter. 
The electric 
field E induces a charge on the sensing plate [3]. The same charge flows from the 
ground to the plate and charges the capacitance C. Thus the measurement of the 
E 
Sensor plate 
Amplifier Meter 
zý 
Figure 1.1: Induction field meter. 
voltage across the capacitor enables to determine the electric field intensity E. This 
voltage is usually small and so the sensing plate is close to earth potential. A zero 
drift of the amplifier and a collection of free stray charge prevents this sensor to be 
used for continuous monitoring. 
The most widely used field meter, the rotating vane field meter (Figure 1.2), 
exploits the principle of electrical induction as well [3]. The turning butterfly rotor in 
front of the sensing area which is normally several centimetres in diameter alternately 
exposes the sensor plate to the measured electric field. An alternating signal appears 
at capacitor C. Its peak voltage is proportional to the electric field and independent 
of the rotor speed. The rotating mill vane removes the drift problem of the induction 
meter because of its AC coupling to the amplifier. This kind of probe can be used 
even in a space charge environment because the amount of free charge able to reach 
the collector plate during one rotation of the butterfly motor (< 0.01s) is negligible. 
In vibrating field meters the collector plate is screened by a grounded plate with 
an aperture. Either the aperture or the plate moves and thus provides an oscillatory 
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signal [3]. The induced charge depends on the spacing between the aperture and the 
sensing plate, on the size of the aperture and on the electric field. Vibrating 
field 
meters may have the sensing area as small as a millimetre across. 
Aeter 
Figure 1.2: Rotating-vane field meter. 
All three introduced field meters use the principle of electric induction. Typi- 
cally, they measure field between 1 and 103kV/m [3] and can achieve high spatial 
resolution. However, because of their grounding they can disturb the original elec- 
tric field unless they are not placed in a position of zero potential. The sensing 
area is connected to a measurement unit with an active source by conductive leads. 
These leads create equipotential lines and when an alternating signal is measured 
they radiate an electromagnetic field. Sometimes the electronics and the sensing 
plate are integrated in a small metallic box which, however, has to be grounded. In 
both cases a significant field distortion will take place. This has to be taken into 
account and often complex computer models are used to calculate the correct values 
of electric field from those measured if it is possible at all. 
Apart from the field meters, potential probes (corona, potential and bipolar 
probes [31) can be used to evaluate the potential distribution in space and then the 
electric field intensity can be calculated by numerical differentiation. Uncertainty 
introduced by numerical methods are accompanied by perturbation of the measured 
electric field by the conducting leads necessary to measure the induced current as 
I 
amplifier 
4 
in the case of field meters. 
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1.2 Extra Low Frequency Field Measurement 
Non-optical measurements of AC electric field are most frequently carried out by 
dipole probes, loop probes or free body meters. The dipole probes use a dipole an- 
tenna which is generally coupled to the voltage-measuring instrument. The coupling 
is realized by thermocouple element, diode or field effect transistor, followed by a 
filter network and a transmission line. For an optimal function of the probe the 
dipole dimension is required to be comparable to one tenth of the wavelength of the 
electromagnetic field. Thus at extra-low frequencies the required length becomes 
unrealistic and the dipole probes are typically used to measure electric fields from 
100MHz [68]. Short dipole antenna are used for EMC (electromagnetic compatibil- 
ity) measurements down to 1kllz [39]. Their frequency characteristics are very flat 
and broad-band, however, the sensitivity is decreased. The dipole probes are not 
used for ELF electric field measurement. 
The loop probes are used for indirect measurements of electric field. They are 
similar to the dipole probes except that the dipole is substituted by a loop antenna. 
The loop probes measure directly the intensity of magnetic field and, therefore, 
their use is limited to measurements of plane wave electromagnetic fields where the 
relationship between magnetic and electric field intensities is known. This makes 
the probe unsuitable for near field measurements. In addition the loop probes work 
in the frequency range from 10 kHz to 300MI1z which does not cover the ELF region 
[68]. The limitation for the low frequency measurement comes from the fact that 
the response of a loop antenna depends on the frequency of the incident magnetic 
field. 
The third most popular probe for AC electric field measurement is a free body 
meter sometimes also called a balanced meter. This technique uses the principle 
of electric field induction. A current detector, placed between two electrodes which 
are usually plate like or hemispherical in shape, measures the AC current resulting 
from the potential difference caused by the electric field. This probe can measure 
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electric field of frequency from 2011z to 1MHz [14]. However, such a probe is highly 
perturbing due to its metallic parts. 
Recently, electric field sensors based on a dipole antenna in conjunction with 
optical techniques have been reported [46] [25] [18]. They used an electro-optic mod- 
ulator in combination with an antenna and were reported to measure electric field 
of frequencies down to 50Hz. Using optical fibre connection with signal processing 
unit instead of conductive leads, the problem of interference due to extraneous elec- 
tromagnetic fields is eliminated. Another great advantage of the reported probes 
is a very broad and flat frequency characteristic which extends to the extra-low- 
frequency region [68]. Some other reported optical sensors for low frequency electric 
field are described in the literature review. 
The brief introduction of currently available techniques for DC and ELF electric 
field measurement indicates the need for a suitable sensing probe to measure both 
DC and ELF field in free space with increased accuracy and with negligible field 
distortion even in the presence of space charges. 
1.3 Optical Techniques 
Optical techniques enable to measure DC and low frequency electric field directly. 
Optical probes can be passive, without any active source of energy which would 
disturb the measured field. Conductive leads and grounded parts are often not 
necessary and probes can be made all dielectric which partly eliminates one of the 
major problems associated with the conventional field meters, the perturbation of 
the measured electric field. Optical probes, even if all dielectric, distort the electric 
field by its polarisation charge but the perturbation is relatively small. For example, 
a dielectric probe in the shape of a ball of a diameter a distorts the measured uniform 
field to a distance comparable with the diameter a from the surface of the probe. 
At distances farther away from the probe the field distortion can be neglected [6]. 
Another advantage of the optical techniques is the possibility to separate the probe 
from the signal processing unit by optical fibres which eliminates electromagnetic 
interference (EMI) and has the inherent advantage to be used in hazardous areas. 
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Additionally, optical probes can be made physically small compared to the field 
meters used at present which are often bulky [14]. 
Most of the optical techniques used for electric field measurement are based on 
linear electro-optic, nonlinear electro-optic, piezoelectric or electrostrictive effects. 
The electro-optic effect is a change in the refractive index of material caused by an 
electric field. It can be linear (Pockel's) or nonlinear (Kerr) effect ([9], section 3.2). 
The linear electrooptic effect is usually stronger than the nonlinear effect and offers 
a linear dependence of the sensor output. On the contrary, the output of sensors 
using Kerr effect is nonlinear, proportional to the square of the electric field intensity. 
If a sensor exploiting the Pockel's effect is well designed, an excellent temperature 
stability can be achieved (section 2.1). In the presence of an electric field some 
materials change their dimensions. This is called converse piezoelectric effect, if the 
change is linear with the electric field, or electrostrictive effect when it is nonlinear 
[7]. Sensors based on piezoelectric and electrostrictive effects usually use Mach- 
Zehnder fibre optic interferometer and can achieve high sensitivity (section 2.2). 
However, fibre optic interferometers are known for their temperature instability and 
furthermore once the interferometer is switched off, it has to be calibrated again upon 
switching on [36]. More about different types of sensors using optical techniques can 
be found in chapter 2. 
1.4 Summary 
As an introduction to the topic of DC and extra-low-frequency electric field mea- 
surements, the non-optical techniques for field measurement were briefly described. 
The main disadvantage of these techniques was found to be a perturbation of the 
measured field due to grounded conductive parts, low sensitivity to the measured 
field and quite often a bulky design. It was also pointed out that the standard 
techniques for AC field measurement do not cover the extra-low-frequency region. 
Apart from free body meter, all the techniques used at present are limited to higher 
frequencies. The advatages offered by optical techniques were outlined together with 
most frequently used effects in optical electric field sensors. 
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1.5 Organisation of the Thesis 
The thesis is divided into chapters and structured as follows: 
" Chapter 2 presents literature review on the DC and extra-low-frequency elec- 
tric field sensors based on optical techniques. Reported ELF sensors based 
on piezoelectric, electrostrictive and electrooptic efFects are discussed. A sep- 
arate section deals with DC field sensors. The chapter ends with the aims and 
objectives of the project which follow from the literature review. 
" Chapter 3 gives a summary of the fundamental physics which is essential for 
the understanding of the electrooptic sensor and the topics investigated in this 
study. 
" Chapter 4 is divided into five sections. The first two sections presents an 
analysis of the electrooptic sensor and a mathematical and computer model 
which was developed. A separate section, which results in electrooptic crystals 
selection, deals with the analysis of the sensor sensitivity to electric field and 
internal space charge effect. It is followed by a section on experimental results 
of DC and extra low frequency measurements. The last section then comprises 
investigations of sensor isotropy. 
" Chapter 5 presents a study of the external space charge influence on the elec- 
trooptic sensor. Theoretical results are compared with experiments in both 
unipolar and bipolar space charge environments. The efficiency of the artificial 
extension of the sensing element is discussed at the end of the section. 
" Chapter 6 is focused on the problem of temperature stability of the electrooptic 
sensor. The effects of polarizers, quarter-wave plate, electrooptic crystals and 
their antireflection coating on sensor temperature stability are discussed. 
" Chapter 7 summarises the main achievements of the research and its originality 
with recommendation for further work. 
Chapter 2 
Literature Review of Electric Field 
Sensors Using Optical Techniques 
The following sections are focused on the literature review of electric field and voltage 
sensors using optical techniques. An effort was made to present the most frequently 
used principles and their practical exploitation in optical electric field sensing. The 
voltage sensors were also covered because in the literature, they are often considered 
as identical to electric field sensors. However, there is a difference between the 
two types of sensors. The electric field meters measure the electric field intensity 
directly. The voltage sensors are designed to measure potential difference between 
two places to which they are connected by conductive leads. The intensity of electric 
field is calculated from measured voltage assuming a uniform homogenous field. 
The metallic electrodes can disturb the measured field but most importantly once 
connected to a voltage source they eliminate the conductivity effect described in 
section 4.2.2. Therefore, the frequency characteristics of the voltage sensors do not 
generally coincide with those of the electric field sensors. 
The first two sections describe sensors built on the basis of the electrooptic, 
converse piezoelectric and electrostrictive effects which at least partly cover mea- 
surements at extra low frequencies up to 100 Hz. A special attention is then paid 
to DC electric field sensors. 
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2.1. ELECTRO-OPTIC SENSORS 
2.1 Electro-Optic Sensors 
9 
One of the first optical voltage sensors was reported by Susumu Namba in 1961 
[59]. Its configuration is shown in Figure 2.1. Two crossed polarizers were used 
together with ammonium dihydrogen phosphate NH4H2P04 crystal (ADP) in the 
polarimetric setup (section 4.1) at 500nm. The voltage was applied via attached 
transparent electrodes. The sensor used the longitudinal electrooptic effect and the 
achieved accuracy was ±50V. 
DC 
Collimator IVoltage Glass 
electrodes Analyzer Detector 
" ....... .... ... 
Light ............ .......... ..... 
source Lens Filter Polarizer Crystal 
Quater-wave Focusing 
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Figure 2.1: Voltage sensor by Namba. 
During the next fifteen years new electro-optic materials such as bismuth silicon 
oxide (BSO) and bismuth germanium oxide (BGO) became available. Hamasaki 
realised the advantages of these isotropic cubic crystals and in 1980 introduced a 
high intensity electric field sensor based on BSO crystal [311. Compared to uniaxial 
crystals (crystals with a rotational index ellipsoid and natural birefringence, see 
chapter 3), such as lithium niobate (LiNb03i LN), lithium tantalate (LiTaO3) and 
potassium dihydrogen phosphate (KDP) group of crystals, the isotropic BSO and 
BGO crystals do not possess the natural birefringence or pyroelectricity (chapter 3) 
which significantly influences temperature stability. Thus a remarkable temperature 
stability of ±3% was achieved over the range from 15°C to 70°C. The electric field 
was measured in the range from 15 to 200kV/rn with a linearity better than 1%. 
This sensor was improved by the same research group later in 1982 [44]. It was 
found that the temperature dependence of the crystal optical activity (chapter 3) 
can be decreased by properly choosing the length of the crystal. This improved the 
temperature stability to ±0.2% over the temperature range from 15°C to 70°C. 
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In 1983 Kyuma used BGO crystal for a fibre optic voltage sensor [47] (Figure 
2.2). Transparent indium oxide (In2O3) electrodes were attached to 1 mm thick 
BGO crystal in a bulk setup with multimode incoming and outcoming fibres. It 
was shown that a decrease in sensitivity due to the optical activity of the crystal 
can be neglected if the crystal length is smaller than 1 mm. The sensor achieved an 
excellent temperature stability of ±0.5% over the range 25° to 85°C and a minimum 
detection level of 10-3V. The linearity of the sensor was better than 0.5% and the 
bandwidth of about 1 kHz. 
BGO Pockels In203 Quater-wave 
crystal electrodes plate 
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receiver 
DC 
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Figure 2.2: Voltage sensor by Kyuma. 
Nevertheless all the mentioned sensors, developed in Japan, were designed to 
measure voltage, not the electric field directly. They used cubic crystals of 23 point 
group [71 and therefore had to deal with optical activity of BGO and BSO crystals. 
The first really electric field sensor was developed by Shibata in 1983 [65] (Figure 
, 
2.3). It was for the first time when a cubic crystal of T3m point group and its 
excellent features were applied. Bismuth Germanate (Bi4Ge3O12) has no natural 
birefringence, no pyroelectricity (e. g. and no optical activity (e. g. Bi12Ge020) 
Bi12SiO20) and, therefore, no temperature dependence associated with these effects. 
The light emerging from the optical fibre is linearly polarized by the polarising beam 
splitter. Because of the light reflection at the reflecting film the light experiences a 
phase shift of ir/2 due to the 1/8 wave plate plus a phase retardation induced by 
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Figure 2.3: The first electric field sensor made by Shibata. 
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the electrooptic effect in the crystal. The beam splitter acts as an analyzer for the 
reflected beam. It reflects one linearly polarized component of the light letting it 
pass through a lens and an optical fibre to a photodiode. The sensor was designed 
to measure two dimensional AC electric field in the range from 1kV/m to 300kV/m. 
The probe of the sensor is ca 3.5 cm long and its temperature stability is ±0.5% in 
the range from 15° to 60°C. 
Another electric field sensor was devised by Gulyaev et al. in 1984 [30], [45]. 
The sensor used the optical scheme similar to that of Kyuma [47]. Their studies 
were mostly concentrated on the effect of optical activity in BSO crystal on the 
electrooptic sensor. The lowest measured value of the electric field in the frequency 
range from 10IIz to 200kIIz was 3kV/m. The frequency of 10I1z is probably the 
lowest frequency reported for the electrooptic sensor. 
In 1987 another Pockel's effect voltage sensor was reported by Meyrueix et al. [55]. 
This sensor differed from the previous sensors in its output which consisted of the 
Wollaston prism splitting the output light beam into two orthogonal components. 
The separate detection and the final electronic processing, reported for the first 
time, enables to improve the accuracy and sensitivity of the sensor. The dynamic 
range of the sensor was from 0.9 to 18kV/m. 
At the end of eighties, attempts were made to miniaturize field sensors using 
integrated optics technology. Compared to bulk electrooptic sensors integrated de- 
vices can offer some advantages like size reduction and simplicity of design. There 
is no need for lenses, quarter-wave plate and polarizers [37]. Since the piezoelectric 
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resonances can be shifted up to higher frequencies by decreasing size of devices, the 
integrated optics based sensors can work as a broad band device. These sensors do 
not use the polarimetric technique but are based on Mach-Zehnder integrated optic 
interferometer. A sensor developed in 1992 by Kuwabara [461 is representative in 
a number of aspects (Figure 2.4). It is based on LiNbO3 integrated Mach-Zehnder 
interferometer and can measure the electric field strength in the range from 100Hz to 
300MHz with almost flat frequency response characteristic. Two 50mm long metal 
rods which serve as an antenna are connected to the electrooptic modulator with 
halfwave voltage about 4V at 1.3µm. The YAG laser pumped by a laser diode had 
25mW output power. The minimum detection level of the sensor was 1 mV/m at 
50MHz and 0.14mV/m at 750MHz and the lowest measured frequency of the electric 
field was about 100I1z. The overall length of the sensor element is 144mm. Since 
the sensor uses Mach-Zehnder interferometer based on optically anisotropic and py- 
roelectric material of Lithium Niobate, a low temperature stability can be expected. 
However, no results on the temperature characteristics of the sensor were reported. 
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Figure 2.4: Electric field sensor using electro-optic modulator made by Kuwabara et al. 
A similar sensor designed especially for low frequency measurement was made 
by Y. K. Choi et al. in 1993 [25]. It employed an asymmetric Mach-Zehnder inter- 
ferometric amplitude modulator in combination with an antenna. Measurements 
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were performed in the range 1OV/m to 6kV/m at frequencies from 60Hz through to 
100kHz. These sensors based on the integrated Mach-Zehnder interferometer con- 
tain metallic antenna which disturb the measured field. In both cases no results 
were reported for measurements at frequencies lower than 50Hz. 
2.2 Piezoelectric and Electrostrictive Effect Sen- 
sors 
Sensors exploiting converse piezoelectric and electrostrictive effects use optical fi- 
bre Mach-Zehnder interferometers for a phase shift detection (Figure 2.5). In the 
signal arm of the Mach-Zehnder interferometer an electrostrictive material is used 
to extend the optical path and thus create a phase shift between the signal and 
reference arms which can be detected. The prolongation is a function of the ap- 
Light source 
Signal fibre 
Detectors 
1 
Figure 2.5: Mach-Zehnder interferometer. 
plied electric field. The electrostrictive material is used as a jacket of an optical 
fibre [35] [28] or an optical fibre is firmly attached to a piece of the electrostric- 
tive material [17] [71] [43] [54]. These sensors can be completely passive and their 
sensitivity can be simply regulated by the length of fibre which is in contact with 
the elect rostri ctive material. To achieve reasonable sensitivity, the fibre attached 
to a sensing material must be long enough to induce a sufficient phase retardation. 
Nowadays fibre optic interferometers can detect a phase shift of about 10-7 radians 
[28]. Thus, for example 1 km long fibre can theoretically detect an electric field 
Reference fibre 
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as small as 4µV/m [28]. The reported piezoelectric materials are mostly polymers 
as for instance polyvinylidene fluoride (PVF2) [28], copolymer of vinylidene fluo- 
ride and tetrafluorethylene [P(VDF/TFE)] and copolymer of vinylidene fluoride and 
trifluoroethylene [P(VDF/TrFE)] [35]. 
However, due to strong sensitivity of optical fibre interferometers to environ- 
mental changes, as for example changes in temperature, these sensors show high 
environmental instability. 
In 1988 Bohnert and Nehring demonstrated that sensors based on the piezo- 
electric effect can be used to measure spatial components of an electric field [17]. 
The sensor used symmetry properties of the converse piezoelectric effect [7]. The 
sensitivity to only one component of the electric field was achieved by a proper 
Optical Fibre 
E 
Piezoelectric Material 
Figure 2.6: Sensing elements for individual field components measurement by Bohnert. 
Electric field components E and the response are displayed. 
selection of a crystal and its orientation. Two shapes of the sensing element were 
suggested (Figure 2.6) and tested with quartz, polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) and 
piezoelectric ceramics (PZT). The fibre elongation was measured by Mach-Zehnder 
interferometer which operated in quadrature so that its output was directly propor- 
tional to the relative phase shift in both arms. The diameter of the sensing disk 
element was 10mm and its thickness 3mm. The bandwidth of the detection system 
was 50kh z and the signal of the mechanically isolated sensor was frequency indepen- 
dent. Vibrational resonances of the disk (quartz) are expected to affect the sensor 
above a few hundred kfiz. Using appropriate geometrical dimensions it should be 
possible to shift the piezoelectric resonances into the Mffz range. The lowest mea- 
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sured value of an electric field was 1OV/m but it is possible to change the range 
simply by using more turns of the optical fibre on the disk. The temperature sta- 
bility of Mach-Zehnder fibre optic interferometer, however, stays a problem for this 
kind of sensor. 
2.3 DC Measurement 
The DC electric field measurement has to solve problems of various drifts which can 
lead to errors. The drifts can be caused by space chirges either inside or outside 
a sensing crystal, by temperature dependence of refractive indices or permittivity. 
The low frequency 1/f noise can be a problem as well. In electro-optic electric field 
sensors the space charges are the crucial problem. Space charges inside the crystal 
can influence the function of the sensor to such an extent that the sensor is not 
functional. The outside space charge can be deposited on the surface of the sensing 
crystal non-uniformly and thus create an electric field which is superimposed on the 
original field and causes errors in the measurement. The review shows that these 
problems were mostly solved by a rotation of the sensing element. 
In 1982 Hidaka [331 used the linear electrooptic effect for measurements of an 
electric field distorted by a space charge. The measuring system (Figure 2.7) con- 
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Figure 2.7: Schematic diagram of the electric field sensor for field measurements in corona 
discharge by IIidaka. 
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sisted of a laser source followed by quarter-wave plate which makes the. light beam 
circularly polarised, Pockel's crystal and analyzer which were set up to maximize 
the sensor sensitivity to the electric field. The crystal was rotated to eliminate the 
space charge influence. The space charge can sit on the surface of the crystal or 
its housing non-uniformly creating an electric field which is superimposed on the 
measured field. The rotation of the sensing element causes the space charge to be 
attached to its surface uniformly. As a consequence, the internal electric field in 
the crystal due to the deposited charge is zero, and sensor is sensitive only to the 
measured electric field. The rotation also solves the problem of the space charge 
inside the crystal (crystal conductivity, see section 4.3.2). The advantage of this 
kind of sensor is that it is electrically isolated and completely passive. The sensor 
was successfully used in a measurement of the electric field distribution in a needle 
to plane gap of 0.1m with a positive DC corona and was able to measure electric 
fields of the order 105V/m. 
In 1985 Robertson and Rogers introduced another DC electric field sensor [64] for 
measurements in the presence of space charge (Figure 2.8). Experiments were carried 
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Figure 2.8: DC electric field sensor using the electro-optic effect by Rogers and Robertson. 
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out with lithium niobate LiNb03 and bismuth germanate Bi4Ge3O12. The problem 
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of space charges attached to the surface of an electrooptic crystal was again solved 
by rotating the crystal. The circularly polarized light enters the crystal rotating 
with a frequency f, is reflected by a dielectric mirror at the back of the crystal and 
after passing through the analyzer, the photodetector provides a signal which is a 
mixture of two frequencies, 2f and 3f. The signal at 3f frequency is proportional 
to the electric field induced birefringence, whereas the 2f signal is caused by fixed 
birefringence of the crystal. Thus the signal proportional to the applied field can 
be selected by filtering the output signal appropriately. The crystal was spun at 
20Hz in order to satisfy two important criteria: the measured signal frequency must 
lie within the detection passband, and, secondly the crystal rotation frequency f 
must be sufficiently high for any surface charge to be effectively locked into place 
by its finite mobility. The minimum detection level of the sensor was equivalent to 
the noise level of 2.5kV/m, which is approximately the same as for the sensor 
made by Ilidaka et al. [33]. The reason of such a high value was attributed to 
the disalignment of the sensor due to the rotation of the crystal and the induced 
stresses. 
In 1991 Vohra, Buchholtz and Kersey [70] demonstrated an interferometric fibre 
optic dc and low frequency electric field sensor based on the electrostrictive effect 
(Figure 2.9). The quadratic relation between an applied electric field and the in- 
Diode pumped 
Nd: YAG Zaser 
Electrostrictive 
transducer 
Figure 2.9: DC electric field sensor based on the electrostrictive effect. 
duced strain in an electrostrictive ceramics (Ba: PZT) allows for the detection of low 
frequency signals as sidebands of a high frequency carrier. A preliminary investiga- 
tion of the sensor has yielded a minimum detectable electric field of 0.35(V/m)/ Hz 
for a sensor with 3cm of fibre. From calculations it follows that for 30m of fibre at- 
Single mode 
fibre 
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tached to an electrostrictive ceramic, it should be possible to achieve a minimum 
detectable field of 10(µV/m)/ Hz, limited by interferometer phase noise [70]. The 
disadvantages of this sensor are conductive electrodes and driving AC voltage source 
which disturb the original electric field. The use of Mach-Zehnder fibre optic inter- 
ferometer makes it also highly sensitive to environmental changes. 
Another DC probe for electric field distribution measurements was reported in 
1991 [34] (Figure 2.10). Metal hemispheres with radius R= 40mm are separated 
E ýýiýý R 
Figure 2.10: Electric field sensor by Ilornfeld. 
by a dielectric gap of width d«R and rotated in an electric field by means of 
an air turbine to which they are connected by a dielectric shaft. The electrical 
_ 
induction induces an alternating signal proportional to the electric field. Several 
different methods were employed to measure DC field with this probe. For example, 
if the hemispheres are connected together by low impedance, the current is induced 
and detected by an electronic circuit inside the globe. With this system it was 
possible to measure fields from 30V/m to 500kV/m. Another method of measuring 
the signal induced by the rotating hemispheres, uses a Pockel's voltage sensor and 
optical fibre connection. In this arrangement the field intensities up to 600kV/m 
were measured. A disadvantage of this sensor is its metal head and conductive leads 
which are required to connect it to either a meter or a crystal. 
The sensor developed by Hidaka in 1982 was further improved by Murooka and' 
Nakano in 1992 [56]. Their work was exclusively concentrated on an improvement of 
the sensitivity of the sensor. A new measuring system was presented which uses an 
Separated Dielectric Air turbine Dielectric tube 
metal hemispheres cylindrical shaft 
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Figure 2.11: Schematic diagram of optical field measuring system by Murooka et al. 
intensity difference method with an intensity modulated laser beam (Figure 2.11). 
To decrease the noise level, lock-in amplifier was used and two optical branches 
were created completely equivalent except for the Pockel's sensing head placed only 
in one of them. Signals from both branches were differentially added in the lock- 
ing amplifier. In the range of the field strength from 6kV/rn to 100kV/m, the 
researchers succeeded to improve the sensor sensitivity to AC electric field by 100 
times compared to the previous system. The minimum detectable field was 750V/m 
with S/N ratio of 20dB. Further improvement of this measurement system was re- 
ported in 1994 [57]. The system was simplified using reflection mirror technique. 
The minimum measurable field strength was 500V/m at the S/N ratio of 10.2dB 
and 1V/m at the critical value of OdB. The sensitivity of the sensor was improved 
immensely for AC field measurements. The crystal in these experiments was not 
rotated. However, all the experiments were done with AC electric field at 5011z and 
with a commercially available Pockel's element which has electrodes attached di- 
rectly to the electrooptic crystal. Therefore, the effects of the internal and external 
charge on the sensor (section 4.3.2 and chapter 5) were not addressed by this study, 
and the improvement in the sensor sensitivity should be considered only with the 
respect to AC field measurement. 
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Figure 2.12: Schematic diagram of the electric field sensor by Priest et al. 
A different type of an electric field sensor, designed especially for measurement 
of a static electric field and charge density in corona discharge, has been developed 
by Priest et al. in 1997 [62]. The sensor uses electrostatic charging either due 
to an electric field induction or environmental space charge to deform the flexible 
cantilever. In both cases the flexible surface and the surface adjacent to cleaved 
fibre end become charged and the electrostatic repulsion between the surfaces alters 
the cavity length. This is monitored by a low-coherence Fabry-Perot interferometer 
which enables an absolute measurement of the cavity length. The spectrum of the 
output light is obtained by the spectrometer and analyzed deriving its autocorrela- 
tion function. The relationship between the cavity length and the electric field or 
charge concentration, can be obtained either through calibration in known fields or 
concentration or from knowledge of the elastic properties of the flexible cantilever. 
This miniature sensor has a diameter of 20mm and was used to measure electric 
field in the vicinity of Van de Graaff generator in the range 13.5-65 kV/m with a 
resolution of 9kV/m. 
The summary of the reported electric field probes is shown in Table 2.1. From the 
presented literature review, it can be concluded, that the techniques using converse 
piezoelectric and electrostrictive effect can achieve very high sensitivity compared 
to electrooptic probes which have inherently low sensitivity due to low values of 
electrooptic coefficients (chapter 3). However, because of the use of Mach-Zehnder 
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fibre optic interferometer the temperature stability is poor. It was also shown that 
the problem of electric field measurements in space charge environment was solved 
using the rotation of the sensing head. This rotation was identified as one of the 
main sources of the low sensor sensitivity. 
For practical purposes the sensor should be relatively insensitive to environmen- 
tal changes. It should be small and passive to achieve a high spatial resolution and to 
reduce the disturbance of the measured field to minimum. Ideally the sensor would 
measure also the electric field in a space charge environment with an improved ac- 
curacy. The polarimetric electrooptic sensor configuration can offer relatively small 
size, passive nature and not very complex output signal processing. Although its 
sensitivity to the electric field is not very high, the temperature stability of the re- 
ported probes was verygood. Therefore, the polarimetric electrooptic arrangement 
has been chosen for the development of DC and ELF electric field sensor. 
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Table 2.1: Reported electric field probes; used effects -P Pockel's effect, EI electrical 
induction, PE piezoelectric effect, ES electrostrictive effect; Scheme - MZ Mach-Zehnder 
interferometer, FP Fabry Perot interferometer. 
Year-Author Frequency Voltmeter/ Minimum Effect/ Material 
Ranger Metal part measured value Scheme 
or *Range 
61-Namba[59] 
75-Massey[53] 
80-IIamasaki[31] 
82-Kuhara[44] 
82-Ilidaka[33] 
82-Donalds[28] 
83-Kyuma[47] 
84-Shibata[65] 
84-Gulyaev[30] 
85-Kutsaenko[45] 
85-Robertson[64] 
86-Kanoi[40] 
86-Imai[35] 
87-Meyrueix[55] 
87-Jaeger[37] 
88-Bohnert[17] 
91-IIoernfeldt[34] 
91-Vohra[70] 
92-Vohra[71] 
92-Kuwabara[46] 
92-Bonek[18] 
93-Choi[25] 
94-Murooka[57] 
94-Kingsley[42] 
97-Priest[62] 
dc/ac 
60hIz 
ac 
ac 
dc 
0.5-1.5kHz 
dc/ac 
ac 
0.01-200kHz 
dc/ac 
dc 
dc/ac 
0.02-5kIiz 
Y/Y 
n/n 
Y/Y 
Y/Y 
n/n 
n/n 
Y/Y 
n/n 
n/n 
n/n 
n/n 
Y/Y 
n/n 
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6V/m 
*0-300V 
*0-500V 
10-3V 
500V/m 
3kV/m 
1kV/m 
2.5kV/m 
*25-500V 
P 
P 
P 
P 
P 
PE/MZ 
P 
P 
P 
P 
P 
P 
PE/MZ 
dc/ac y/y 0.1-18kV/m p 
6011z n/y - P/MZ 
ac n/n *0.01-100kV/m PE/MZ 
dc n/y *0.03-500kV/m EI 
dc/ac n/y 0.35V/(m II z) ES 
ac n/y 10µV/(m II z) ES/MZ 
100Hz n/y 0.22mV/m P/MZ 
-1GIIz @50MIIz 
5011z n/y 0.25V/m P/MZ 
0.06-100khIz n/y *0.01-6kV/m P/MZ 
ac y/y 1V/m P 
(S/N = OdB) 
ac n/n 0.2V/(m II z) P/MZ 
dc n/y *13.5-65kV/m E/FP 
ADP, KDP 
KDP 
BSO 
BSO 
LN 
PVF2 
BGO 
BG 
BSO 
BSO 
LN, BG 
BG 
P(VDF/ 
TrFE) 
LN 
quartz, P- 
VDF, PZT 
metal 
Ba: PZT 
PMN 
LN 
LN 
LN 
LN 
LN 
'where the frequency range was not available, either the frequency used in the reported exper- iments is stated or suitability of the probe for DC or ELF measurements is indicated using the 
symbols dc, ac , respectively. 
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2.4 Aim and Objectives of the Research 
The aim of this research was to investigate the possibility of a precise measurement 
DC and extra-low-frequency electric field using a passive, all dielectric and Elec- 
troMagnetic Interference (EMI) immune sensor. The sensor should use the linear 
electrooptic effect in a crystalline material, preferably cubic crystal. The measure- 
ments of DC field should be possible in environments both with and without a space 
charge, without the necessity to rotate the sensing head. 
The specific objectives to be achieved were: 
1. Material analysis and selection of the most suitable electrooptic material. 
2. Theoretical and experimental study of the internal space charge effect in the 
electrooptic sensor (conductivity and photoconductivity effects) 
3. Investigation of the external space charge effect and possibility of its elimina- 
tion using an artificial extension of the sensing element. 
2.5 Summary 
The literature review revealed that the most common optical techniques for electric 
field measurements are based on the electrooptic and piezoelectric effects.. The 
reported probes for DC and ELF field measurements were discussed separately. 
It was shown that the techniques using electrostrictive and piezoelectric effects in 
conjunction with the Mach-Zehnder interferometer can be very sensitive to DC and 
ELF field, however, their temperature stability is poor. On the other hand, probes 
based on the electrooptic effects may have a very good temperature stability. Their 
sensitivity is, however, lower. Taking into account the importance of the sensor 
stability to environmental changes, size of the sensor, disturbance of the measured 
field and complexity of the output signal processing design, the linear electrooptic 
effect was chosen for the DC and ELF sensor and the aim and objectives of the 
research were defined. 
Chapter 3 
Theoretical Background 
The aim of this chapter is to summarise the material physics which is essential for 
the understanding of the electrooptic sensors. It covers the propagation of electro- 
magnetic waves in a crystalline linearly birefringent medium, the electrooptic effect 
as the basic principle of the sensor, and a brief description of other effects in crystals 
which can influence the performance of the electrooptic sensors, such as optical ac- 
tivity, Faraday rotation, photoelastic and pyroelectric effects. The discussion of the 
electromagnetic wave propagation is extended at the end of the chapter to account 
for effects of both linear and circular birefringence. 
3.1 Electromagnetic Waves in Anisotropic Medium 
3.1.1 Permittivity Tensor 
The concept of the electrooptic sensor is based on light propagation in a crystal, 
that, generally, is an optically anisotropic medium and its physical properties de- 
pends on the direction of the propagating light. Optical and dielectric properties of 
materials can be characterised by so called permittivity, a physical property which 
is indispensable for the description of electrooptic effect and, therefore, its origin is 
explained below. 
An electric field applied to any material causes the redistribution of free and 
bound electric charges within the material [6], effect which is called polarization. In 
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an isotropic medium the induced polarization P and the electric field E are parallel 
and are related by a scalar factor X called susceptibility 
P=c0XE (3.1) 
where Eo stands for the permittivity of vacuum. In an anisotropic material, which 
is the case of most crystals, the induced polarisation depends on the direction of 
the electric field vector and it becomes necessary to define the susceptibility as a 
second rank tensor. Each of the polarization components Pi is dependent of all three 
components of the electric field Et, and can be written using Einstein notation [1] 
as 
Pi = E0XijEj, i, j=1,2,3 (3.2) 
The susceptibility tensor has clear physical origin and can be used to define the 
permittivity tensor e; j as follows 
Eij =c 
(1 + Xij) (3.3) 
The permittivity tensor relates the electric field vector E and the electric displace- 
ment vector D [6] 
Di=et, E;, i, j=1,2,3 (3.4) 
and thus defines the dielectric properties of the crystal. It is shown in the next 
sections that the permittivity tensor characterises optical properties as well. 
If the medium is homogenous, non-absorbing and magnetically isotropic the per- 
mittivity tensor can be shown to be symmetric using the principle of the conservation 
of electromagnetic field energy [9]. The same analysis, applied to a non-absorbing 
optically active medium, shows more general result: 
E'ý = Et7 (3.5) 
where E;. is a complex conjugate of the permittivity Eid. The symmetrical property 
of the permittivity tensor makes it possible to find a coordinate system in which 
the tensor has only its diagonal elements. The axes of such a coordinate system 
are called the principal dielectric coordinate axes and are of great importance for a 
description of the electrooptic effect. 
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3.1.2 Electromagnetic Wave Propagation in Anisotropic Me- 
dium Possessing Linear Birefringence 
Electromagnetic wave propagation in an optically anisotropic medium is the starting 
point for an investigation of the electrooptic effect. Even if crystals are isotropic, 
under the influence of a disturbance, such as electric field or strain, they become 
optically anisotropic. 
To determine how the electromagnetic waves propagate in an anisotropic medium 
it becomes necessary to solve Maxwell's equations. Electrooptic crystals can usually 
be considered as non-conductive and magnetically isotropic medium. Maxwell's 
equations then give the basic wave equation for crystal optics [9] 
kx(kxE)+w2ItE=0 (3.6) 
In this equation e is the permittivity tensor, w is the radian frequency, it the per- 
meability of the material, k and E are the wave and electric field vectors. The 
fact that the permittivity is the symmetric tensor and in principal coordinates can 
be expressed only by the diagonal elements e;; (section 3.1.1) simplifies the wave 
equation (3.6) and its analytical solution [9]. 
In a medium characterised by a symmetric permittivity tensor, there are two 
solutions which satisfy the wave equation (3.6). They correspond to propagation 
of two mutually orthogonal, linearly polarized electromagnetic waves with parallel 
wavefronts. In other words, if the direction of the phase velocity is given there are 
two linearly polarized orthogonal waves with different wave vectors k1, k2 or different 
refractive indices n1, n2 which satisfy the equation (3.6). These solutions are termed 
eigenwaves and the axes along directions of the polarization vector are called optical 
eigenaxes. 
The propagation of the two eigenwaves is the key to understanding of the elec- 
trooptic sensor. The two waves propagate independently with different phase veloci- 
ties given by different refractive indices nl, n2. The difference between the refractive 
indices (nl - n2) is called birefringence or often linear birefringence because the 
eigenwaves are linearly polarized compared to circular birefringence when the eigen- 
waves are circularly polarized waves. It can be either natural birefringence, which 
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is an inherent property of the crystal, or induced birefringence, when the difference 
in the refractive indices is caused by an external disturbance such as electric field, 
stress etc. The natural or the induced birefringence. causes a phase retardation be- 
tween the two eigenwaves and, therefore, the polarization of the light emerging from 
the anisotropic medium is generally changed. Such a change can be detected and 
this is the basic principle used in the electrooptic field sensor. 
3.1.3 Index Ellipsoid 
In the previous section it was pointed out that two independent linearly polarised 
eigenwaves can propagate in a linearly birefringent crystal, for a given direction. 
The determination of their refractive indices, directions of their polarisation and the 
birefringence are essential for the design of an electrooptic field sensor. These optical 
properties of the propagating waves can be obtained by solving the equation (3.6) 
or more conveniently, by using the method of the index ellipsoid. This method is 
also suitable for computer simulations of the electrooptic effect because only simple 
matrix operations are required to obtain the parameters of the propagating waves. 
The index ellipsoid and the way of using it to obtain the optical properties of an 
electrooptic material are explained in the following paragraphs. 
The index ellipsoid is a geometrical construction, in the literature sometimes 
referred to as optical indicatrix. It can be obtained assuming that the electric field 
energy density can be written as [9] 
Ue=1ED (3.7) 
where E is the intensity of the electric field and D the electric displacement vector. 
Considering the principal coordinate axes as defined in section 3.1.1, the permit- 
tivity tensor has only the diagonal elements cii. Then using the equation (3.4) and 
algebraic operations, the following equation can be derived: 
D', D2 D2 
2Ue + 2+ 3 
E11 622 ¬33 
(3.8) 
The equation (3.8) represents a surface of constant energy Ue in (Dl, Dz, D3) space 
and it is an ellipsoid with axes parallel to the principal dielectric axes. Finally, the 
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substitution of Di/(2Ue) by x; and c /c, by n? gives: 
2zz 
xi xi+x2 (3.9) 
nl n2 n3 
which is the equation of the index ellipsoid with major axes parallel to the principal 
dielectric axes x1, x2i x3. The constants ni are called the principle refractive indices 
and can be calcu 
Figure 3.1: Index ellipsoid. n1, n2 are the principle refractive indices. 
The index ellipsoid simplifies the determination of the refractive indices and 
directions of electric field displacement vectors of the two eigenwaves [5]. Provided 
that the normal vector of the wavefront (direction of the phase velocity k/k) is 
given, the method of the index ellipsoid requires to find the intersection of the plane 
passing through the origin, which is normal to the phase velocity vector (parallel to 
k), with the index ellipsoid (Figure 3.1). This intersection is an ellipse. Directions 
of the two major axes of the ellipse are the directions of the two independent electric 
displacement vectors D1, D2 and the length of these two axes are equal to the values 
of refractive indices n1, n2. Because the speed of light in a material increases with 
decreasing refractive index the shorter axis is called fast optical axis and the longer 
axis is called slow optical axis. 
The introduced index ellipsoid is a powerful tool for a description of light prop- 
agation in crystals. It will be used later to describe the electrooptic effect and to 
determine the eigenwaves of propagation and refractive indices in a mathematical 
model of the electrooptic sensor. 
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3.1.4 Eigenwaves Separation in Anisotropic Media 
The light incident in an anisotropic medium can be expressed by a linear combination 
of the two eigenwaves. These two eigenwaves generally have different refractive 
indices and, therefore, they can be refracted with different angles which leads to their 
separation in an anisotropic crystal. This effect is called the double refraction and 
its description can be found in the literature [5]. It may have unwanted consequences 
in the design of the sensor. 
Incident Two beams Crystal 
beam of mutually 
orthogonal 
polarisations 
Figure 3.2: Separation of the eigenwaves in an uniaxial crystal. 
In electrooptic sensors the light beam incident on a crystal is perpendicular to 
the face of the crystal. If the crystal is isotropic the light passes through the crystal 
without changing its polarization due to the absence of natural birefringence, and 
emerges from the opposite face of the crystal as a single beam. In an anisotropic 
medium, however, the beam can be divided into two beams corresponding to two 
eigenwaves [5]. Thus even for normal incidence two beams can be found on the 
opposite face of the crystal (Figure 3.2). This effect depends on the crystallographic 
orientation of the crystal incident face and on the type of the crystal. Generally, it 
can be said that if a normally incident light is parallel with one of the principal axes 
of the index ellipsoid, no separation of the eigenwaves occurs. 
Since electrooptic sensors are based on the interference of the two eigenwaves, 
care should be taken to compensate the effect or to avoid the separation of eigenwaves 
by choosing an appropriate crystal orientation. 
3.2 Electro-Optic Effect 
The light propagation in an optically anisotropic medium and the way of using the 
index ellipsoid to obtain the optical properties of materials have been described in 
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the previous section. Now it is possible to describe the electrooptic effect using the 
concept of the index ellipsoid. 
In some materials, an electric field induces changes in refractive indices. This 
effect is called the electrooptic effect, and it is caused by a redistribution of the 
bound charges and possibly a slight deformation of the ion lattice [9]. Such changes 
can be expressed by a change of the index ellip8oid. To do so, it is suitable to define 
an impermeability tensor 77 by the inverse tensor to the permittivity tensor 
77 = foe-1 (3.10) 
Using the 77; j tensor the index ellipsoid (3.9) can be written as [9] 
q x; xj =1 (3.11) 
An applied electric field E causes changes in optical properties of the crystal which 
can be expressed by changes in the impermeability tensor using Taylor expansion as 
q; j(E) - , qij(0) = r; jkEk + stiklEkE1 + higher order terms (3.12) 
where r; jk is the third rank tensor of linear (Pockel's) electrooptic effect, sjjkl the 
fourth rank tensor of quadratic (Kerr) electrooptic effect. Both tensors are symmet- 
ric [9] in i and j and, therefore, Voigt' notation can be used. Thus using equations 
(3.11), (3.12) and Voigt's notation [7], and neglecting all nonlinear terms in (3.12) 
the index ellipsoid in an electric field is 
( 
12 
+ rlkEk)xi +(12+ r2kEk)x2 + (12 + r3kEk)x3 + 
n2 n2 n3 
2x2x3r4kEk + 2X3xirskEk + 2xlx2r6kEk (3.13) 
This is an equation of the index ellipsoid changed by linear electrooptic effect in the 
presence of an electric field. The values of the refractive indices and the orientation 
of the slow and fast axes can be found by the method introduced in section 3.1.3. 
The equation (3.13) shows that an applied electric field changes the index el- 
lipsoid. Therefore, the refractive indices and the polarisation direction of the two 
eigenwaves generally change as well. In the electrooptic sensors it is usually required 
that the directions of D1 and D2 vectors of the two eigenwaves do not change with 
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the applied electric field. Then the normally incident light can be expressed by the 
same linear combination of the unchanged eigenwaves both in the presence and in 
the absence of the electric field. Only a change in the principal refractive indices 
occurs. If the difference (nl - n2) of the refractive indices changes with the applied 
field, the polarization of the light emerging from the crystal is changed as well. In 
this case the electrooptic effect is detectable. 
When the electrooptic coefficients r4k, r5k, r6k are zero and an electric field is ap- 
plied, the principal axes of the ellipsoid change their size but not the orientation (the 
mixed terms in the equation (3.13) are zero). When at least one of them is non-zero 
the ellipsoid undergoes a change in orientation of its principal axes and a change 
in shape. Therefore, the r4k, rsk, r6k coefficient are sometimes called the skew coef- 
ficients. Some materials as for example Potassium Niobate (KNbO3) possess very 
high skew coefficients and may seem to be very attractive for the sensor application. 
However, in most cases these materials are not isotropic and the use of their high 
skew electrooptic coefficients may lead to eigenwaves separation accompanied by a 
strong natural birefringence, effects which degrade the sensor performance as shown 
later. Therefore, if the crystals are not inherently isotropic it is better to avoid the 
use of the skew coefficients. 
3.3 Unwanted Effects in Crystals 
An ideal electrooptic field sensor should be sensitive only to the electric field and 
should have a linear output dependence on the electric field. However, in real- 
ity the electrooptic crystal is influenced not exclusively by the electric field but 
other environmental disturbances can change the optical properties of the crys- 
tal and hence influence the whole sensor. The crystal can be influenced by mag- 
netic field (e. g. Faraday effect), by vibrations or other forces applied to the crystal 
(e. g. photoelastic effect) or by a change in temperature (e. g. pyroelectric effect). Some 
of the electrooptic crystals can possess inherent optical properties (optical activity) 
which affect the propagation of the light through the crystals which can differ from 
the propagation in a linearly birefringent medium described in the section 3.1.2. 
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3.3.1 Optical Activity 
The optical activity is an inherent property of some non-centrosymmetric crystal 
classes [7]. The effect causes rotation of the polarization plane of a linearly polar- 
ized light. The phenomenon can be explain by means of two circularly polarized 
eigenwaves, right and lefthanded, which propagate with different phase velocities [7]. 
The optical activity is, therefore, often referred to as an effect of circular birefrin- 
gence. To evaluate the magnitude of the effect, specific rotatory power p is defined 
by the rotation of the polarisation plane per unit length of a crystal. For, example 
rotatory power of quartz at 633 nm is 1.8 x 103 °/m which means that after passing 
1mm distance in the crystal the polarization plane of a linearly polarized light is 
rotated by 1.8°. This rotation can be either left-handed or right-handed. When both 
optical activity and linear birefringence are present the solution of Maxwell's equa- 
tions leads to two independent orthogonal waves. However, in crystals possessing 
the optical activity the two orthogonal eigenwaves are elliptically polarised (section 
3.4). The presence of the optical activity in an electrooptic field sensor leads to 
a lower sensitivity of the sensor (section 4.2.1). The optical activity effect can be 
eliminated if a light beam passes through the crystal in opposite directions [7]. 
3.3.2 Faraday Rotation 
Faraday rotation is a linear magnetooptic effect. An applied magnetic field along the 
light propagation direction rotates the plane of the polarisation of a linearly polarised 
light. The specific rotatory power p which express the rotation of the polarisation 
plane per unit length of the crystal can be written as 
p=VB (3.14) 
where B is the magnetic flux density parallel to the light beam and V Verdet constant 
of a material. The Verdet constant characterises the magnitude of the Faraday 
effect in the materials. The optical activity and Faraday effect may seem to be 
very similar effects. However, it is not possible to eliminate the Faraday effect in 
the same way as the optical activity because the rotation of the polarisation plane 
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of a linearly polarised light in the reverse direction is added to the rotation of the 
forward beam. Thus when the light passes through a crystal and then is reversed 
and passes through the crystal in the opposite direction the effect of the optical 
activity is cancelled whereas the Faraday effect is doubled. Otherwise the Faraday 
rotation has the same effect on the light propagation as the optical activity and can 
be classified as an effect of circular birefringence. 
3.3.3 Photoelastic Effect 
When a crystal is exposed to external forces or there are strains in the crystal, optical 
properties of the crystal can be changed. Generally the effect is described by changes 
in the index ellipsoid. The strains and forces in a crystal can be expressed by the 
stress and strain tensors which are mutually connected by material constants called 
elastic compliances [7]. The deformation of the index ellipsoid can be expressed 
either in terms of the stress tensor (vkl) or in terms of the strain tensor (ekj) as 
A77ij _ 7ri k1okl (3.15) 
A77s; = pijklekl (3.16) 
where Aqij stands for a change in the impermeability tensor (3.10), 7r; jkl and Pijkl 
are the piezooptical and the elastooptical coefficients, respectively. 
The photoelastic effect can be both beneficial and unwanted. For example, when 
a low frequency or DC electric field is applied to an electrooptic unclamped crystal, 
converse piezoelectric effect induces strains within the crystal and, therefore, the 
photoelastic effect. Thus the index ellipsoid is influenced not only by the electrooptic 
effect but by the photoelastic effect as well. In this case the electrooptic coefficients 
are denoted as r. On the other hand, if the crystal is clamped or the applied electric 
field is of high frequency (the crystal is virtually clamped), there is no converse 
piezoelectricity and the photoelastic effect within the crystal. Then the electrooptic 
coefficients are denoted as r and usually r<rT. Thus at low frequencies of 13 S3 13 
electric field the photoelastic effect is beneficial because it magnifies the electrooptic 
effect. 
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However, the following examples show that more often the photoelasticity is 
an unwanted effect. Any vibrations or forces applied to the electrooptic sensor 
influence the output signal due to the photoelastic effect. Therefore, it is important 
to avoid any unnecessary stresses or strains if possible. For example, in the sensor 
by Robertson [64], vibrations due to the rotation of the crystal were identified as 
the main source of noise, thus decreasing the sensitivity of the sensor. 
Commercially manufactured crystals are never ideal crystals. Imperfections in 
crystal lattices cause local strains and therefore the photoelastic effect which is the 
reason why the extinction ratio of isotropic crystal placed between crossed polarizers 
is not zero. Such a built-in birefringence can be partially removed by annealing 
process. 
3.3.4 Pyroelectric Effect 
Certain crystals have the property of developing an electric polarization when their 
temperature is changed. If a spontaneous polarization already exists, it can be 
changed with temperature. This effect is called pyroelectricity and is restricted 
only to ten crystal classes [7]. The pyroelectricity is an unwanted effect in the 
electric field sensor applications because it induces the electric polarisation and thus 
indirectly the electrooptic effect. Therefore, it can cause a temperature instability 
of the sensor. 
3.4 Wave propagation in crystals with linear and 
circular birefringence 
3.4.1 Electromagnetic Theory 
Both natural and induced linear birefringence in an electrooptic crystal can be ac- 
companied by a circular birefringence in the form of Faraday rotation or in some 
non-centrosymmetrical classes in the form of optical activity. The permittivity ten- 
sor in crystals possessing only linear birefringence becomes generally complex and 
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hermitian (3.5). As in the case of a medium with a linear birefringence there are two 
solutions of the wave equation (3.6) termed eigenwaves [9] [75]. These eigenwaves are 
not linearly polarized waves but generally elliptically polarized waves. The eigen- 
waves are orthogonal to each other, i. e. the major axes of the polarization ellipses 
are perpendicular, with opposite sense of rotation of the electric field vector. The 
principal axes of the polarization ellipses are parallel to the polarization directions 
of the linearly polarized eigenwaves in the case of pure linear birefringence. 
The two special cases of an elliptical polarization are linear and circular polar- 
izations. These correspond to the electromagnetic wave propagation in purely lin- 
early birefringent or purely circularly birefringent media. The mathematical model 
described in the section 3.5 is based on the mathematical description of the electro- 
magnetic wave propagation in both linearly and circularly birefringent media. 
3.4.2 Poincare Sphere 
The Poincare sphere is a convenient geometric representation in which the state 
of polarization of a light beam can be denoted by a point on the sphere. The 
phenomena accompanying the propagation of the light through a medium exhibiting 
linear birefringence, optical activity or both can be determined by means of simple 
geometrical construction on the sphere [63] [38] [72] [2]. A short description of the 
Poincare sphere is given since the concept is used later to investigate the effect of 
optical activity in the electrooptic sensor. 
A general point P on the Poincare sphere represents a general elliptic state of 
polarisation. The circle HAVB (equator) in xlx3 plane (see Figure 3.3) represents 
all the possible linearly polarized states. It includes points II and V denoting hor- 
izontal and vertical plane polarisation. Points C1 and C, represent left and right 
circular polarisation. The general point P stands for an elliptical vibrations. It is 
defined by its longitude 2A and latitude 2w. The major axis of the elliptic vibrations 
is at an angle A to the horizontal axis and the ratio of the major to minor axes b/a 
is given by 
b 
= tan w (3.17 
a 
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Figure 3.3: Poincare sphere, parameters of elliptically polarized light, and polarization 
ellipse (right). 
(see Figure 3.3). The latitude 2w is taken positive measured from the equator 
towards C1 and 2) is taken to be positive for a counterclockwise rotation about C1. 
The Poincare sphere can be applied to the problem of propagation of polarized 
light in media with both linear and circular birefringence. The state of light polar- 
isation after propagation in media possessing both linear and circular birefringence 
is obtained using the following construction [63]. Let H and V be the two principle 
eigenwaves in the medium without circular birefringence and 6 the relative phase 
retardation per unit length introduced between them. Draw the line RR' in the 
plane x2x3 (HC1VC,. ) at an angle 2ry to HV where 
tan(27) =2 (3.18) 
Then, if P is the state of polarisation of the incident light entering the crystal of 
thickness 1, the polarisation state of the emerging light is obtained by rotating the 
sphere around the axis RR' by the angle 
A= Dol (3.19) 
where 
Do = 62 + 4P2 (3.20) 
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The angle A is called composite phase difference, 6 is phase difference per unit length 
caused by linear birefringence and p is the rotatory power characterising a circular 
birefringence. 
If a polarized light P on the Poincare sphere passes through a polarizer rep- 
resented by a point Q, the light intensity behind the polarizer can be calculated 
as 
I= cost 
PQ 
=1 (1 + cos PQ) (3.21) 
where PQ denotes the length of the great circular arc between P and Q. 
The described construction follows from the electromagnetic theory of light but 
compared to it, the Poincare sphere can appreciably simplify the analytical treat- 
ment of the phenomena accompanying the passage through a medium exhibiting 
both linear and circular birefringence. 
3.5 Summary 
This chapter summarized the essential physics of electromagnetic wave propagation 
in crystalline media. The concept of index ellipsoid was described and propagation 
of light in an anisotropic media was discussed in terms of linearly polarized eigen- 
waves. The electrooptic effect and other effects in crystal which could influence 
the electrooptic sensor were explained. Finally, the description of the electromag- 
netic wave propagation was extended to media possessing both linear and circular 
birefringence, and the elliptically polarized eigenwaves were explained. 
Chapter 4 
Polarimetric Interferometric 
Sensor 
This chapter addresses the first two main issues as they were identified in the aims 
and objectives of the project - material analysis and internal space charge effect. The 
structuring also reflects the progress of the project in time. The first two sections 
de- 
scribe the principle of the electrooptic field sensor (4.1) and the mathematical model 
which was developed and used in simulations of different effects (4.2). The section 
on crystal selection 4.3 points out different criteria which should be applied to select 
an appropriate crystal for the DC and ELF application. Using these concepts, two 
most appropriate electrooptic crystals were selected. Their performance is discussed 
in separate sections for ELF field measurements (4.4) and DC field measurements 
(4.5). The last section of this chapter describe results of the investigations of the 
probe isotropy. 
4.1 Principle of Electro-Optic Sensor 
A schematic diagram of the electro-optic electric field sensor is shown in Figure 4.1. 
Light from a monochromatic source, a laser diode, is polarized using a polarizer. 
Using a quarter-wave plate it is then launched into the electrooptic crystal in such 
a way that it excites two propagation eigenmodes. In an ideal electrooptic crystal 
with no circular birefringence, these eigenmodes are linearly polarized waves with the 
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plane of polarization perpendicular to each other (section 3.1.2). They experience 
different refractive indices, the change of which depends on the electric field due 
to the electrooptic effect. The eigenwaves propagate with different phase velocities 
depending on the electric field intensity. The polarization of the light emerging 
X2 
x3 
xl E1 
ýýs 
I1=I0(l+sin r) 
Photodetector I 
Photodetector 2 
I2=10(1-sin r) 
Figure 4.1: Schematic diagram of the electro-optic sensor. 
from the crystal is, therefore, changed by the applied electric field. This change in 
polarization is then converted by the polarizing beamsplitter into a change in the 
light intensity and detected by the photodetectors. The quarter-wave plate inserted 
between the polarizer and the crystal produces an additional phase shift of ir/2 
radians between the eigenmodes, so that the sensor works well within the linear 
region of its transfer characteristic (Figure 4.2). 
The placement of the wave plate in front of the crystal offers advantages com- 
pared to the position behind the crystal as it was used in the first sensors (section 
2.1). In this case, induced fast and slow axes of the crystal do not have to be pre- 
cisely aligned at 45° to the polarization plane of the linearly polarized light. The 
light behind the quarter-wave plate is circularly polarized and can, therefore, excite 
crystal eigenwaves of equal intensities for any orientation of crystal slow and fast 
axes. The wave plate also acts as an optical isolator not allowing the light reflected 
from crystal to be transmitted back to the laser which could influence the laser 
stability, causing power fluctuations and thus introducing additional noise. At first 
glance the quarter-wave plate may look as the means of eliminating the influence of 
Polarising beam 
splitter 
(Analyzer) 
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Figure 4.2: Transfer characteristic of the electro-optic sensor. 
the circular birefringence of the crystal, since a circularly polarized light defined by 
the wave plate propagates through a circularly birefringent media without change 
in polarization. However, this is not the truth as it is shown in section 4.3.1 where 
the effect of a circular birefringence on the sensor is analyzed. 
If the crystal is assumed to possess no natural and circular birefringence, the 
light intensities Il and 12 at the photodetectors are found to be [9] 
11,2 = I,, (1 ± sin r(E)) (4.1) 
where Io is the light intensity at the photodetectors without the measured field and 
I' is the phase shift retardation between the eigenmodes of propagation induced by 
the measured electric field E. It is shown in [9) (see equation 4.10) that r is directly 
proportional to the measured electric field E, and in most cases, the condition r«1 
is satisfied. The output can be then considered to be a linear function of the phase 
retardation r or the electric field intensity E: 
'1,2 =I . (l ±r(Eýý. (4.2) 
From the equation (4.2) it follows that the sensor is functional only with one 
output. The second output is complementary and using the detection scheme Il - IZ 
0r- 
0 50 100 150 200 250 300 350 
Phase Ratardation r, (r-E) [deg] 
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it enables to increase the sensor sensitivity twice as Il-I2 = 210F(E) and to decrease 
the effect of light power fluctuations as shown in section 6.5. 
4.2 Mathematical and Computer Model of the 
Sensor 
A mathematical model of the electro-optic sensor from Figure 4.1 was developed 
using Jones calculus. The model proved to be useful in investigations of different 
effects, e. g. effect of optical activity, disalignment of optical components, sensor 
isotropy and so on. It is coded in MAPLE software package. 
The Jones calculus, invented in 1940 by R. C. Jones, is a powerful matrix method 
in which the state of polarization is represented by two-component vector, while 
each optical element is represented by 2x2 matrix [10]. The overall transfer matrix 
for the whole system is obtained by multiplying all the individual element matrices, 
and the polarization state of the transmitted light is computed by multiplying the 
vector representing the input beam by the overall matrix. 
There are, however, several drawbacks in using Jones calculus. Firstly, it applies 
strictly to the description of perfectly polarized light. If the light in optical system 
is only partially polarized it might be necessary to use different means to describe 
the system (e. g. Mueller calculus [74]). For the purposes of this work Jones calculus 
is satisfactory. Secondly, usually it is tacitly assumed that there are no reflections 
of light from surfaces of individual components and the light is totally transmitted 
through where applicable. This shortage can be usually overcome by modifying the 
ideal Jones matrices (section 6.4). 
If the light in the electrooptic sensor propagates along x3 axis of the cartesian 
laboratory coordinate system (x1x2x3), Jones matrices of optical components apply 
to the x1x2 plane. Each optical component represented by a matrix M can be 
naturally rotated around x3 axis, which gives different Jones matrix. However, all 
the rotations can be described by a unitary transformation (rotation around x3 by 
angle a) and by so called standard Jones matrix of the component M8t (e. g. linear 
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polarizer aligned along xl axis, linear analyzer aligned along x2 axis, quarter-wave 
plate with fast and slow axes along xl and x2 etc. ) in the following way: 
M= R-l(a)M"R(a) (4.3) 
where R(a) is the transformation matrix corresponding to the rotation around 
x3 by an angle a and R'1 (a) is the inverse matrix: 
R(a) . 
cos(a) - sin(a) (4.4) 
sin(a) Cos (a) 
cos(a) sin(a) 
- sin(a) cos(a) 
The standard matrices for the polarizer (aligned along x1), analyzer (aligned 
along x2) and linear phase retarder (e. g. quarter-wave plate) with fast axis along xl 
and phase retardation Aco are: 
Pat- a0 
of- 0b 
Ast _c0 n 0d 
1>a»b>0,0<c«d<1 (4.6) 
Qst _ 
exp it0 
wp 
0 exp -i2 
(4.7) 
If the Jones vector of the incident polarized light is denoted as L2 then the 
vector of the light beam leaving the analyzer and impinging on the photodetector 
L0,, t can be expressed as 
Lout = A, ti Cr Qu, p Pol Lin, (4.8) 
where Cr is the Jones matrix of the electrooptic crystal. The Jones matrix of the 
crystal C, has to be found using either index ellipsoid alone (linear birefringence 
only) or electromagnetic theory of the light propagation in doubly refractive media 
possessing both linear and circular birefringence. The schematic diagram of the 
evaluation process for Cr matrix is depicted in Figure 4.3. The light incident on the 
crystal (QwpPo1L;,, ) is expressed in the laboratory coordinate system (components 
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Figure 4.3: Elliptically polarized eigenwaves and evaluation of C, matrix. 
El, E2). To describe its propagation in both linearly and circularly birefringent 
media the vector needs to be decomposed in a new basis which corresponds to the 
two orthogonal elliptically polarized eigenwaves with opposite sense of rotation of 
the electric field vector. To do that, light is first transformed into the 2nd set of 
basis vectors corresponding to the eigenmodes in the presence of linear birefringence 
only. These eigenmodes are linearly polarized and mutually orthogonal waves. The 
orientation of their polarization planes and their refractive indices depend on the 
orientation of the crystal, applied electric field, and propagating light beam. It is 
readily found using the index ellipsoid. The polarization planes coincide with direc- 
tions of major axes of elliptically polarized eigenwaves, which are the real eigenwaves 
in the case of crystals possessing both linear and circular birefringence. This fact 
is used in the 3rd transformation into the real eigenmodes basis. Once the inci- 
dent light is expressed in the real eigenmodes basis, the different phase shifts due to 
different phase velocities of the eigenmodes can be applied in the form of a phase 
retardation matrix. Finally, the light vector is transformed back in to the (x1, x2) 
basis. 
The photodetector detects the output light intensity which is found to be [9] 
I= Lout Lout (4.9) 
where Löut is the complex conjugate of the vector Lout. 
The model incorporates crystals material constants and their temperature coef- 
ficients so that it can be used for evaluation of temperature effects as well, as long 
as the material constants are available. 
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4.3 Electrooptic Crystal Selection 
The electrooptic crystal as the sensing element is the heart of the sensor and its 
properties influence final sensor characteristics. It must be, therefore, carefully 
chosen. There are several criteria which need to be taken into account. These are 
discussed in this section. First criterion is the magnitude of the electrooptic effect 
in the crystal which is required as high as possible to achieve a high sensitivity of 
the sensor. The magnitude of the effect is analyzed in the first subsection 4.3.1. It is 
shown how the magnitude depends on material constants of the electrooptic crystal 
and on the shape of the sensing element. The effect of a circular birefringence on 
sensor sensitivity is discussed in details. The second criterion which is discussed 
and found to be very important is crystal conductivity. A high conductivity of the 
electrooptic crystal causes an internal space charge effect which is described and 
analyzed in the subsection 4.3.2. This effect is found to be a dominant feature if 
the sensor is to be used for static and extra-low-frequency field measurement. The 
crystal is also required not to introduce unnecessary temperature instabilities. Based 
on this analysis two electrooptic crystals were identified as suitable for DC and ELF 
sensor applications. 
4.3.1 Magnitude of Electro-Optic Effect 
4.3.1.1 Pure Electrooptic Effect 
The literature search revealed that optically isotropic cubic crystals are the most 
appropriate for sensor applications. The other two groups of crystals, uniaxial and 
biaxial crystals, inherently possess natural birefringence. The natural birefringence 
can cause the eigenwaves separation, in directions not parallel to the axes of the in- 
dex ellipsoid (section 3.1.4). Even if this effect can be avoided by choosing a suitable 
direction of the laser beam in the crystal, the natural birefringence still introduces 
an additional phase shift between the eigenwaves which is strongly temperature de- 
pendent. Also, the natural birefringence can be so large (e. g. Lithium Niobate) that 
in some cases the light passing through the crystal gets partially depolarized which 
consequently degrades the sensor sensitivity. Theoretically, the natural birefringence 
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can be avoided in uniaxial crystals, if the light propagates along the optical axis of 
the crystal. In such a case, however, the alignment becomes critical and a small 
disalignment of the light from the optical axis may cause a strong temperature de- 
pendence due to the natural birefringence and pyroelectricity, if the latter is present 
(section 6.3). With regard to these problems the attention was primarily focused on 
cubic electrooptic crystals. 
Cubic crystals are isotropic with no inherent natural birefringence and pyro- 
electricity. This makes this group of crystals attractive. Only two groups of cubic 
crystals, with 23 and 43m point group symmetries, exhibit linear electro-optic effect. 
Zinc Sulphide, Cadmium Telluride, etc., are crystals of 43m point group, which do 
not possess optical activity. The optical activity is present in the 23 point group 
crystals such as Bismuth Germanium Oxide (BGO) and Bismuth Silicon Oxide 
(BSO). In this section the sensitivity of both groups to the electric field is investi- 
gated, neglecting the effect of optical activity which is examined in details later in 
this section. 
It follows from equations (4.2) that the sensitivity of the sensor is directly pro- 
portional to the light intensity I, and to the relative phase retardation r produced 
by the electric field. This suggests that the phase retardation I', normalised to the 
crystal length and applied electric field, can be taken as a figure of merit repre- 
senting crystals from the standpoint of the sensor sensitivity. In the following the 
evaluation of I' is based on material constants, and systematic investigations have 
been carried out to compare different materials. 
Theoretical analysis of the electro-optic effect in cubic crystals [58] shows that 
cubic crystals are suitable both for longitudinal (electric field parallel to incident 
light) and transverse (field perpendicular to the light) electro-optic modulation. 
The maximum phase retardation in both cases can be expressed as 
I' _ n3rEtil (4.10) 
where A is the wavelength of the light, n refractive index, r the electro-optic coeffi- 
cient, 1 is the length of the crystal traversed by the light, and Em is the macroscopic 
electric field intensity inside the crystal. In contrast to electro-optic modulators the 
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This figure of merit was calculated using available crystal data. Data for Cadmium 
Telluride (CdTe) and Gallium Arsenide (GaAs) are not available at 633 and 850 
nm, because at these wavelengths a strong absorption occurs and the crystals are 
not transparent. It can be seen that crystals of Zinc Sulphide (ZnS) and Zinc 
Telluride (ZnTe) are the most sensitive. However, the electro-optic effect in ZnS 
becomes very small at higher wavelengths, whereas ZnTe is very sensitive even in 
the near infrared region. The significant difference between Kä for Zinc Sulphide 
at 633nm and in the near infrared region is most likely caused by a discrepancy in 
the collected data since these wavelengths are far away from the intrinsic absorbtion 
edge where significant changes in the refractive index and electrooptic coefficient are 
not expected. Relatively strong electrooptic effect is encountered in CdTe and Zinc 
Selenide (ZnSe). Bismuth Germanate (Bi4Ge3O12) shows a very weak electrooptic 
effect. In spite of the relatively high values of electro-optic coefficients, the figure 
of merit for crystals of BGO and BSO is not very large, which is caused by high 
relative permittivity of these materials (Table 4.2). In addition, both BGO and 
BSO belong to the point group 23, possessing optical activity which further reduces 
the observable electro-optic effect as it is shown later in this section. It should be 
noted that in the case of BSO and BGO crystals the K, figure of merit becomes 
misleading. Its high value implies a high sensor sensitivity, which is not the case 
considering the new figure of merit K, (see Figure 4.4 and 4.5 for comparison). 
Diagram in Figure 4.5 also shows that the effect grows stronger with decreasing 
wavelength of the light source which can be deduced from equation (4.13). 
Conclusions. To compare different electrooptic materials a new figure of merit 
was derived which takes into account the attenuation of the electric field inside 
the crystal. This figure was evaluated using data available from literature. Zinc 
Telluride was found to be the most sensitive cubic crystal for sensor applications 
which can work both in the visible and near infrared region. The crystal of Bismuth 
Germanate offers the lowest sensitivity to the electric field from those considered. 
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4.3.1.2 Crystal Shape Considerations 
In the analysis of the magnitude of the electrooptic effect the crystal was considered 
in the shape of an ellipsoid and the sensitivity was found to be a function of the 
depolarization factor d. This factor is a function of the ellipsoid axes ratios [60] and, 
therefore, the sensor sensitivity can be influenced by the shape of the crystal or that 
of the sensing head. 
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Figure 4.6: Quantity (1 + Eid; - di)-1 versus 11w ratio for relative permittivity er = 10. 
The effect of the crystal shape on the sensor sensitivity is demonstrated in Figure 
4.6. Two crystal shapes are examined, both for perpendicular and longitudinal 
electro-optic effects. The shape a in Figure 4.6 was substituted by an ellipsoid of 
revolution with its major axis along the direction of El and major to minor axes ratio 
equal to 11w. The quantity 1/(1+d; er-d; ) expressing the attenuation of the external 
field, was calculated for different 1/w ratios. The results are plotted in Figure 4.6. 
The graphs 1 and 2 shows that in a long crystal of shape a (11w > 1) the transverse 
field (E2, E3) is attenuated more than the longitudinal field (E1). For example, 
with the 11w ratio of 2.5, the attenuation of the transverse field is more than twice 
larger compared to the attenuation of the longitudinal field. Thus, when designing 
the sensor using longitudinal effect, crystal shape should be similar to shape a with 
the l/w ratio as high as possible to maximize sensor sensitivity. However, the shape 
E3 
EZ 3 
a EI 
w 
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a is not the best choice for the transverse electrooptic effect. One can argue that 
the same attenuation of the transverse external field can be achieved with the 1/w 
less than 1 (see graph 2). To get the same sensitivity as in the case of longitudinal 
effect (the same attenuation for the same length) crystal width becomes large. This 
implies a more expensive crystal, and a larger field perturbation. Therefore, for the 
transverse effect it is suggested to use shape b (graph 3 in Figure 4.6). Figure 4.6 
shows that in this case the external transverse field E3 is attenuated more than in the 
case of the longitudinal effect in shape a, but less than in the case of the transverse 
effect in shape a. Hence, for measurement of one component of the electric field 
the dimension of the crystal along the measured field should be much higher than 
the dimension perpendicular to it for the same optical path. The crystal shape b is 
suggested for use in electrooptic sensors based on the transverse electrooptic effect. 
To examine the extent to which the ellipsoid approximation approaches the real 
situation, the electric field inside and around a rectangular piece of dielectric exposed 
to an uniform field was simulated using a finite element software package (ALGOR). 
The presented simulations were carried out in 2 dimensional space. Therefore, the 
simulated results correspond to an infinitely long crystal of a fixed cross-section ex- 
posed to a homogenous field perpendicular to the infinite dimension. The external 
field in simulations is generated by two parallel plates with symmetrical potentials 
±V(= ±100V) separated by a distance d 8.5m. The intensity of the generated 
electric field between the plates is Eo = 24V/m. The crystal with relative permit- 
tivity e,. = 10 is placed in the middle of the air gap between the electrodes. Different 
crystal shapes were investigated: square, circle, rectangle, and rectangle immersed 
in a dielectric rod. 
Analytical solution for an infinitely long crystal with the circle cross-section is 
known [60]. The internal electric field is homogenous and can be calculated from 
(4.11). The depolarisation factor for the discussed case is d=0.5 and the internal 
electric field intensity Em becomes: 
Em =13 Eo (4.15) 
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Figure 4.7: Effect of crystal shape on sensor sensitivity. The crystal (c,. = 10) is placed 
in a uniform electric field generated by parallel electrodes. 
which gives the value 4.18V/m. The simulation results of an infinitely long cylinder 
in a homogenous field are shown in Figure 4.7. The internal macroscopic field is 
constant across the cross-section A as it is expected, with a value of 4.3V/m which 
differs by 3% from the analytical solution. This is attributed to the quantisation 
error caused by the finite mesh. Slightly different results were obtained for a square 
shape cross-section (d2sgrO1 in Figure 4.7). In this case the profile of the electric field 
intensity through the crystal looks like a concave curve with it maximum value of 
4.46V/m in the middle of the crystal and minimum values near the crystal surfaces. 
The maximum value is approximately the same as in the case of circular cross- 
02468 10 
Distance from electrode [m] 
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section. When the crystal was rotated about 45 degrees the intensity profile became 
convex with its minimum value 4.6V/m in the centre of the crystal (d2sqrO2). The 
results show that there is a slight difference between the circle and square profile. 
The internal field is not homogenous any more but the values of electric field intensity 
in the centre of the crystal do not differ more than 4%. More pronounced changes in 
the intensity profile are expected when the cross-section area is changed from square 
or circle to a rectangle. It can be seen that the field inside a crystal with a rectangular 
cross-section and the longer dimension along the electric field is approximately 2.4 
times larger (6.86V/m) than the field inside the same crystal rotated by 90 degrees 
so that the short dimension is parallel to the electric field (2.85V/m, Figure 4.8). 
These results confirmed the general conclusion that to maximize sensor sensitivity 
the dimension along the measured field should be maximized with respect to the 
other two dimensions. 
In a real situation the sensing element is enclosed in a dielectric tubing. Such a 
situation was simulated with crystals of a rectangular shape as depicted in Figure 
4.8. The permittivity of the dielectric tubing was chosen to be 10 and that of the 
crystal 20. The results clearly show that even in this case the crystal shape still 
influences the macroscopic field inside the crystal. The effect in this case is not as 
pronounced as in the case without the tubing. However, the difference between the 
square profile and the rectangular one is about 18% which may not be negligible. 
The results presented, based on the electrostatic field theory, may also be used 
for low frequency fields when the size of the sensing element is negligible compared 
to the wavelength of the electromagnetic wave. In such a case the spatial changes of 
the electric field, across the distance comparable with the sensor size, are negligible, 
and the electric field can be considered to be homogenous. 
The simulations also shed some light on a problem of the measured field per- 
turbation by the dielectric probe. Figures 4.7 and 4.8 show that the electric field 
changes rapidly in the vicinity of the dielectric object and at distances comparable 
to the size of the object, it retains the value close to the original field. The fact that 
the values of the electric field near the electrodes do not reach exactly the original 
value of 24V/m is caused by the small separation between the electrodes so that the 
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Figure 4.8: Effect of crystal shape on sensor sensitivity. The crystal (E,. = 20) is placed 
in a dielectric enclosure of permittivity c,. = 10. 
disturbance of the field caused by the crystal extends to the area of the electrodes. 
Conclusions. It has been demonstrated that the shape of the electrooptic crystal 
can influence sensor sensitivity. The effect of crystal shape was found to be not 
negligible even when a dielectric enclosure of the crystal was present. Using the 
outcome of this study, crystal shapes for the sensor based on both transverse and 
longitudinal electrooptic effect were suggested to optimize sensor sensitivity. 
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4.3.1.3 Effect of Optical Activity on Sensor Sensitivity 
Cubic crystals were characterised by the figure of merit K, which takes into account 
optical and dielectric properties of the electrooptic crystals. It was pointed out 
that the defined figure of merit does not account for the optical activity which 
may be present in some crystal classes. The effect of optical activity on sensor 
sensitivity and possibilities of minimizing this effect are presented in this section. A 
theoretical analysis, which uses the concept of Poincare sphere described in section 
3.4.2, is supported by experimental results. This subsection thus completes the 
investigations of factors which influence the magnitude of the electrooptic effect. 
Cr 
liv 
Figure 4.9: Poincare sphere. 
Considering the sensor from Figure 4.1 the light incident on the electro-optic crys- 
tal is circularly polarized. It can be represented by the point C1 (or C,. ) on Poincare 
sphere depending on the orientation of the quarter-wave plate (Figure 4.9). In the 
following analysis the left handed circularly polarized light is considered. In the case 
of pure linear electrooptic effect without optical activity this point rotates around 
the HV axis by an angle 0=N. The result is the typical output characteristic of 
the electrooptic sensor (4.1). The optical activity changes the position of the axis 
of rotation, which according to (3.18) becomes dependent on the pure linear phase 
shift 8 caused by the linear birefringence, and the rotatory power p. It should be 
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noticed that in real situations the values of I' are of very small value for reasonable 
values of electric field (3b7V/m is the breakdown limit for air). In the presence of a 
strong optical activity the composite phase difference 0 (3.19) becomes much larger 
and since p» I' the angle 2yy approaches 90° and the axis of rotation RR' gets 
very close to the C1C,. line. The consequence of the dominant optical activity is 
decreased sensitivity of the sensor because the point representing the polarisation of 
the light leaving the crystal moves in the vicinity of Ci and, therefore, is not caus- 
ing large changes in intensity (3.21). It is possible to determine the sensor output 
light intensity expressing (3.21) as a function of ö, p and 1. The task is tedious but 
straightforward. The left handed circularly polarized light is represented by point 
Cl = (0,1,0). The polarisation of the light leaving the crystal is found by rotation 
of C1 around the RR' axis by the angle of composite phase difference A. It is ac- 
complished by transforming C, into a new coordinate system x' x' x3 (Ci) in which 
xl = xi and x3 coincides with RR': 
1000 
cl =0 cos 2y sin 2y 1 (4.16) 
0 -sin 2y cos 2y 0 
In the primed coordinates the rotation around RR' is simply achieved by apply- 
ing rotation matrix around x3. The result is a point Q representing polarization of 
the light behind the electrooptic crystal. 
cos 0 -sin 00 
sin A cos A0 Cl 
001 
(4.17) 
To obtain the representation of Q in xlx2x3 coordinates the inverse transforma- 
tion is applied: 
10 
Q=0 cos 2y 
0 sin 2y 
0 
- sin 27 Qý 
cos 2y 
(4.18) 
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Finally, knowing the representation of the light beam behind the crystal and that 
of the analyzer (point An on Poincare sphere characterized by an angle a in Figure 
4.9), the light intensity after the analyzer I can be expressed using (3.21) as: 
I=2 (1- sin 0 cos 27 cos a+cos A sin 2y cos 2y sin a- sin 2y cos 2y sin a) (4.19) 
Taking the sensor sensitivity sns as the slope of the transfer characteristic for 
electric field intensity E=0, it can be written as 
sns = ar IE_O = 
ar ar 
E_O 
öEäraE (4.20) 
where the term (öF/(9E)IE_O is a constant for a given material and orientation, 
and characterises the sensitivity of the sensor without optical activity. For the 
purpose of this work it is sufficient to define the relative sensitivity RS as sensor 
sensitivity normalized to the sensitivity without optical activity: 
RS = 
äI 1äl 
_ 
sin(2pl - a) + sin a -- IP r_o 
_l äs 6=0 
2pl (4.21) 
The relative sensitivity RS is a function of rotatory power p, crystal length l and 
angle a which characterises the position of the analyzer. Therefore, one can find the 
angle of the analyzer aoptim, for which RS is maximized: 
7r 
aoptim = 21 +12, j=0,1,2, ... (4.22) 
The angle aoptjm is measured from the axis which is at 45 degrees to the induced fast 
and slow axis of the crystal. It should be noticed that the real angle of the analyzer 
rotation is twice the angle c e. Substituting (4.22) into (4.21), the maximum relative 
sensitivity for a given crystal length is found to be: 
RS = 
sin(pl) 
l P 
(4.23) 
The equation (4.23) shows that the presence of the optical activity always decreases 
sensor sensitivity since the function sin x/x < 1. It is apparent that the sensitivity 
may also be maximized with respect to crystal length. The calculated optimal length 
lopti,. 
n can be expressed as: 
1optim =+k-, k=0,1,2, ... 2p p (4.24) 
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Simulation results 
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Figure 4.10: Transfer characteristics of the electro-optic sensor for different values of the 
gyration factor g. 
The obtained theoretical results were verified by numerical simulations using the 
mathematical model described in section 4.2. The calculations were carried out 
using data for a 10x10x5mm crystal of Bismuth Germanium Oxide (Bi12GeO20,23 
point group) at A= 633nm. The optical activity in the model was characterized by 
a gyration factor g [9] which is related to the rotatory power as g= p\n/ir where n 
is the refractive index and A the optical wavelength. 
The effect of the optical activity was studied by changing the gyration factor g 
and observing the sensor output. The results in Figure 4.10 clearly show that the 
optical activity have a pronounced effect on sensor transfer characteristic. Figure 
4.11 shows simulated relative sensitivity RS of the sensor as a function of gyration 
factor. The graph (a) corresponds to the situation when the position of the analyzer 
and the length of the crystal are fixed. It is apparent that by increasing g the sensor 
sensitivity periodically becomes zero with a generally decreasing tendency. The 
graph corresponds to equation (4.21) for a position of the analyzer characterized by 
angle a=0. Graph (b) shows the relative sensitivity RS for the optimized position 
of the analyzer, when a= aopt; m. The curve is in agreement with equation (4.23). 
Electric Feld intensity [V/mi 
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Figure 4.11: Relative sensitivity as a function of gyration factor g. a- fixed crystal length 
and analyzer, b- fixed crystal length, analyzer position optimized, c- sensor sensitivity 
for the optimal length and optimal position of the analyzer, normalized to the sensitivity 
of 10mm long BGO crystal without optical activity. 
Figure 4.12 shows the sensor sensitivity as a function of the crystal length. In this 
simulation the analyzer was set according to equation (4.22) to maximize sensor 
response. The sensitivity is clearly a periodic function of crystal length and again 
in agreement with the theoretical result given by (4.24). Finally, the graph (c) in 
Figure 4.11 depicts the situation when both the length of the electrooptic crystal 
and the position of the analyzer are optimized. The feasibility of the crystal length 
optimization depends on the required size of the probe and the magnitude of the 
rotatory power. It may not be always possible to optimize the length of a crystal, 
as the crystal may become impractically long. The relative sensitivity RS for the 
optimal length loptim, the RS is equal to 2/ir ý- 0.64, which corresponds to the first 
intersection of graphs (b) and (c). 
Measurements 
The theoretical predictions were verified by experiments carried out with Bis- 
muth Germanium Oxide crystal (23 point group). The figure of merit If.. (4.12) 
of 16.24mm long crystal of BGO was measured at three different wavelengths. The 
Gyration Factor g[ -10'51 
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results displayed in Table 4.1 also contain measured values of the rotatory power 
and calculated relative sensitivity. As the measurements of the rotatory power were 
ambiguous due to the large crystal length, the results were compared with those in 
reference [501 to determine the true values of p. 
The measured absolute values of Km, are much smaller than one would expect 
for one of the suitable crystal cuts [58], even after corrections for optical activity. 
This was attributed to the crystallographic orientation of the sample that was not 
known. However, it is possible to compare relative values. The figure of merit Km 
is highest at 1296nm, very small at 854 and rising again at 689nm. Without the 
optical activity, Km should decrease with wavelength according to equation (4.12). 
This evidently does not happen as the figure of merit does not account for the effect 
of optical activity. The measured values can be explained on the basis of the results 
Table 4.1: Measured Figure of Merit K, n, rotatory power p and calculated relative sensi- 
tivity RS. 
ßGO Wavelength 
689nm 854 1296 
KM[prad/V] 5.8 0.3 14.8 
p[rad/rnm] 0.2899 0.2118 0.1237 
RS[-] 0.212 0.085 0.4508 
Crystal Length [cm] 
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obtained. The calculated relative sensitivity RS shows that the optical activity 
should have the strongest influence on the sensor at 854nm and the smallest at 
1296nm which is in agreement with the measured Km. The ratios of Km at different 
wavelength are also in reasonable agreement with ratios for relative sensitivity RS. 
Conclusions. The optical activity present in 23 point group cubic crystals was 
found to have a strong influence on the sensor sensitivity. It was shown that in 
the presence of a circular birefringence, the sensitivity of the sensor is decreased by 
the factor of sin(pl)/(pl). The effect can be minimized by choosing optimal length 
of the crystal and by aligning the analyzer to maximal response. The theoretical 
results obtained using the concept of Poincare sphere are in agreement with the 
simulations based on electromagnetic theory as well as the results reported in [21] 
and [45]. The results of measurements of figure of merit If,, in Bismuth Germanium 
Oxide (Bi12GeO2o) electro-optic modulator at three different wavelengths were also 
found in agreement with the theoretical results obtained. 
4.3.2 Internal Space Charge Effect 
In this section the effect of a finite resistivity of the electrooptic crystals on the ELF 
and DC field sensor is presented. It is shown that the most important criterion for 
building a DC field sensor is the requirement of a high resistivity of the electrooptic 
crystal and an elimination of the photoconductivity effect in the crystal. Based on 
the analysis carried out, suitable crystals are selected for the DC and ELF electric 
field sensor. 
When a crystal of a finite resistivity is exposed to a static electric field, the 
free charge carriers start drifting along the electric field lines and accumulate on 
crystal boundaries. The accumulated space charge generates an electric field with 
orientation opposite to the original internal field. Therefore, the resultant field, 
which is a superposition of the original field and the field of accumulated space 
charge, continuously decreases. The speed of this process depends on the density of 
free charge carriers which is proportional to crystal conductivity. A detailed analysis 
shows (appendix A) that the internal macroscopic field Eti(t) in a crystal exposed 
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to a static external field, decays exponentially as 
_e Emýt) = E' m0C r= 
£i' 
moe 
terco (4.25) 
where e,., co are the crystal relative permittivity and permittivity of vacuum, respec- 
tively, o is the crystal specific conductivity, and 
Q 
(4.26) 
is the charge relaxation time constant. Since the electrooptic effect is caused by the 
internal electric field, the sensor output does not correspond to the measured static 
field but to the decaying internal field. It is evident that if the crystal is not to be 
rotated, the conductivity of the electrooptic crystal needs to be considered in the 
first place. Its low value can make the crystal unsuitable for low frequency and DC 
field sensing. 
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Figure 4.13: Energy band structure of insulators and semiconductors. Optical excitation 
(photons with energy hv) of the electrons from the valence band to conduction band or 
acceptor levels (A) and excitation of the electron from donor levels (D) to the conduction 
band is the source of the charge carriers in photoconductivity. E, E,,, Ef are energies of 
the bottom of conduction band, top of valence band and Fermi energy, respectively. The 
bandgap of the material is defined as DE9 = Ec - E. 
Most of the electrooptic crystals are dielectrics. It means either semiconductors 
or insulators. According to the energy band theory of solids [4], the conductivity of 
these materials is caused by a thermal excitation of free charge carriers. It depends 
on the temperature, concentration of lattice defects, and the bandgap of the material. 
The lowest conductivity of a crystal is the conductivity in the absence of lattice 
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defects (e. g. impurities and dislocations), so called intrinsic conductivity, when the 
charge carriers are generated by a thermal excitation of electrons from the valence 
band to the conduction band (Figure 4.13). The larger the bandgap of the material 
the higher its resistivity. The conductivity of the crystal is strongly influenced 
by impurities and other defects. They cause the appearance of allowed energy 
levels in the forbidden band (energy levels A, D in Figure 4.13) which decreases the 
activation energy of free carriers generation and therefore increases the conductivity. 
To maximize the charge relaxation time constant so that it is possible to measure 
DC field, the electrooptic crystals must be of highest quality, free of impurities and 
other lattice defects, preferably with a wide bandgap. 
Another source of free charge carriers inside crystals can be the photoconduc- 
tivity effect. In this case the excitation energy necessary to generate the carriers 
is supplied by a flux of photons with energies hv, where v stands for frequency 
of light and h for the Plank constant. In intrinsic materials, the photon energy 
must be enough to excite electrons from valence band to the conduction band, i. e. 
by > DEg. The wavelength of the light at which the photon energy is equal to 
the bandgap energy defines intrinsic absorption edge and is shown in table 4.2 as 
a critical wavelength A, for selected electrooptic crystals. At wavelengths A<a, 
the laser radiation is strongly absorbed in the crystal. This strong absorption is 
accompanied by increase in conductivity due to the photoconductivity effect. The 
critical wavelength represent a limit for the wavelength of optical sources used in 
the sensor and, therefore, a limit for the sensor sensitivity since the figure of merit 
K, (see equation 4.13) is indirectly proportional to a,. It is evident that the critical 
wavelength represents not only limitation for the DC field sensor due to the photo- 
conductivity effect but also for AC field sensors due to the strong absorption of the 
light beam. The critical wavelengths ) in table 4.2 were calculated using available 
data on bandgaps of the selected crystals. 
Real electrooptic crystals are often far from perfect and contain defects such 
as impurities and dislocations. These defects are demonstrated as discrete energy 
levels or even thin bands in the band gap (Figure 4.13). The electrons can be 
excited into and from these energy levels by photons with energies less than the 
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band gap. Therefore, in imperfect crystals the free charge carriers can 
be generated 
by the photoconductivity effect at wavelengths A>A, 
depending on the density of 
the defects and the position of the defect levels in the bandgap. 
In this case the 
photoconductivity effect present the limitation to the 
DC field sensor but not for 
the AC field sensor as the light absorption is not very strong. 
An example of this 
effect is shown in Figure 4.14. The frequency response of the electrooptic sensor 
with Zinc Sellenide as shown in Figure 4.1, was measured 
in the frequency range 
0.2-10011z. The electric field was generated by parallel plane electrodes connected to 
an AC voltage source. The frequency response at the wavelengths of 
660 and 685nm 
is clearly influenced by the photoconductivity effect. The effect is most pronounced 
at the wavelength of 660nm and is fully eliminated 
in the same frequency range 
using the wavelength of 1310nm. 
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Figure 4.14: Frequency responce of the sensor with Zinc Selenide. Vou. t. p_p is the peak- 
to-peak output voltage and Vdc is the DC output voltage. The applied electric field 
is Erm, = 47.4W/m. The photoconductivity effect is eliminated at the wavelength of 
1310nm in the measured frequency range. 
The relaxation time constant r (4.26), sometimes called Maxwellian relaxation 
time constant, was used to estimate the effect of crystal conductivity on an electroop- 
tic sensor at DC and low frequencies. Application of the Laplace transformation on 
a system characterized by time constant r as in (4.25) gives a limit frequency of 
f3dB = 1/(27CT), at which the sensor response is decreased by 3dB. Cadmium Tel- 
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Table 4.2: Point group symmetry, critical wavelength A,, specific conductivity c r, rela- 
tive permittivity c,., and charge relaxation time constant 7- in selected cubic crystals and 
Lithium Niobate (LN). 
CdTe GaAs 
symmetry 43m 43m 
A, [nm] 862 920 
0, [S/M] 10-8 10-5 
C, [-] 9.6 13.2 
f3dB [Hz] 20 14469 
T[s] 0.08 10-5 
GaP ZnS 
43m 13m 
552 345 
- 10-8 
10 8.3 
- 11 
- 0.01 
ZnSe 
43m 
480 
10-s 
9.1 
198 
8.10-4 
ZnTe BG 
43m 43m 
549 - 
10-7 10-13 
10.1 16 
18 10-4 
0.009 1380 
BSO 
23 
394 
10-9 
40 
0.56 
0.28 
BGO LN 
23 3m 
394 350 
2.10-12 10-16 
56 85 
6.10-4 2.10-8 
248 7.106 
luride (CdTe), for example, with its conductivity 10-$S/m, has the estimated limit 
frequency of 20Hz, and at frequencies below this value, the internal electric field 
intensity decreases rapidly due to the crystal conductivity. 
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Figure 4.15: Charge relaxation time constant 7 of selected cubic crystals and Lithium 
Niobate (LN). 
Table 4.2 shows conductivity of selected electrooptic crystals together with their 
relative permittivities, and calculated limit frequencies and charge relaxation time 
constants which are also plotted separately in Figure 4.15. The low values of 
time constants imply that crystals like gallium arsenide (GaAs), gallium phosphide 
(GaP) and zinc selenide (ZnSe) are theoretically not suitable for DC and low fre- 
quency applications. ZnS, ZnTe and CdTe have relatively high resistivity but they 
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are still unsuitable for DC applications. They can be used for ELF applications 
because of their relatively low limit frequencies but the decay of the DC internal 
electric field due to the conductivity effect is still very fast. 
Conclusions. From the beginning the process of crystal selection was mainly 
concentrated on cubic crystals because of their excellent features such as low per- 
mittivity and the absence of the natural birefringence, pyroelectricity and optical ac- 
tivity (only T3m group symmetry). The analysis of the conductivity effect, however, 
showed that the semiconductor cubic crystals have relatively small resistivity val- 
ues. Only Bismuth Germanate which is an insulator seemed to have sufficiently low 
conductivity for DC field measurements. From other crystal classes only LiNbO3 
has been identified as a crystal with high enough resistivity suitable for DC and 
ELF measurements. Since the conductivity effect influences the functionality of the 
electrooptic sensor and because the problem of both internal and external space 
charge should be solved without a physical rotation of the crystal, Lithium Niobate 
(LiNbO3) and Bismuth Germanate (Bi4Ge3O12) were selected as suitable crystals 
for the DC and ELF electrooptic field sensor. 
4.3.3 Summary 
This section was focused on the selection of an electrooptic crystal suitable for both 
DC and ELF field measurements. A new figure of merit was defined and used 
to compare selected electrooptic crystals. Zinc Telluride, Zinc Sulphide and Zinc 
Sellenide were found to be the most sensitive to the applied electric field. It was 
also found that the shape of the electrooptic crystal and its enclosure can influence 
the sensitivity of the sensor. The investigation of the effect of crystal geometry 
showed that different crystal shapes should be used for transversal and longitudinal 
electrooptic effect in order to maximize the sensor sensitivity. As a part of the 
analysis of the sensor sensitivity , the effect of the optical activity on the sensitivity 
of the sensor was also investigated. Theoretically, it has been shown that the optical 
activity, which is present in cubic crystals of 23 point group, always decreases the 
sensitivity of the sensor. Applying the concept of Poincare sphere to the problem 
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of light propagation in the electrooptic sensor, the conditions for maximum sensor 
sensitivity were derived, i. e. optimal length of the crystal and the optimal position 
of the analyzer. These findings were verified experimentally using an optically active 
crystal of Bismuth Germanium Oxide. 
Apart from analysing the sensitivity of different cubic crystals to the electric field, 
the effect of crystal conductivity and photoconductivity effect were also investigated. 
The conductivity effect was characterised by a charge relaxation time constant. This 
time constant was evaluated for the available cubic electrooptic crystals. Most of the 
cubic crystals were found to have a high conductivity and, therefore, the associated 
charge relaxation time constant was too low for the crystals to be successfully used 
in an electrooptic field sensor, without the necessity to rotate the sensing element. 
Theoretically, only Bismuth Germanate, which has a very weak electrooptic effect, 
showed relatively high time constant (20 minutes). Since the time constant was 
found to be the most important criterion in a DC field sensor, the attention was 
turned to other electrooptic crystals trying to identify the most suitable crystal, with 
high enough time constant for DC field measurements. Finally, it was found that 
the cubic crystal of Bismuth Germanate and non-cubic crystal of Lithium Niobate 
are the most appropriate crystals to be used as a sensing element for DC field 
measurements. 
4.4 ELF and DC Electric Field Sensor 
In the previous section the crystals of Bismuth Germanate and Lithium Niobate were 
selected as suitable materials for DC and ELF electrooptic sensor. The following sec- 
tion starts with a basic analysis of the electrooptic effect in LiNbO3 and Bi4Ge3O12 
crystals. Appropriate directions of the laser beam propagation and of the measured 
electric field are determined with respect to the crystallographic orientation of the 
crystals (section 4.4.1). Sections 4.4.2 and 4.4.3 reports on experimental results 
obtained with both electrooptic crystals in measurements of extra low frequency 
electric fields and in DC field measurements. 
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4.4.1 Electrooptic Effect in Bismuth Germanate and Lithium 
Niobate 
Bismuth germanate is an isomorph of the naturally occurring mineral eulite 
Bi4Si3O12. It is a cubic crystal with T3m point group symmetry. The crystal 
has no natural birefringence, no pyroelectricity or optical activity. It is transparent 
throughout the visible and the near infrared regions. 
The theoretical analysis of the electrooptic effect in cubic crystals, carried out by 
Namba in 1961 [58], showed that the cubic crystals are suitable both for a longitudi- 
nal (electric field parallel to the light beam) and for a transversal (field perpendicular 
to the light beam) electrooptic effect. Table 4.3 shows the induced phase retarda- 
tion IF for suitable directions of the electric field in terms of the crystal length l in 
the direction of the light beam, applied electric field E, and the figure of merit K, 
defined by (4.13). 
Table 4.3: Phase retardation between two eigenwaves I' for different orientations of electric 
field and laser beam in cubic crystals as a function of sensor figure of merit K3, crystal 
length l in the direction of the light beam, and applied electric field E. The directions 
of the applied electric field and beam propagation are described by Miller indices in the 
subscripts ([4], Figure 4.52). 
E<ooi> casel E<001> case2 E<llo> case3 E<111> case4 
r<ooi> = Its E r<11o> = 21K8E F<ilo> = 
1K, E 17(111) = 1K, E 
longitudinal effect transversal effect transversal effect transversal effect 
It can be seen that for cubic crystals the largest phase retardation and thus the 
sensitivity is achieved for an electric field in <001> direction in the longitudinal 
effect, and for an electric field in <110> direction in the transverse effect. The 
transverse effect was chosen for practical reasons, such as easy manipulation during 
experiments and electric field generation. 
Lithium Niobate is an optically anisotropic ferroelectric crystal of 3m point 
group [7] transparent from 0.4 to 5µm. Its Curie temperature is between 1070 and 
1190°C depending on the method of crystal preparation [16]. It is an optically uniax- 
ial crystal (its index ellipsoid is a rotational ellipsoid) and possesses a strong natural 
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Table 4.4: Electrooptic properties of LiNbO3 (class 3m). The r51 terms have been deleted 
from the expressions since they appear as higher order effects. 1 is the crystal length along 
the direction of the light beam, d is the thickness in field direction, V= Ed is the applied 
voltage, no the ordinary index of refraction, ne the extraordinary index 
bf refraction (taken 
from [5]). 
Induced Retardation I' ElIxl E11 x2 El 1x3 
light ll x1 I+ _ 
7rl1 V2nör22 
)o d2 
light llx2 _ 
irV2nnr22 
0 
lightIlx3 
1= 
27rl3Vlnor22 r= 27r13VV2n3,, r22 
aodl Aod2 
r= 2J (n3r33 
- n3r22 AOd3 
r=d (n3r33 
- n3r22 
03 
r=o 
birefringence and pyroelectricity which can cause a strong temperature instability 
of the sensor (section 6.3). 
The analysis of electrooptic effect in 3m point group crystals was summarised 
by Lenzo et al. in [50] and can be found in table 4.4. The inspection of the table 
shows that both the longitudinal and transverse electrooptic effects are possible. 
However, only for the laser beam along the x3 axis it is possible to avoid the natural 
birefringence. In all other directions of the beam the crystal shows the natural 
birefringence which causes a strong output dependence on the temperature (section 
6.3). The sensor based on such an orientation of the crystal would act rather as a 
temperature sensor than electric field sensor. 
If the laser beam is directed along the optical axis x3, the crystal of Lithium 
Niobate behaves ideally as an isotropic media with no natural birefringence. Ac- 
cording to the table only the transverse electrooptic effect is possible for this beam 
orientation because the field applied along x3 does not induce any phase retardation. 
This transverse effect orientation has another advantage. Due to the pyroelectric 
effect (section 3.3.4. ) in 3m cubic crystals, temperature variations cause changes in 
the polarization vector in the direction of the optical axis x3. This effect is very 
strong. In Lithium Niobate crystal, a temperature change of 1°C induces a change 
in polarization of magnitude 40jCm-2, which corresponds to a change in internal 
electric field intensity of .:: 160kV/m [8]. Ideally, the induced electric field is ori- 
ented exactly in the direction of the x3 axis and does not induce any phase shift 
between the two eigenwaves propagating in the same direction and, therefore, has 
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no influence on the output of the sensor. Thus the effect of the pyroelectricity on 
sensor output can be theoretically eliminated. The transverse electrooptic effect 
with laser beam along the x3 axis was chosen for the electrooptic sensor based on 
Lithium Niobate. 
Conclusions. It was shown that both longitudinal and transverse electrooptic 
effect can be used in a sensor with Lithium Niobate and Bismuth Germanate. The 
maximum magnitude of the effects in the crystal of Bismuth Germanate is the same 
for both orientations of the electric field. For practical reasons, it was decided to use 
the transverse electrooptic effect for sensor constructed using Bismuth Germanate. 
The transverse effect was also chosen for sensor constructed with Lithium Niobate 
to avoid spurious effects of crystal natural birefringence and pyroelectricity. 
4.4.2 Extra-low-frequency Field Measurements 
The performance of the chosen electrooptic crystals was first investigated for extra- 
low-frequency electric field measurements. The measured frequency characteristics 
of the sensor from Figure 4.1, with crystals of LN and BG, are depicted in Figures 
4.16 and 4.17. The electric field in the experiments was generated by parallel plate 
electrodes connected to an AC voltage source. Both characteristics are flat in the 
frequency range from 0.3 to 200 11z. There is no observable effect of the conductivity 
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Figure 4.16: Frequency response of the sensor with Lithium Niobate. Vout. p-p is the peak-to-peak output voltage and Vd, is the DC output voltage. The applied electric field 
is Erms = 47.4kV/m. 
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or photoconductivity at wavelengths ranging from 660nm up to 1310nm as it was 
expected. Sensor sensitivity decreases with increasing wavelength as explained in 
section 4.3.1.1 (see equation 4.13). 
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Figure 4.17: Frequency response of the sensor with Bismuth Germanate. Vout. p-p is the 
peak-to-peak output voltage and Vd, is the DC output voltage. The applied electric field 
is Erma = 47.4kV/rn. 
Transfer characteristics of ELF field sensor were measured in experimental ar- 
rangement according to Figure 4.18. One output of the polarimetric electrooptic 
sensor operating at the wavelength of 1296nm was connected to the input of the 
lock-in amplifier. The amplifier is locked to the measured frequency using its in- 
ternal oscillator. The output was monitored by a D/A convertor connected to a 
computer. The sensor was calibrated for frequencies ranging from 50h1z down to 
Photodetector 
Figure 4.18: ELF sensor with Bismuth Germanate and Lithium Niobate. The lock-in 
amplifier is locked to the frequency of measured field using the internal oscillator. 
Polarising 
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Figure 4.19: Transfer characteristic of ELF sensor with Lithium Niobate at 1296nm. 
Measurements were done with ELF field at 50Hz in the range 0-3kV/m. The minimum 
measured value of the electric field is 50V/m and the resolution 30V/m, with S/N=1. 
211z. The measured minimum detection levels and resolutions were different for 
different settings of the lock-in amplifier. Figures 4.19 and 4.20 show transfer char- 
acteristics for two different ranges of electric field. The minimum measured value of 
the electric field intensity was 1V/m with resolution of 1V/m in the range 0-180V/m 
and with the output signal to noise ratio SIN = 0dB (Figure 4.20, BG sensor). For 
example in the range 0-3kV/m the minimum measurable value of electric field was 
50V/m and the resolution 32V/m (Figure 4.19). These values were approximately 
the same for both LN and BG sensors. 
The sensor sensitivity can be further improved in several ways. The sensitivity 
to the electric field can be increased twice by subtracting signals from two outputs 
of the sensor in Figure 4.1 (section 4.1). Employing a shorter wavelength will also 
positively influence the sensitivity which follows from (4.13) and can be observed 
on the graphs of frequency response of the sensor (Figures 4.16 and 4.17). Another 
possibility is to use more sensitive electrooptic crystal as for example Zinc Telluride 
depending on the frequency range which is to be measured. 
Conclusions. It was demonstrated that both selected crystals (Lithium Nio- 
bate and Bismuth Germanate) perform well in measurements of extra-low-frequency 
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Figure 4.20: Transfer characteristic of ELF sensor with Bismuth Germanate at 1296nm. 
Measurements were done with ELF field at 2IIZ in the range 0-180V/m. The minimum 
measured value of the electric field and the resolution are 1V/m, with S/N=1. 
electric field, achieving approximately the same sensitivity to the electric field. The 
measured frequency characteristics of the sensor were flat in the measured frequency 
range from 0.3IIz up to 200 IIz. In conjunction with a lock-in amplifier in the detec- 
tion scheme, locked to the measured frequency, it was possible to achieve a minimum 
detectable level of the electric field of 1V/m, with a signal to noise ratio equal to 
0dB and a resolution of 1V/m. 
4.4.3 DC Field Measurements 
The performance of the sensor at frequencies lower than 1Hz and DC field mea- 
surements were investigated observing the response of the sensor to a step function 
electric field. Such a response exhibits an exponential decay with time due to the 
finite resistivity of electrooptic crystal. The time constant of this decay was used to 
characterize the crystal performance. 
At the wavelength of 685nm the time constant of both LN and BG is insufficient 
for DC field measurement (table 4.5). An improvement was observed at 1310nm, 
where the time constant of LN reached very high value (>2hrs). The time con- 
stant of BG increased about 4 times, yet inadequate for DC measurements. The 
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Table 4.5: Time constant r of Bismuth Germanate (BG) and two crystals of Lithium 
Niobate (LN1, LN2) at 685 and 1310nm. 
wavelength [nm] LN1 LN2 BG 
r[s] 
7-1s, 
685 
1310 
50 
>2hrs 
225 
>2hrs 
1.2 
8 
difference in the measured time constants at 685nm and 1310nm was attributed to 
the photoconductivity effect which was eliminated in the case of LN at 1310nm. 
The measurements with BG were also carried out at 1569nm without an apparent 
improvement. The low value of its time constant was attributed to the high con- 
ductivity of the crystal. This was estimated to be 2.10'115/m. It is more than one 
order of magnitude higher than the value measured in [40] (table 4.2) and makes the 
crystal of Bismuth Germanate unsuitable for static field measurements as it was 
originally intended. 
It was demonstrated that out of the selected electrooptic crystals only Lithium 
Niobate has conductivity low enough to be used in the DC field sensor. However, dif- 
ficulties were encountered with Lithium Niobate with respect to long term stability 
of the charge relaxation time constant. Temperature experiments were performed on 
the highly resistive samples of Lithium Niobate by heating up to 70°C. The samples 
used in these experiments became highly conductive, showing a charge relaxation 
time constant of 10s for a long time after cooling (several months). This was not 
expected and it is believed that some internal damage may have taken place during 
the heat treatment, which may account for this unexpected behaviour. New samples 
were bought and tested. Even the new crystals exhibited very low time constant. 
According to equation (4.26), this sudden and large change in the charge re- 
laxation time constant could be caused either by a change in the permittivity or 
a change in the crystal conductivity. The temperature dependence of the relative 
permittivity of Lithium Niobate was studied [66] in the temperature range from 
0 to 100°C and no anomaly of the permittivity was reported. The only dielectric 
anomaly observed was a sharp rise of the dielectric constant along the optical axis 
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near the Curie temperature which is about 1200°C [16]. Since this anomaly is far 
from the temperatures used in the experimental study presented, the change in the 
permittivity was ruled out as the possible reason for the change in the measured 
charge relaxation time constant. Values of the time constant, obtained from mea- 
surements at wavelengths 850,1269 and 1569nm with the power of the laser beam 
varied from 0.05 to 5mW, were very similar, approximately 10s. This confirmed that 
the low values of the time constant were not caused by the photoconductivity effect 
but by the bulk conductivity of the samples which changed by about 3 orders in 
magnitude compared to its original state. This change was attributed to the effect 
of thermally stimulated conductivity which was reported for some wide band gap 
materials including Lithium Niobate [22] [23] [13]. Exposing these crystals to an 
elevated temperature in the presence of a DC electric field, the crystals acquire a 
state of high conductivity. The stimulated conductivity was reported to be several 
orders of magnitude higher than that of prior to the heat treatment. It was also 
reported that a state of low conductivity can be achieved by heating the material 
to a higher temperature (400°C). 
The samples of Lithium Niobate were, therefore, subjected to a thermal treat- 
ment. The old samples (LN1, LN2) were heated directly to 400°C, whereas the new 
samples (LN3, LN4) were heated in stages to temperatures of 100,200,300 and 
400°C. During the heat treatment, the temperature was gradually increased to the 
required value (30 minutes), then kept constant for half an hour, and finally the crys- 
tals were slowly cooled down. The charge relaxation time constants of the samples, 
measured between the heat treatments, are shown in table 4.6. An improvement in 
Table 4.6: Approximate values of charge relaxation time constant r of Lithium Niobate 
crystals (LN1-LN4) after each heat treatment. 
Treatment I 100°C 200°C 300°C 425°C 
LN1 --- >2hrs 
LN2 --- >2hrs LN3 los 600s lhr >2.7hrs 
LN4 - 30s 27min >1.2hrs 
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the time constant was observed after heating to 200°C. To obtain crystals with high 
values of time constant, the heat treatment at 400°C was necessary. The samples 
required several days after the treatment at 300°C and 425°C to attain the state 
of high resistivity. Whether the low resistivity state of LN was really caused by 
thermally stimulated conductivity exposing the crystal to temperatures of -ý 70°C 
where its resistivity exhibits a local minimum [22] was not investigated. Using the 
described method it was possible to obtain crystals with time constants more than 
3 hours. 
Another major problem, when measuring DC electric field, was encountered in 
stabilizing the output signal of the DC sensor. The DC field measurements were 
done using the experimental setup shown in Figure 4.18 with the exception of the 
lock-in amplifier and another photodetector used to measure the second output from 
the polarizing beamsplitter. The outputs of the photodetectors were monitored di- 
rectly by a data acquisition board connected to a computer. Compared to the ELF 
measurements the DC measurements were influenced to a great extent by a long 
term drift of the sensor output. The sources of the drift were both photodetectors 
and optical components, mainly the crystal of Lithium Niobate. An uncorrelated 
drift of the photodetectors which was about 0.1% of the photodetector output in 
20 minutes and the temperature instability of Lithium Niobate crystal (section 6.3) 
limited the static field measurements to pulses with duration no longer that 200s, 
if the output uncertainty was to be acceptable. Due to the uncorrelated drift of 
the photodetectors, it was impossible to employ the subtraction detection scheme 
to suppress the output voltage fluctuations (section 6.5). In the described experi- 
mental setup the achieved minimal detectable level of the electric field intensity was 
2.4kV/m, over a period of 200s. 
Conclusions. DC field measurements were found possible only with crystal of 
Lithium Niobate since the intrinsic resistivity of the Bismuth Germanate was not 
sufficiently high. It was demonstrated that even though Lithium Niobate has suffi- 
ciently high relaxation time constant for DC field measurement, it may suffer from 
long term instability caused by the effect of thermally stimulated conductivity. Con- 
sequently, this finding limits the usage of the crystal in DC field sensor applications. 
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4.4.4 Summary 
The theoretical findings for crystals of Lithium Niobate and Bismuth Germanate 
were investigated experimentally. The transverse electrooptic effect was chosen 
to 
be used in sensor with both Lithium Niobate and 
Bismuth Germanate. The se- 
lected crystals performed well at extra-low-frequencies 
having approximately the 
same sensitivity to the electric field. The measured 
frequency characteristics of the 
sensor with both crystals were flat in the measured 
frequency range from 0.3Hz up 
to 200 Hz. The minimum measurable value of electric field intensity at extra low 
frequencies was 1V/m with signal to noise ratio of OdB. 
The performance of the selected crystals at frequencies lower than 1Hz and the 
measurement of static fields were investigated by measuring the charge relaxation 
time constant. This was found to be too low for static field measurements in the 
case of Bismuth Germanate which was attributed to a low conductivity of the sam- 
ple. The time constant of Lithium Niobate was found to be very high exhibiting the 
potential for DC field measurements. Difficulties were encountered with respect to 
long term stability of the time constant of Lithium Niobate which was attributed to 
the effect of thermally stimulated conductivity. High resistivity samples suitable for 
DC field measurements were prepared by heating the crystal of Lithium Niobate at 
400°C. Due to the long term drift of the sensor output, caused by both photodetec- 
tors and the crystal, the static field measurements were limited to measurements of 
pulses with a duration of 200s. The minimum detectable level of the electric field 
intensity was 2.4kV/m. 
4.5 Directivity of the sensor 
In the previous sections it was always assumed that the crystal was exposed to the 
applied electric field in a way appropriate to the chosen transverse electrooptic effect 
(section 4.4.1). In practice the orientation of the measured electric field may not be 
known. It is, therefore, important to know how the sensor responses to the electric 
field with orientation different from that for which it was designed. The influence 
of all three components of the field on the electrooptic sensor is investigated in 
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this section separately for Lithium Niobate and Bismuth Germanate. First, the 
electrooptic effect is described in details. The results are then used to show that 
in both cases the sensor is sensitive only to one component of the electric field for 
which it was designed. The theoretical findings are then supported by experimental 
results. 
4.5.1 Directivity of the LN sensor 
The orientation of the measured field with respect to the crystallographic axes of the 
crystal and the direction of the laser beam in the crystal of Lithium Niobate were 
specified in section 4.4.1. The light propagates along the optical axis x3 and the 
electric field is applied along either xl or x2 axes (table 4.4, Figure 4.21). It will be 
shown that the E3 component of the electric field, parallel to the laser beam, does 
not influence the sensor output and that the sensor measures only one component of 
the electric field in the plane perpendicular to the optical axis. It is also shown that 
the orientation of the measured component depends on the position of the analyzer. 
Using the electrooptic coefficients rt3 for 3m symmetry group crystals [9], the 
index ellipsoid (3.13) can be written: 
12 
- r22E2 + r13E3 xi + 
12 
+ r22E2 + r13E3 xi 
no 
(no 
+(72 + r33E3 x3 + 2x2x3r51E2 + 2x1x3r51E1 - 2x1x2r22E1 =1 (4.27) 
where no, ne are the ordinary and extraordinary refractive indices, respectively. The 
equation (4.27) describes the optical properties of the electrooptic crystal under the 
influence of an electric field and is used to find the eigenmodes of the propagat- 
ing light beam as well as the corresponding refractive indices (chapter 3). Letting 
x3 in (4.27) equal to zero we obtain the equation of an ellipse which completely 
characterises the light propagation: 
11 
2- r22E2 + ri3Es xl + n2 + r22E2 + r13Es xi 
0 
-2x1x2r22E1 =1 (4.28) 
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The orientation of the polarisation planes of the linearly polarized eigenwaves coin- 
cides with the eigenaxes of the ellipse (4.28) and their refractive indices are equal 
to the lengths of its major and minor axes. To find the eigenaxes the equation is 
transformed into a new coordinate system (xi, x'2) as shown in Figure 4.21: 
x'1 cos 9 sin 9 xl 
x'2 - sin 0 cos 0 x2 
X'2 
x3 
(4.29) 
Figure 4.21: Crystallographic axes of Lithium Niobate (mirror plane perpendicular to 
xl) and the rotation of the coordinate system around the optical axis x3. 
In the new prime coordinates the equation (4.28) becomes: 
1- 
r22E2 + r13E3 
n2 0 
-{- 
12 
+r22E2+ri3E3 
no 
-2r22E1 
(x1 
cos 0 sin 0 
) (x1 cost 0+x22sine0-2xix'2cos0sin0) 
) (x1 sine 0 -+ - x22 cost 0+ 2xix2 cos 0 sin 0) 
+ X1, X2 cost 0- xix2 sine 0- x'22 sin 0 cos 0) 
=1 (4.30) 
The prime coordinates xi, x2 coincide with the sought eigenaxes when the mixed 
terms in (4.30) vanish. This condition leads to the following equation: 
E2 
= tan =E tan(1 20) (4.31) 
where V defines the orientation of the electric field vector E12 = Ei + E2 in the 
plane perpendicular to the optical axis x3, and 0 defines the orientation of the 
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optical eigenaxes. Using trigonometric identities one can relate the orientation of 
the induced eigenaxes to the orientation of the electric field: 
7r/2-(p 
2 
(4.32) 
According to the equation (4.32) the rotation of the electric field in (xlx2) plane 
causes the optical eigenaxes to rotate in the opposite direction to that of the electric 
field vector and twice as slower. For example, when the electric field has only the 
El component the eigenaxes are at 45° to xl and x2 axes. When the electric field is 
along the x2 axis the eigenaxes coincide with xl and x2. 
If the refractive indices of the eigenmodes are denoted nl and n2 the quantities 
1/n? and 1/n2 are given by the xi2 and x122 terms in (4.30), respectively (section 
3.1.3): 
12 
- 
12 
+ r13E3 - r22E2 cos(20) - r22E1 sin(20) (4.33) 
nl no 
11 
2-2+ r13E3 + r22E2 cos(20) + r22E1 sin(20) (4.34) n2 no 
Using (4.32) and noticing that the E1 and E2 components of the electric field vector 
in the (xlx2) plane E12 can be written as El = E12 cos c and E2 = E12sin cp we 
finally arrived at 
ni = no -2 
3(ri3E3 
- r22E12) (4.35) 
n3 
na = no -2 (ri3E3 + r22Ei2) (4.36) 
This last step also employed the result of differential calculus do = -(n3/2)d(1/n2) 
which is justified by the fact that changes in refractive indices are very small com- 
pared to no [9]. 
Using (4.36), the induced birefringence On is readily found: 
An = n2 - nl = nör22E12 (4.37) 
Although the refractive indices n1, n2 depend on the E3 component of the electric 
field, the induced birefringence was found to be independent of E3. The sensor 
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output is a function of the induced phase retardation IF : 
I' _ Onl (4.38) 
where ) is the optical wavelength and 1 is the length of the crystal. The sensor 
output is not influenced by the E3 component of the electric field. It is also evident 
from (4.37) that the transverse electro-optic effect in a crystal of 3m point group 
symmetry with light beam along optical axis has rotational symmetry along this 
axis. There is no privileged direction of the electric field in the (xlx2) plane for 
which the electrooptic effect would have its maximum. The field vector can have an 
arbitrary orientation in this plane to achieve the same phase retardation. Changes 
in orientation of the electric field cause only changes in orientation of the optical 
axes but not of the birefringence. 
In the electrooptic crystal the light passes the polarizer and the quarter-wave 
plate before entering the crystal. These two components ensure that the incident 
light is circularly polarized. As such it is composed of two linearly polarized waves 
with polarization planes perpendicular to each other and with the mutual phase shift 
of ir/2. The orientation of their polarisation planes can be arbitrary as long as the 
planes are perpendicular. For the sake of simplicity of calculations the polarization 
vector of these waves were chosen parallel to the cartesian laboratory coordinate 
axes x1, x2 (Figure 4.21). Then light entering the crystal is then described by Jones 
matrix: 
_11 L9 (4.39) 
To obtain the Jones representation of the light behind the crystal L., the circu- 
larly polarized light (4.39) is transformed first into the coordinates (xi, x2) which 
coincide with the crystal optical eigenaxes. Then the phase retardation is applied by 
multiplying the transformed light matrix by the retardation matrix (4.7) with the 
phase retardation 1' (4.38), and finally the inverse transformation back to (x1, x2) 
system is achieved: 
1 cos0 -sin0 ei 0 co's0 sin0 1 
(4.40) Lý - 72 r sin 0 cos 00 e-' T, - sin 0 cos 0 
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In the electro-optic sensor the analyzer is firmly fixed with respect to the crystal, 
the quarter-wave plate and the polarizer, and the orientation of the electric field 
varies. As it was derived above, the E3 component of the measured electric field 
does not influence the sensor output. The sensor can be influenced only by an 
electric field with the orientation perpendicular to the optical axis. In the following 
the analyzer is considered to be fixed with the orientation along the xl axis. The 
output light La of the sensor is found by multiplying the Jones matrix of the analyzer 
by the Jones representation of the light behind the crystal L,: 
11 0 
La = Lc _ 
00 
12 
ei 2 
(cos' 0+i sin 0 cos 0) - e"(i sin 0 cos 0- sine 0) 
0 
(4.41) 
The light intensity I.. t is found as the product of the La and its complex conjugate 
Lä (section 4.2.1): 
logt = LaLä =1 (1 + sin P sin 4) (4.42) 
Substituting (4.32) into (4.42), the output intensity of the sensor can be written 
as a function of the induced phase retardation r and the angle c characterizing 
orientation of the electric field in the (x1, x2) plane: 
rout =2 (i -r cos (4.43) 
Since the phase retardation IF (4.38) is proportional to the induced birefringence, 
the output of the sensor is directly proportional to the E12 cos cp which is the E1 
component of the electric field: 
ýln3rEll I°ýt -2 
C1 
-2 (4.44) 
The result obtained can be generalized, and it can be said that the studied elec- 
trooptic sensor with Lithium Niobate measures always only one component of the 
electric field, which is perpendicular to the optical axis. The orientation of this 
component depends on the orientation of the analyzer. It can be obtained from the 
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equation (4.32) considering the induced eigenaxes, characterized by the angle 0, to 
be at 45° to the analyzer. The conclusion is based on the fact that the induced 
birefringence does not depend on the orientation of the electric field in the plane 
perpendicular to the optical axis, and the orientation of the optical axes changes 
according to the orientation of the electric field. All directions of the electric field 
are, therefore, equally suitable and the sensor response can be maximized for any 
orientation of the electric field E12 by aligning the analyzer. 
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Figure 4.22: Normalized output of the electrooptic sensor with Lithium Niobate as a 
function of the orientation of the electric field. The orientation of electric field vector in 
the plane perpendicular to the laser beam is characterised by an rotational angle in the 
range 0.. 360° (relative values). 
The theoretical results were verified experimentally. The electric field was gen- 
erated by two parallel electrodes held in a cylindrical base which could be rotated. 
The crystal was suspended between the electrodes. The experiments were done with 
a constant AC electric field at the frequency of 5011z. According to (4.43) the output 
of the sensor is expected to be in the form of I cos(cp + ao) I where ao is a constant 
depending on the position of the analyzer. The measurements results, depicted in 
Figure 4.22, confirmed the theoretical predictions. No influence of the electric field 
along the optical axis was observed. 
Conclusions. The electrooptic sensor using Lithium Niobate was found to be 
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sensitive only to one component of the electric field in the plane perpendicular to 
the optical axis. The orientation of this field can be chosen arbitrarily by aligning 
the analyzer to a maximum response of the sensor. 
4.5.2 Directivity of the BG sensor 
The electrooptic effect and the isotropy of the sensor were also investigated for a 
sensor based on a crystal of Bismuth Germanate. As in section 4.7.1, the transverse 
electrooptic effect is investigated thoroughly and the results are used to predict the 
isotropy of the sensor with Bismuth germanate. The analytical results are supported 
by numerical simulations and experiments. 
The crystal cut used in the sensor was selected in section 4.4.1. The physical 
shape of the crystal and the orientation of the crystallographic axes are shown in 
Figure 4.23. In the crystallographic coordinates (x19 x2, x3) the index ellipsoid (3.13) 
can be written as ([9]): 
xl 22+2+ x3 
n2 
+ 2r41E3xix2 + 2r41E2x1x3 + 2r41Eix2x3 =1 (4.45) 
n 
x3=x'3=<001 > 
x' 2=<110>=k 
if 
x2 
n/4 
x' 1=<110> 
x1=<100> 
Figure 4.23: Crystallographic coordinate system (xl, x2i x3) and its relation to the labo- 
ratory system (xi, x2, x3) and the shape of the crystal. The directions are also expressed 
using Miler indices [4]. 
It is more convenient to work in the laboratory coordinate system (xi, x2, x3), which 
is easily identified physically (see Figure 4.23), applying the following transforma- 
light E 
w 
84 
tion: 
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xi cos 4 sin 40 x1 
x2 =- sin 4 cos 40 x2 (4.46) 
x3 001 x3 
The procedure of finding the eigenmodes of propagation and the refractive indices 
is similar to the case of Lithium Niobate, discussed in section 4.5.1. Once the 
equation (4.45) is expressed in the new prime coordinates, the sought cross-section 
of the ellipsoid with the plane perpendicular to the light beam is obtained by putting 
x2 equal to zero: ' 
x1 (i+ r41E3) + X13 + 2r41Eixix3 =1 
"3`X3 
The major and minor axes of the ellipse (4.47) determine both the orientation of 
the polarization planes of the eigenwaves and the corresponding refractive indices 
(chapter 3). Similar to the case of Lithium Niobate the eigenaxes are found using 
another transformation (Figure 4.23) : 
x"1 cos C sin( x'l 
x«3 - sin C cos x13 
r Xr+ ý, 3 
, '. ý 
, 
_. , 
. 
X, 
2 
a, 
., 
17 
ý" 
1. 
X'1 
(4.47) 
(4.48) 
Figure 4.24: Transformation of (x2, x3) to (x2i x3) used to find the eigenaxes. 
Thus transforming the equation (4.47) in the double prime coordinates 
r1" .z,. 
X3 I n2 + r41E3 sin2 c+ r41Ei sin(2()J + 
+xi2 I 
n2 
+ r41 E3 cost C- r41E1 sin(2() + L 
+x3xi [(sin(2()r41E3 +2 cos(2()r41E1] -0 (4.49) 
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sensor as a function of the electric field components Ei and E3. It can be seen that 
the sensor responds linearly to the Ei component and is seemingly independent of 
E. Further investigation showed a small influence of E3 component on the sensor 
output. The graph in Figure 4.26 shows a relative error of the output as a function of 
the magnitude and orientation of the electric field in (xix3) plane. The orientation 
is characterized by an angle cp between the field vector and xi axis. The relative 
error of the sensor output is defined as: 
I0ýt(El, E2, Es) - Iout(El, 0,0) (4.53) 
Ioýe(El, 0,0) 
where Lout is the output light intensity for the field orientation given in brackets. The 
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Figure 4.27: Normalized output of the electrooptic sensor with Bismuth Germanate as a 
function of the orientation of the electric field. The orientation of electric field vector in 
the plane perpendicular to the laser beam is characterised by an rotational angle in the 
range 0.. 360° (relative values). 
relative error A expresses a normalized deviation of the output from its expected 
value (only Ei component is measured). The graph shows that the relative error has 
its maximum for electric field orientation at 45° to xi and x3 axes. The investigated 
error does not exceed 0.04% even for high intensity fields of 1MV/m and can be, 
therefore, neglected. 
The theoretical results were verified experimentally. The electric field was gen- 
erated by two parallel electrodes held in a cylindrical base which could be rotated. 
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The crystal was suspended between the electrodes. The experiments were carried 
out with a constant AC electric field at the frequency of 50Hz. The output of the 
sensor is expected to be in the form of I cos(V+ao)1, where po characterizes the orien- 
tation of the measured electric field and ao is a constant depending on the position 
of measuring scale. The measurements results, shown in Figure 4.27, confirmed the 
theoretical predictions. No influence of the electric field along the optical axis was 
observed. 
Conclusions. The analysis of the transverse electrooptic effect in Bismuth Ger- 
manate shows that the orientation of the eigenaxes and the refractive indices are 
independent of the electric field component along the light beam propagation. The 
induced birefringence was found to depend on the orientation of the electric field 
in the plane perpendicular to the beam propagation, with its maximum value for 
electric fields along xi axis. The sensor based on Bismuth Germanate crystal was 
found to measure only one component of the electric field. 
4.5.3 Summary 
Isotropy of the electrooptic sensor with both Lithium Niobate and Bismuth Ger- 
manate was investigated theoretically and experimentally. It was found that a sensor 
using transversal electrooptic effect in crystals of Bismuth Germanate and Lithium 
Niobate is not isotropic. The sensor measures only one component of the electric 
field. The other two perpendicular components do not influence the output of the 
sensor. These conclusions were confirmed by experiments. 
Chapter 5 
External Space Charge Effect 
This chapter addresses one of the main objectives of the project - investigations 
of the external space charge effect and the possibility of its elimination using an 
artificial extension of the sensing element. The presented discussion is limited not 
only to the electrooptic sensor; the results are also valid for any dielectric sensor 
sensitive to the electric field, exposed to a space charge environment. 
The effect of the external space charge on the sensor is first explained in the 
introduction section 5.1. The problem of a charge, deposited on the surface of 
an electric field probe in a space charge environment, is then formulated as an 
electrostatic problem, and a mathematical model is developed by solving the Laplace 
equation for appropriate boundary conditions (section 5.2). The developed model 
is used in discussions of a dielectric probe, exposed to an electric field in bipolar 
and unipolar! space charge environments, and to calculate the effect of the charge 
deposited on the surface of a dielectric probe (sections 5.3 and 5.4). The obtained 
theoretical results are verified in the experimental part 5.5 which also addresses the 
efficiency of the virtual extension of the sensing element to eliminate the effect of a 
space charge. 
5.1 Introduction 
When a dielectric probe is, placed in a uniform electric field, the probe becomes 
polarised and ý the electric field around the probe is distorted as a consequence of 
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the difference between the relative permittivity of the probe and the air. Figure 5.1 
shows equipotential and electric field lines around a dielectric probe in the shape of a 
ball, immersed in a homogeneous electric field in the air. The field is clearly distorted 
in the vicinity of the probe. If the measured environment is characterised by the 
presence of charged particles (space charge environment), the positively charged 
particles will drift in the electric field along the field lines, in the direction of the 
electric field intensity. Particles with negative charge will move in the opposite 
direction. Inevitably, some of the drifting charged particles will hit the surface 
of the probe as some of the electric field lines enter the surface of the dielectric 
probe. Assuming a very low surface conductivity of the dielectric probe, the charged 
particles will stay attached to the surface. This is a common assumption in most 
charging theories [3]. The process of charge deposition continues until an equilibrium 
is reached. This happens when the attractive force acting on a charged particle in 
the vicinity of the surface, caused by the original field, is equal to the repulsive force 
due to the deposited charge. The charge, deposited on the surface of an electric 
field probe, causes a change in the electric field intensity inside the probe, in this 
case in the electrooptic crystal. Thus the probe gives different readings according to 
whether the environment is with or without a space charge. In the presented work 
the described effect of the charge deposition is referred to as the external space 
charge effect. 
In 1982 Ilidaka [33] and in 1985 Robertson [64] et al. used electrooptic probes 
to measure the electric field intensity in a space charge environment of corona dis- 
charges. They solved the problem of the sensor output offset due to the charge 
deposition by rotating the sensing head. With the rotation, the charge deposi- 
tion on the surface of the probe was uniform, and its contribution to the measured 
field was negligible. The accumulated charge only increased the perturbation of the 
measured field. However, rotating the electrooptic crystal was a source of optical 
disalignment, and as a consequence, a high level of noise was generated. Therefore, 
the aim of the_ presented work was to avoid the physical rotation of any sensor ele- 
ment in order to decrease the generated noise and to increase the sensor sensitivity 
to the measured electric field. The possibilities of dealing with the external space 
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Figure 5.1: Equipotential lines and electric field intensity (arrows) for the dielectric ball 
of permittivity c,. =4 immersed in a uniform electric field. 
charge effect without using a physical rotation of any part of the sensor are discussed 
in the following sections. 
5.2 Dielectric Ball Probe with a Known Surface 
Charge Density in Uniform Electric Field 
This section describes a mathematical model which was created in order to inves- 
tigate the effect of the space charge deposition on the probe surface and factors 
by which this effect can be influenced. The model was used in theoretical analysis 
and numerical simulations of the external space charge effect, in both unipolar and 
bipolar environment (sections 5.3 and 5.4), and in discussion on the efficiency of the 
artificial extension of the sensing element (section 5.5). 
If the space charge densities of positive and negative ions are assumed to be small, 
so that the ions move in the environment independently and their contribution to 
the electric field is negligible, the problem of the external space charge deposition 
can be defined as an electrostatic problem of finding the potential and electric field 
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intensity generated by the original electric field, the polarization surface charge and 
the charge deposited on the surface of the probe. This assumption is justified as it 
was satisfied in all space charge experiments described in section 5.5. Considering 
the space charge contribution to the electric field to be negligible, the potential of 
the electric field V around a charged dielectric probe can be calculated using the 
Laplace equation: 
AV=O 
where A is the Laplace operator. 
(5.1) 
To simplify the calculations of the potential V, the probe is considered as an 
isotropic dielectric ball of the diameter a and relative permittivity e, immersed in 
a homogeneous electric field (Figures 5.1 and 5.2). This approximation enables an 
analytical solution of the Laplace equation. The orientation of the electric field and 
the coordinate system are defined in Figure 5.2. Because of the geometrical symme- 
try of the dielectric probe, the space charge is deposited on the surface of the probe 
with a distribution which is symmetrical around the x3 axis. It is suitable to use 
the polar coordinate system (Figure 5.2) because the E4, component of the electric 
field in polar coordinates, as well as the derivative äV/ö0, are equal to zero. Thus 
the original 3-dimensional problem of solving (5.1) is reduced to 2 dimensions and 
the 2-dimensional Laplace equation is readily solved using the method of separation 
of variables (e. g. [6], a short description is also in appendix B): 
00 00 
V=E Anr"PP(cos 0) +Z B r- ("+') P (cos 0) 
n=O n=O 
(5.2) 
where A and B,, are coefficients satisfying boundary conditions and Pn(cos(0)) 
are Legendre's polynomials of n-th order with argument cos(O) ([1]). The equation 
(5.2) is a general solution of the Laplace equation which is valid for both inside 
and outside the dielectric ball but not on its surface where we assume a layer of a 
deposited charge. The problem of finding the electric field potential in the case of 
a probe with a 'charge deposited on its surface, immersed in a uniform field, can be 
solved by imposing the following boundary conditions: 
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E 
Figure 5.2: Polar coordinate system (r, ¢, 0). The dielectric probe was modeled as an 
isotropic ball of dielectric permittivity c, exposed to a uniform electric field E. 
1. The electric field is uniform in the absence of the sphere: 
V-º-oofor x3-i-oo 
V->+oofor x3-9+00 
2. Potential V is continuous across the boundary ([6]) 
3. the normal components D, ti1, Dr2 of the electrical displacement vector D are 
not continuous any more and satisfy ([6]) 
D,,, 1 - Dn2 = or; for r=a 
where o, is a surface charge density, a is the probe diameter. 
The surface charge density acquires the same axial symmetry as the electric field 
and can be, therefore, expressed as a function of only one variable 0. Since the 
Legendre's polynomials form a complete set, the surface charge density a' can be 
expressed in the form of Legendre's expansion: 
00 
O' _E QnP, L(Cos (©)) 
n-0 
(5.3) 
where 0E (0.. 7r) (Figure 5.2) and an are the coefficients of the Legendre's expan- 
sion. The coefficients An and B,, are then found using (5.2), (5.3) and the boundary 
conditions. The potential outside the probe Vogt and the potential inside the probe 
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Vi,, can be finally expressed as 
ooa2 [c. 1 + Eo(er - 1)]a3 V0 -Eorcos0+ cos8+... r r2(Er + 2) 
o-nan+2 1 
PP(cos 0) + ... n=2,3,4... 
(5.4) 
(Er+1)n+1rn+1 
Vin = ooa + 
Ql - Mo r cos 0+ 
u2 
r2P2(cos 0) + ... 2+E,, a[2(1+E*)+11 
anal-n 
+(Er+1)n+1r"Pn(cos0)-+ -... n=2,3,4... (5.5) 
where Eo is the measured electric field intensity. Since the potential is defined as a 
negative gradient of the electric field intensity 
E--VV (5.6) 
the components of the electric field intensity in polar coordinates inside (E,;,,, Eo; n) 
and outside (Erov, t, Eo,,, t) the dielectric probe are easily obtained: 
Erout = 
aoa2 + Eo cos 0+2 
[c1 +Eo(c - 1)]a3 cos 0 
r2 r3(e,. + 2) 
n+2 
+(1 + n) (Cr 
+ 1)n 
+1r 
+Z 
P71(cos 0) + ... n=2,3,4 ... (5.7) 
Eeouc = -Eo sin 4- 
[0i + E0(e,. - 1)}a3 1 äP1 
Er +2 r3 a0 
Q,, an+2 1 UPn(COS O) 
-(E,. +1)n+1rn+2 äo -... n=2,3,4... 
(5.8) 
Erin =- 
al - 3Eo 
--so- 
a2 
rP2 (cos 0) - ... 2+e,. a[2(1+E, )-+11 
Crnal n 
r"-1 Pn(cos 0) -... n=3,4,5... (5.9) 1)n +1 
o, l - 3E0 in 002r 
U2 (cos 0) E'9in = 2+e,. s a[2(1+ ")+1] 00 ... 
crnä1-n 
rn-1 
OPn(cos 0) 
(c, +1)n+1 aD ... n=3,4,5... (5.10) 
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The derived equations express the electric field inside and outside the probe as 
a function of the probe diameter, the permittivity and the known surface charge 
density. A detailed derivation can be found in appendix B. 
Conclusions. Assuming small densities of the charged particles in a space charge 
environment, the problem of the space charge effect was defined as an electrostatic 
problem. The dielectric probe was approximated by a dielectric ball, and by solving 
the Laplace equation the external and internal electric field intensities were calcu- 
lated for a known surface charge distribution. 
5.3 Dielectric Probe in a Bipolar Environment 
The mathematical model described in the previous section is applied to the problem 
of a dielectric probe in a bipolar environment, in order to evaluate the effect of the 
space charge deposition on the measured field and on the output of the sensor. A 
bipolar environment contains both positive and negative ions which drift in opposite 
directions along the field lines, due to the presence of an electric field. It is assumed 
that once the ion hits the surface of the probe it will stay attached to it so that 
there is no migration of the charges on the surface. This mechanism of charging is 
known as field charging or Pauthenier charging. However, the analysis of Pauthenier 
charging, as presented in [3], assumes that the dielectric ball is exposed to the electric 
field in such a way that the resultant charge density on the surface is uniform (a 
particle of diameter a rotates randomly in the field). In the presented case, the 
probe is assumed to be fixed with respect to the electric field orientation, and the 
problem is approached in a slightly different way. 
The densities of positive and negative ions and their mobilities are first assumed 
to be the same. Once the charge starts accumulating on the probe the perturbation 
of the field will change, as will the force acting on the ions in the vicinity of the 
probe surface (see the electric field lines in the vicinity of the probe surface in Figure 
5.1,5.3 and 5.4). In the situation depicted in Figure 5.1 the left hemisphere will 
collect negative. ions whereas the right hemisphere collects the positive ions. Due 
to the axial symmetry, the. electric field force in the vicinity of the surface F will 
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have only two components: F, F9. The force F, is pushing the ions away from the 
surface when positive (orientation away from the surface) or pulling them towards 
the surface when negative, whereas FB tries to move them along the surface. The 
charging process will cease, once the radial force acting on the ions in the vicinity 
of the surface is equal to zero. In this case the electric field lines will not enter 
the dielectric probe, and ions will drift past the probe without further deposition 
(Figure 5.4). Thus the equilibrium condition can be expressed in the form: 
Fr=O (5.11) 
X1 
Ep 
X2 x3 
Figure 5.3: Equipotential lines (vertical lines) and electric field intensity (arrows) for 
the dielectric ball of permittivity Er =4 immersed in a uniform electric field with surface 
charge density a= vocos(O) where ao = -3c0. 
Since in a bipolar environment charges of both polarities are available the charge 
deposition will be over the whole surface of the probe and, therefore, the equilibrium 
state will be reached when the condition (5.11) applies to the whole surface of the 
probe. As in the case of the surface charge density o, the radial component of the 
electric field intensity on the surface of the dielectric probe can be written in the 
form of Legendre's expansion, and the equilibrium condition (5.11) can be written 
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Figure 5.4: Equipotential lines (vertical lines) and electric field intensity (arrows) for 
the dielectric ball of permittivity c, =4 immersed in a uniform electric field with surface 
charge density o= aocos(9) where ao = -Gco. 
as: 
00 
E'r =Z ernPn(COS O) =0 
n=0 
(5.12) 
where e,.,,, is the n-th coefficient of the Legendre's expansion and P,, (cos 0) is the 
n-th Legendre's polynomial with argument cos 0. The coefficients a,, can be found 
using the orthogonal properties of Legendre's polynomials [1]: 
r1 
J1 Pn(cosB)Pm(cos9)d(cos 4) =2+1, m, n=0,1,2, ... (5.13) 
where is the Kronecker delta [1]. Substituting r=a (surface of the dielectric 
ball) in (5.7) one obtains the expansion (5.12). By multiplication of both sides 
of (5.12) by sin(O)P,, (cosO) and finally integrating over the interval (0,7r), the o 
coefficients are found to be: 
on = O, n1 (5.14) 
3 
ý1=-3Eoc co (5.15) 
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Figure 5.5: Equipotential lines (vertical lines) and electric field intensity (arrows) for the 
dielectric ball of permittivity c,. =4 immersed in a uniform electric field with an excessive 
surface charge density a= vocos(O) where vo = -8e0. The repulsive force acting on the 
ions in the vicinity of the surface can be seen at the poles of the probe. 
The equilibrium surface charge density in a bipolar environment can be finally writ- 
ten as 
Q(O) _ -3Eo¬,. EocosO (5.16) 
The corresponding internal field in the probe is obtained by substituting the calcu- 
lated surface charge density (5.16) into (5.9) and (5.10), and transforming it back 
to the cartesian coordinates: 
Ein =32 E0 (5.17) 
The derived equation (5.17) shows that the field inside the dielectric ball is uniform 
with an orientation in the direction of the original field Eo. The internal field is 
found to be independent of the permittivity of the probe and directly proportional 
to the external field. Moreover, it is 1.5 times higher than the external field. Thus 
theoretically in the bipolar environment the electrooptic probe should measure the 
field with higher sensitivity. For example, if the dielectric probe has the relative 
permittivity of 85 (Lithium Niobate) the internal field in an environment without a 
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Figure 5.6: Time development of the radial component of the electric field intensity and 
the surface charge density on the surface of the probe in bipolar environment. The surface 
charge density approaches the function v= al cos0 and the radial component of the 
electric field in the vicinity of the probe surface tends to zero. 
space charge would be 0.3Eo (4.11), whereas in the bipolar environment the field is 
1.5E0. The internal field is 5 times higher in the presence of the ions, theoretically 
increasing the sensitivity by 5 times. 
Figures 5.3,5.4 and 5.5 show the electric field and potential lines for the dielectric 
probe of relative permittivity 4 with a surface charge density or = o1 cos 0 immersed 
in a uniform electric field for different values of a1. Another interpretation of these 
figures could be the development of the electric field and potential in time, when a 
charge is deposited on the surface of the dielectric probe proportionally to E,. (0). 
Such an interpretation refers to the situation when concentrations and mobilities of 
both positive and negative ions' are the same. One can observe the deviation of the 
electric field lines from the surface, which is complete in Figure 5.4 which depicts 
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the equilibrium state, when ions are expected to flow around the probe without a 
deposition. The field lines are wrapped around the ball and do not enter or come 
out of the surface. Figure 5.5 shows the situation when an excessive amount of the 
space charge is deposited on the dielectric surface. Clearly, there are pronounced 
areas where the drifting charge is repelled or the already deposited charge is pulled 
out of the surface. In a more real situation, whether or not this pulling force would 
be successful would depend on the forces bounding ions and other charged particles 
(if present) to the surface. 
In reality the mobility of the charged particles can differ greatly and their con- 
centrations can also be different. In such a case the charge deposition will be faster 
from one side of the probe depending on the ion mobilities and concentrations. Fig- 
ure 5.6 shows the simulated development of the surface charge density and the radial 
component of the electric field on the probe surface in an environment where the 
deposition of the positive charges is 3 times slower than the deposition of the nega- 
tive charges. The radial component of the electric field in the vicinity of the probe 
surface is decreasing faster in the area of the positive E,., due to the faster deposition 
of negative ions. After a while, when the surface charge density is approaching its 
equilibrium value, the deposition of negative ions slows down and becomes slower 
than the deposition of positive ions. It can be noticed that the deposition area for 
positively charged particles (area with Er < 0) is enhanced at the beginning of the 
charging process. As the charge. deposition continues, the radial component of the 
field on the surface tends to zero and the charge distribution comes to the saturation 
value which is defined by (5.16). 
As in the analysis of Pauthenier charging in reference [3], it must be said that 
a finite time is needed for the equilibrium to develop. This transition time will 
depend on the concentration and mobility of ions in the environment and on the 
probe permittivity. 
Conclusion. Based on the model developed in the previous section the surface 
charge distribution and internal field' were analytically calculated for the case of 
a bipolar environment. The electric field in the probe was found to be uniform, 
linearly dependent only on the external measured field. 
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5.4 Dielectric Probe in a Unipolar Environment 
The equilibrium state described in section 5.3 for a bipolar environment will' be 
different in a unipolar environment with charged particles of only one polarity. In 
this case the charge deposition is limited only to one hemisphere of the probe and, 
therefore, the final charge distribution on the surface will differ from the previous 
case. Based on the results derived for bipolar environment and using the same 
assumptions, the internal electric field along the x3 axis (Figure 5.2) is assumed to 
be directly proportional to the external measured field so that it can be written as 
Ein3(0, r) = C(0, r) Eo (5.18) 
where Ein3 is the electric field component inside the probe, C is a constant for a 
given position (0, r) and Eo is the measured external field. The factor C depends on 
coordinates since the field inside the probe will be proved to be no more homoge- 
neous and uniform. This hypothesis is investigated theoretically in this section and 
experimentally in section 5.5. 
The constant C can be obtained from the mathematical model once the deposited 
charge distribution o is known. This was not found analytically but it was estimated 
by simulating the deposition of the ions in a unipolar environment. Generally, the 
equilibrium condition (5.11) is not valid over the whole surface of the probe. It must 
be substituted by a condition Fr > 0, where the equality sign applies to the charge 
collecting area. It is not necessarily over the whole hemisphere as the simulations 
showed. 
The process of charge deposition was simulated for a negative unipolar environ- 
ment using the developed mathematical model. By adding step by step layers of the 
negative charge, the simulation approached the equilibrium state. In each iteration 
the charge was deposited only in areas with a positive electric field intensity, where 
the ions are attracted to the surface. The deposited charge density was proportional 
to the radial component of the electric field on the surface of the probe. This means 
that the highest deposition rate is in those places where Er is negative and its ab- 
solute value has a maximum. There is no charge deposition allowed if Er < 0. The 
graphs of the radial component of the electric field and the deposited surface charge 
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Figure 5.7: The development of the radial component of the electric field intensity and 
the surface charge density on the surface of the probe (c,. = 85) in unipolar environment. 
The charge exposed to the positive radial force was not allowed to leave the surface. 
density, on the probe with relative permittivity of 85, are shown in Figure 5.7. It 
can be seen that during the process of charge deposition, the area collecting the 
charges is getting smaller. In some parts of the probe surface, the already deposited 
charge is exposed to a force which is trying to pull this charge away from the surface. 
Whether this force successfully detaches the already, deposited charge will depend 
on the way of bonding of the ions to the surface [76]. 
Figure 5.8 shows the development of the radial component of the electric field 
and the surface charge density, on the surface of the probe with relative permittivity 
er = 4. In this simulation the' already deposited charge was allowed to leave the 
surface if exposed to a positive force F which pulls it away from the surface. The 
rate of the charge detachment was taken to be proportional to the radial component 
of the electric field E. It can be seen that the region' of the deposited charge 
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Figure 5.8: The development of the radial component of the electric field intensity and 
the surface charge density on the surface of the probe (er = 4) in unipolar environment. 
The charge exposed to the positive radial force was allowed to leave the surface. 
does not span the whole hemisphere as in Figure 5.7, and the condition for the 
equilibrium Fr =0 does not necessarily hold on the whole hemisphere, as it has 
been already pointed out. The oscillations in the obtained a function are due to the 
limited number of terms used in the Legendre's expansion of this function. These 
simulations were run using twenty terms in the expansion and usually about 500 
iterations. Figure 5.9 shows the electric field in the probe and its vicinity for the 
surface charge distribution corresponding to the equilibrium state in Figure 5.8. The 
field in the probe is clearly non-uniform. Its E;,, 3 component along the external field 
varies from the value of 1.1Eo near the deposition surface to 0.7Eo on the opposite 
side. 
Table 5.1 shows the values of the E; ß, 3 component of the electric field in the 
middle of the probe exposed to a uniform field of 1V/m. The electric field intensity 
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Figure 5.9: The electric field intensity in the dielectric probe immersed in a unipolar 
space charge environment with a uniform electric field. 
Ein3 was calculated for two different permittivities of the probe, as explained above. 
The values of Ein3 in an environment without a space charge and in a bipolar 
environment are shown for comparism. Method 1 refers to the simulations in which 
the already deposited charge is not allowed to leave the surface of the probe (Figure 
5.7), whereas method 2 allows the charge detachement (Figure 5.8). Both methods 
gave very similar results showing that the constant C(r, 0) is a function of the relative 
permittivity c,., in contrast to the bipolar environment where it depends only on the 
external electric field. 
Conclusions. The surface charge density was derived considering two different 
mechanisms of charging: one with the possibility for the deposited charges to be 
detached from the surface of the probe; and the other without this possibility. The 
results obtained by both methods are very close and confirmed the prediction that 
the internal field in a unipolar environment -depends on the permittivity of the 
material. The proportionality constant C(0,0) was found for probes with dielectric 
permittivities er = 85 and c,. = 4. However, proof that this constant is independent 
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Table 5.1: The calculated values of the internal electric field E(0,0) in the centre of the 
dielectric probe exposed to a uniform electric field of 1V/m. Method 1 enables the already 
deposited charge to be detached, in contrast to method 2 which does not allow it. Ei O 
is the internal electric field without any space charge, Ebi is the internal electric field in a 
bipolar environment. 
Er I E(0,0) [V/ml I E(0,0) [V/m] I Eino [V/m] I Ebi/Eiý, o [-] 
method 1 method 2 no deposition 
4 0.81 - 0.5 3 
85 0.106 0.101 0.034 44 
of the external electric field intensity was left to experiments. 
5.5 Results of Space Charge Experiments 
The experimental work was focused on the investigation of the possibilities of using 
the sensor for electric field measurements in a space charge environment. This 
section presents the experimental setup used to investigate the effect of the space 
charge environment on the electrooptic probe, and a discussion on the validity of 
the theoretical assumptions of the previous sections. The results of experiments 
with Lithium Niobate crystal are then compared with the theoretical predictions. 
Finally the efficiency of the artificial extension of the sensing head, as a means of 
eliminating the space charge effect, is discussed. 
5.5.1 Experimental Setup 
The experimental setup was arranged as shown in Figure 5.10. Since the electrooptic 
scheme was already discussed in section 4.1, the main focus is on the electric field 
and space charge generators. 
The crystal was exposed. to the electric field generated by two parallel plates. 
The plates had dimensions 0.3x0.3m and were 0.16m apart from each other. The 
positive ions were generated by a sharp needle maintained at a positive potential, 
placed in the middle of the aperture of the grounded electrode. The negative ions 
were generated by the negative corona discharge at a needle placed in the middle of 
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the aperture of the negative high voltage electrode. In experiments with a unipolar 
environment, a plain metallic plate was used as the negative bottom electrode. 
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Figure 5.10: The experimental setup for measurements in space charge environment. 
The electric field was considered to be generated only by the plate electrodes 
and the electric field contribution due to the high potential needles was considered 
to be negligible. This assumption was based on the simulation results obtained 
using electrostatic finite element software package (ALGOR). In these simulations 
the positive needle with potential 4kV (corona onset votage was > 2.2kV) was found 
to influence the electric field between the plates by 2.8%. This value is based on the 
electrostatic modeling which does not take into account the effect of the generated 
space charge. In the case of the corona generation, the electric field can depend 
on the generated space charge density. The onset of the space charge effect can be 
estimated by'comparing the number of field lines from the electrodes with that from 
the space charge in the volume between the electrodes [11]. For the values of the 
corona current and the current between the electrodes, it can be shown that the 
space charge will effect the field between the needle electrode and the nearest plate 
electrode but its influence on the field between the plate electrodes can be neglected. 
Therefore, the assumptions made in the theoretical analysis were considered to be 
a reasonable approximation. The effect of the needle potential was also verified 
experimentally. Within the limits of the measurement error there was no difference 
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observed in the sensor output when the positive needle potential was zero and 1kV 
(below corona onset). The generated electric field could be varied from 0 to 93kV/m. 
The designed space charge generator may not be considered as an ideal source 
of a uniformly distributed space charge. It is assumed that the generated ions will 
be flowing as 'water from the shower hub' and the ion flow covers the whole area of 
the crystal. The space charge density is assumed to be proportional to the current 
between the electrodes which can be regulated by the needle potential. The corona 
onset was experimentally established to be about 2.2kV depending on the position 
of the needle and its polarity. It was possible to change the space charge current 
between the electrodes from 0 to 0.4µA by changing the needle potential up to 4kV. 
The overall corona current at the potential of 4kV reached about 1411A. Thus only 
a very small part of the generated charge was flowing between the electrodes. 
One of the main problems experienced during the measurements was a drift of 
the zero output level. The drift was caused mostly by an uncorrelated long term 
drift of the photodetectors, and to a lesser extent, by laser power fluctuations and 
crystal of Lithium Niobate. It was, therefore, necessary to define the zero level before 
each measurement. In the case of the space charge measurements, the zero level was 
defined always after neutralizing the sensing element by an AC corona discharge 
and waiting until the output was stable. The measurements were performed by 
switching on the electric field and afterwards the ion (charge) source. The response 
of the sensor was monitored every 500ms for approximately 20s and the output value 
was obtained by averaging the acquired data. If not stated otherwise, the error bars 
in the graphs refer to the standard deviation of the data acquired in the 20s interval 
and, therefore, this error indicates the fluctuations of the output due to the DC 
drifts of the whole sensor. 
5.5.2 Experiments with Lithium Niobate Crystal. 
Figure 5.11 shows the typical response of the sensor in a unipolar environment. The 
first step in output corresponds to an applied DC field of about 38kV/m, whereas 
the second step at time 1508s occurred when the positive ion source was switched 
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on. The equilibrium state was established almost immediately after the activation 
of the charge generator for any voltage above the corona onset. The electric field 
and the ion source were switched off at time 1539s. The sensor output, however, 
did not return to the same value as before the beginning of the measurement. The 
charge deposited on the surface of the probe stays partially attached to the surface, 
and it is, therefore, necessary to neutralize the sensing head after each measurement 
if a correct reading is to be obtained. The neutralization by an AC corona discharge 
was done in the time span from 1552s to approximately 1570s. 
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Figure 5.11: Response of the sensor to a uniform electric field (37.5kV/m) in the unipolar 
environment. 
Changing the applied electric field and the corona generating voltage, the sensor 
transfer characteristic was measured. Figure 5.12 depicts the normalized output 
as a function of the applied electric field in both the unipolar environment and 
the environment without space charge. The sensor output is found to be a linear 
function of the applied electric field : which verifies the hypothesis of the internal 
electric field being proportional to the applied external electric field. The output of 
the sensor was linear even without the neutralisation, as long as the electric field 
was increased. However, when decreasing the field without neutralization after each 
off 
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Figure 5.12: Normalized output change (V°ut-Vo)/Vo as a function of applied electric field 
for the DC sensor with Lithium Niobate crystal without any enclosure in both unipolar 
space charge environment and environment without space charge. Vogt is sensor output, 
Vo is the output voltage without electric field; humidity 37%, T=21.9°C. 
measurement the sensor response did not follow the transfer characteristic, due to 
the excessive charge attached to the surface. The measurements in the unipolar 
environment were in a remarkable agreement with the theoretical prediction. The 
ratio of the internal electric field in the unipolar environment and in the environment 
without a space charge was estimated to be 3.11 (table 5.1), and the measured value 
is 3.13 (Figure 5.12). Table 5.2 shows slopes of the transfer characteristics for 
different corona currents. The space charge density is assumed to be proportional 
to the current between the electrodes, the value of which is estimated in table 5.2 
as IsPCest" The slopes are found to be equal within the experimental error. This 
leads to the conclusion that in the performed experiments the sensor response was 
not influenced by the space charge. density, as had been suggested in the theoretical 
part. 
Difficulties were experienced when measuring high electric field intensities (;: Zý 70 
kV/m). The output of the sensor still showed a step response to the switching on of 
the ion generator as before; however, it did not stay constant (Figure 5.13). After 
a while, depending on the applied field intensity, the output started rising. The 
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Table 5.2: Measured slopes of sensor transfer characteristics for different corona currents 
Ic. ISPCest is the estimated value of the current between the electrodes caused by the 
drifting space charge. The current IsPCest is proportional to the space charge density. 
Iý[µA] 2 4 8 14 
ISPCeet [µA] 0.23 0.3 0.34 0.43 
Slope[m/kV] 0.338 0.314 0.352 0.33 
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Figure 5.13: Response of the sensor to a uniform electric field (75kV/m) in the unipolar 
environment - breakdown due to ionisation. 
process of 'breakdown' was more pronounced at . 
higher field intensities. The effect 
was attributed to a change in the surface charge distribution since the neutralization 
after the measurement caused the output to, attain the original value before the 
beginning of the measurement. This breakdown was attributed to a generation of 
the ions of opposite polarity, possibly due to the primary ionization of the air in the 
gap or due to a secondary ionization at, the electrodes [11]. Since this breakdown 
effect did not occur in the, case. of the bipolar environment, the ionization of the 
probe surface was excluded. 
The experiments in the bipolar environment were done by switching on the DC 
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Figure 5.14: Response of the sensor to a uniform electric field (75kV/m) in the bipolar 
environment. 
field, then the positive ions generator, and finally the negative ions generator. The 
sensor response is shown in Figure 5.14. The first step, due to the applied DC field 
without any space charge, is hardly visible, while the second step after activating 
the positive ions source is already visible, followed by the final jump at 2575s when 
the negative ion source was activated. The response of the sensor is not stable. The 
output voltage decreases approaching a stable value (2645s). At times 2645s and 
2655s the negative and positive ions generators are switched off. Finally the mea- 
sured field is switched off at time 2670s and the probe is neutralized. The observed 
decrease of the sensor output does not correspond to the prediction from section 5.3, 
where the output of the sensor was expected to rise till it reached' the equilibrium 
value and then to stay constant. - The observed 'decay' effect was attributed to the 
rectangular shape of the sensing element used in the experiments. It is assumed that 
due to the geometrical shape of the crystal, the equilibrium surface charge density 
in the unipolar environment in some areas exceeds the equilibrium surface charge 
density in the bipolar environment. Since the experiments were done in such a way 
that the bipolar charging was preceded by a unipolar charging, the observed decay of 
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the sensor output can be attributed to the release of this excessive charge deposited 
in the first stage of unipolar charging. The duration of this process depends on the 
surface properties of the sensing head and on environmental characteristics, such 
as temperature, humidity, pressure, chemical composition. 
Since the positive and 
negative ions have generally different mobilities and concentrations the 
described 
process can hardly be eliminated even if the probe is exposed directly to the bipolar 
environment. 
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Figure 5.15: Normalized output change of the sensor (V... t - Vo)/Vo as a function of 
applied electric field for the DC sensor with Lithium Niobate crystal without any enclosure 
in bipolar space charge environment, unipolar space charge environment and environment 
without space charge. Vogt is sensor output, Vo is the output voltage without electric field; 
humidity 37%, T=21.9°C. 
The transfer characteristic of the sensor in the bipolar environment in Figure 5.15 
was obtained using the maximum values of the response (as in Figure 5.14 at time 
2580s). The measured ratio of the internal electric field in the bipolar environment 
to that in the environment without the space charge is 38. Since this value was 
obtained considering the output maximum, the real value will be even smaller. The 
difference between the measured and calculated ratio (table 5.1) is attributed to the 
shape of the sensing head. Similar results were obtained when the generators were 
switched on in the reverse order. 
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Conclusion. The experiments with the Lithium Niobate in a unipolar space 
charge environment confirmed the validity of the theoretical hypothesis. The re- 
sponse of the sensor was found to be a linear function of the applied electric field 
intensity, independent of the space charge density in the measured environment. It 
is, therefore, possible to measure the electric field in the unipolar environment once 
the probe is calibrated and the space charge density is low enough not to influence 
the measured field. The case of high space charge densities, when the space charge 
effect on the field cannot be neglected, was not examined. The measurements in 
a bipolar environment were found theoretically possible; however precise practical 
measurements were not successful due to an unstable sensor output in such an en- 
vironment. 
5.5.3 Artificial Extension of Sensor Head 
The previous sections showed that the presence of a space charge in the measured 
environment can cause a large offset of the output. The slope of the transfer char- 
acteristic in such an environment was found to be many times higher than the slope 
of the transfer characteristic in the absence of a space charge. 
The first idea of measurements in a space charge environment was to eliminate 
the effect of the deposited space charge by separating the deposited charges, using 
an artificial extension of the sensing head. The idea was based on the fact that two 
separate sheets of surface charge densities ±o, separated by a gap as depicted in 
Figure 5.16, generate an electric field E at the origin (appendix C): 
E=E3= 
CO 
1- 
d2-}-4a2 (5.19) 
This field is decreased with increasing distance between the plates according to the 
graph in Figure 5.16, which shows the factor 1- d/ d2 + 4a2 versus the ratio d/2a. 
For example, when considering the increase in the d/2a ratio from 1 to 3, the electric 
field at the origin is decreased more than ten times. Similar results were obtained 
from 3 dimensional simulations of the sensing heads, according to Figure 5.17, with 
a constant positive charge distributed uniformly on the, top of each enclosure. The 
results of these simulations are shown in table 5.3. The value of the deposited charge 
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Figure 5.16: Factor 1- d(d2 +4a 2)-1/2 versus ratio d/2a. 
was chosen to give realistic results (see equation 5.16). The presented results show 
that extending the sensing head by the same material as that of the crystal in the 
shape of the long enclosure, could reduce the effect of the deposited charge 5 times. 
This is about twice less than in the case of the air gap. Compared to the short 
extension, the long extension would reduce the effect of the deposited charge by the 
factor of approximately 1.5. This reduction is the same in the case of the enclosure 
made of the same material as the crystal and in the case of PTFE enclosures. 
Experimental investigations were done with Lithium Niobate crystal of dimen- 
sions 10x10x10mm, which was artificially extended using a PTFE enclosures as 
shown in Figure 5.17. The measured transfer characteristics for the sensing head 
with 'long' and 'short' enclosures, for both the unipolar environment and the en- 
Table 5.3: The electric field intensity E in the middle of the sensing heads of dimensions 
as in Figure 5.17. Xtl corresponds to the crystal alone, Xtl-short and Xtl-long to the short 
and long enclosures made out of the crystal material and Xtl-PTFE- to the enclosures out 
of PTFE. The charge of 7.10-14C is uniformly distributed across the top of each enclosure. 
Simulations were done using MAFIA software. 
nsing head ý Xtl Xtl-short Xtl-long 
E [V/m] 17.5 5.1... 3.3 
Xtl-PTFE-short I Xtl-PTFE-long 
0.32 0.19 
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Figure 5.17: Geometry and dimensions of the Lithium Niobate crystal (sample LN2) and 
PTFE enclosures used in the space charge experiments. 
vironment without a space charge, are shown in Figures 5.18 and 5.19, together 
with the ratio of their slopes. Clearly all the characteristics are linear with a very 
small difference in the slopes in the case of the short and the long enclosures. On 
the whole, compared to the experiments with Lithium Niobate crystal without any 
enclosure (Figures 5.12,5.15), the effect of the space charge is suppressed. The slope 
ratio improved approximately twice from 3.13 in the case without any enclosure to 
1.56 in the case of long enclosure. Ideally the slope ratio would be equal to one. 
However, the difference between the short and long enclosures is minimal and within 
the uncertainty of the measurements which shows that the effect of the extension is 
not as large as it was expected. The ratio of the transfer characteristics slopes in 
the environments with and without the space charge for the circular extension was 
measured 1.7. 
The measured slope ratios of the sensor with short, long and circular enclosures 
were found to be very close. According to the simplified analysis of the separate 
charged sheets the difference should have been more pronounced. Taking the ratio 
for the long enclosure to be 1.56, the ratio for the short enclosure is expected to be 
about 1.87, which differs greatly from the actual measurement 1.64. These results 
suggest that the shape of the probe does not play as important role as was expected 
and that the used model is oversimplified. A close inspection of the equation (5.16) 
shows that the surface charge density in a bipolar environment is proportional to the 
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Figure 5.18: Normalized output of the DC sensor with Lithium Niobate crystal with 
short enclosure for both unipolar space charge environment and environment without 
space charge. humidity 37%, T=21.9°C. 
relative permittivity of the probe , and 
independent of the size of the probe. If this 
result is generalized for a unipolar environment and different shapes of the probe, 
one can say that once the probe is enclosed by a dielectric of different permittivity 
the surface charge density will differ, as will the effect of the space charge on the 
transfer characteristic. Since the PTFE enclosure has a low relative permittivity of 
2.2 compared to Lithium Niobate which has 85, the surface charge density will be 
much smaller than in the case without any enclosure, and the space charge effect will 
be suppressed. Thus taking into the account, these facts, one is led to a conclusion 
that the improvement using the long extension is caused to a greater extent by 
the very low permittivity of the PTFE material rather than by the length of the 
enclosure. This conclusion is also supported by the results of simulations from table 
5.1. Here the calculated slope, ratio in a unipolar environment for a spherical probe 
with permittivity of 4 is 1.62 is close enough to measured values of 1.56,1.64 and 
1.7 for long, short and circular, enclosure, respectively. 
Conclusions. The experiments with the artificial extensions of the sensing head 
confirmed that the transfer characteristic of the sensor in a unipolar environment is 
a linear function of the applied field, depending on the shape of the probe. The idea 
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Figure 5.19: Normalized output of the DC sensor with Lithium Niobate crystal with long 
enclosure for both unipolar space charge environment and environment without space 
charge. humidity 37%, T=21.9°C. 
of suppressing the space charge effect using the artificial extension was found to be 
not sufficiently efficient for practical use. The improvement in the sensor response in 
a space charge environment was found to be caused mainly by the low permittivity 
of the enclosure rather than its length. 
5.6 Summary 
In order to assess the effect of the external space charge deposition on the crystal 
surface, a mathematical model was -developed for calculations of electric field in- 
tensity for a known surface charge distribution. The problem of charge deposition 
in a bipolar environment was formulated and successfully solved analytically. For 
the surface charge distribution in a unipolar environment, the analytical solution 
could not be found due to problem complexity and, therefore, a numerical method 
was used instead. Both analytical and numerical solutions were experimentally ver- 
ified to a good agreement. Results obtained indicated that the linear response of 
the probe could be maintained regardless of the presence of the space charge. The 
results also indicated that the presence of the external space charge significantly 
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increases the sensitivity of the probe, and that this is independent of the space 
charge density. The sensitivity is, however, different for unipolar and 
bipolar space 
charge environments. These findings suggest that the probe could be used in-the 
presence of an external space charge, but it has to be neutralized 
(discharged) after 
each measurement. Moreover, the presence of the space charge could 
be beneficially 
utilized to increase the sensitivity of the probe. 
In the case of a bipolar space charge environment, the output of the probe shows 
a transient behaviour caused by an excessive charge deposition on the surface of the 
probe. This effect, in conjunction with other offsets (photodetector, light source, 
etc. ), makes the probe practically unsuitable (high measurement uncertainty) for 
measurement of DC fields in bipolar environments. 
In a unipolar environment, the probe could be used to measure fields from 2kV/m 
up to 60kV/m. The upper limit of 60kV/m was caused by the onset of ionization in 
the measured environment which changed the environment from unipolar to bipolar 
and hence the probe could not be used for the same reasons mentioned above. 
After completing the investigations of the space charge effect on the probe, the 
concept of the virtual extension of the sensing crystal was explored, with a view of 
eliminating the space charge effect. The electrooptic crystal was extended in the 
direction of the measured field using various shapes and sizes of PTFE enclosures. 
Although, the effect of the space charge was suppressed due to the presence of virtual 
extension, it was not sufficient enough for use in practical applications. It was found 
that the improvement was mainly due to the low dielectric constant of the enclosures 
rather than due to its geometric shape and dimensions, as was expected. 
Chapter 6 
Temperature Stability of the 
Electro-Optic Sensor 
The sensor is to be able to measure electric field with desired precision and min- 
imal disturbance of the measured field. On the other hand it has to be relatively 
insensitive to the environmental changes like temperature, pressure, humidity. The 
following sections are concerned with an analysis of the temperature stability of the 
sensor. The temperature effects of the quarter-wave plate, polarizers and electroop- 
tic crystals on the DC field sensor stability are discussed and compared. The analysis 
starts with a temperature analysis of cubic crystal and polarizers which are the less 
sensitive components (section 6.1). It is then focused on the quarter-wave plate 
whose characteristics are shown to be strongly-influenced by temperature variations 
(section 6.2). A method of its temperature compensation based on an optimal po- 
sitioning of optical components is proposed and analyzed using the Jones calculus. 
The temperature analysis is then extended in section 6.3, to a sensor with crystal 
of Lithium Niobate which is an anisotropic material. The effects of its natural bire- 
fringence and pyroelectricity on the sensor temperature stability are investigated. 
The last two sections deals with the effect of multiple reflections in the electrooptic 
crystal (section, 6.4) and with a possible elimination of the spurious effect of light 
intensity fluctuations on the sensor output (section 6.5). 
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6.1 Cubic 43m Electro-Optic Crystals and Polar- 
izers 
The transfer characteristic of the sensor (4.1), introduced in section 4.1, is expressed 
in terms of the phase retardation I' and the light intensity on the photodetector 
without applied electric field 10. In the following discussion the crystal is assumed 
not to cause any temperature variations in lo and only the temperature variations 
of I' are investigated. The effect of fluctuations in laser power Io is then discussed 
in section 6.5. 
Changes in the output intensity of the sensor caused by temperature variations 
can be characterized by a temperature coefficient aT defined as 
i al Or aT : -- - Io Tý_ öT (6.1) 
where it is assumed that the induced phase retardation I' «1 (section 4.3.1). The 
temperature coefficient aT expresses a normalized change in the sensor output with 
temperature. Substituting the phase retardation (4.10) in (6.1) OT becomes: 
N 
27 3 Eol 3 do 1 dr 1 dl 1;, dA d de aT .. nr1+ de -dn dT 
+r TT +I dT dT i-+ der -d dT 
ýfi'2ý 
where A is the wavelength of the light, n refractive index, r the electro-optic coef- 
ficient, d is the length of the crystal traversed by the light, d is the depolarisation 
factor, and Eo is the measured electric field intensity. 
Considering a 10mm long Bismuth Germanate crystal at a wavelength of 633nm 
in the presence of an the electric field of 1kV/m and data available from literature, 
the equation (6.2) gives OT -- 5.10-9. The temperature dependence of the electro- 
optic coefficient r was neglected in 1 this estimate as, to the best of the author's 
knowledge, this has not been reported. Results of the same order of magnitude were 
obtained for cubic crystal of Cadmium, Telluride (10-9) and for Lithium Niobate 
(3.10-9) using transverse electrooptic effect with light beam along the optical axis. 
The estimated normalized change'in the output intensity of the sensor with BG 
due to an electric field of 1kV/m is ti 10-4. ' These values show that the crystal 
material alone introduces negligible temperature dependence of the sensor output. 
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The estimated values show that the precision of the sensor with Bismuth Germanate 
could be ti 1% in the temperature range from 0 to 100°C. This conclusion applies for 
most cubic crystals since the material constants are similar. In the case of Lithium 
Niobate the estimate of aT was done for the crystal orientation in which the light 
does not experience natural birefringence and pyroelectricity. Practically it is very 
difficult to avoid these effects and the conclusions of high temperature stability, 
therefore, do not apply for anisotropic materials. 
The effect of polarizers on the temperature stability can be characterized by aT 
as well. However, no temperature effects of the polarizer have been reported. The 
measurements in our laboratory in the temperature range from 20 to 42°C confirmed 
that the Glan-Thompson polarizers do not influence the sensor output. 
Conclusions. The effect of the temperature dependence of the induced phase 
shift on sensor stability was found to be very small, suggesting achievable precision 
of 1% of a sensor based on a cubic crystal in the temperature range 0 -100° C. The 
effect of polarizers on sensor temperature stability was found negligible. 
6.2 Quarter-Wave Plate and Polarizers 
A birefringent quarter-wave plate uses the natural birefringence of a suitable material 
(e. g. quartz or mica) to introduce a desired phase shift between two eigenmodes of 
propagation. This implies that there is a relatively strong temperature dependence 
of its phase retardation. The best temperature stability of phase retardation is 
achieved with zero-order quartz quarter-wave plates with a typical value of *y/OT = 
2.2 10-4rad/K [27], where 'y is the phase retardation of the quarter-wave plate 
(ideally 7r/2). This change' in the phase retardation with temperature is several 
orders of magnitude higher than the temperature induced phase retardation in the 
crystal är/aT, and is comparable with the phase retardation caused by the measured 
electric field. Therefore, the quarter-wave plate can, as it is shown later, cause a 
strong temperature instability of the sensor output if it is not compensated. 
A method of minimizing the temperature effect of the quarter-wave plate was de- 
veloped. It relies on a proper alignment of the electro-optic crystal and the analyzer 
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Figure 6.1: Schematic diagram of the electro-optic sensor. Definitions of the coordinate 
system and rotation angles of quarter-wave plate (a), crystal (/3) and analyzer (C). 
with respect to the fast and slow axes of the quarter-wave plate. In the sensor given 
in Figure 6.1 the quarter-wave plate ideally produces a circularly polarized light. 
Since the circularly polarized wave can be always described by means of two or- 
thogonal but otherwise arbitrarily oriented linearly polarized waves, the position of 
the unit containing the electro-optic crystal and the analyzer can be arbitrary with 
respect to the polarizer and the quarter-wave plate. When mutually aligned crystal 
and analyzer are rotated together so that one of the wave plate eigenaxes is aligned 
with the analyzer, the influence of its temperature instability can be suppressed. 
In the following analysis, based on Jones calculus, two cases are considered; i) the 
analyzer is at 45 degrees to the wave plate eigenaxes, and ii) the analyzer and one 
of the wave plate eigenaxes are parallel. The first one corresponds to the worst case. 
In the latter case the temperature effect of the quarter-wave plate is suppressed. If 
the Jones matrices of the analyzer, crystal and quarter-wave plate are denoted as 
A,,, Cr and Q,, p, respectively, the Jones vector of the light at the photodetector 
Lout is calculated as: 
Lout =A8C QwpL (6.3) 
where Lp is the Jones representation of the input light after the polarizer given by 
Lp= .. 
0 
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The Jones representation of the quarter-wave plate with its fast optical axis along 
xl is given by: 
Qwp 
(ex(i) 0 
= 
0 exp(-i2) 
(6.5) 
with the phase retardation y= 7r/2. Similarly, the representation of the crystal 
with its fast axis along x1 is 
(ex(i) 0 
Cr _ 
0 exp(-i2) 
(6.6) 
with phase retardation I' given by (4.10). The Jones matrix of an analyzer with the 
principle direction along xl axis is: 
(1 0 
An = 
00 
(6.7) 
The rotation of the components is accounted for by applying axes transformation 
matrix R (see section 4.2, equation (4.4) ) as 
Lout = R(C) An R(-() R(ß) Cr R(-ß) R(a) Qti, p ß. (-a) Lp (6.8) 
where a, p, C are the rotation angles of quarter-wave plate, crystal and analyzer, 
respectively, shown in Figure 6.1. 
For the case with the analyzer aligned at 45° to the quarter-wave plate eigenaxes, 
i. e. a= 7r/4, ß =7r/4 and S= ir/2 , the equation 
(6.8) becomes: 
COS 
(1 
) Lout =\ 
Q 
(6.9) 
The intensity of the light at the photodetectors, calculated as L,,, tL* where (*) 
denotes the complex conjugate, is found from (6.9) as 
I= cost 
(_ +2 r) 
(6.10) 
Finally using the definition (6.1), aTis found to be: 
aT = sin(y + r) 
äy 
-}- 
äI' ary 
äT äT aT (6.11) 
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In equation (6.11) it was assumed that F«1, ry ý- is/2 and öP/äT « ö'y/öT. It 
becomes evident that the temperature stability is dominated by the temperature 
dependence of the quarter-wave plate phase retardation äry/äT. 
The temperature effects of the quarter-wave plate can be minimized by position- 
ing the plate and the analyzer. If the analyzer is aligned along the fast axis of the 
quarter-wave plate, when a= ir/4, f9 = 7r/2 and C= 7r/4, equations (6.3), (6.10) 
and (6.11) become: 
cos ( 2) +z sin 
(2±2r-) 
2) Lout =1 (6.12) Z- cos ( 2) -z sin 
( ) 
2 
I= 
2 
cost 
(" 
2 
r) 
+1 sine 
(^/ 
2 
l') 
(6.13) 
aT -21 
a7 
äT(sin(y+r) -sin(y+r))+ 
2 ýT 
(sin(-y+r)+sin(y-r)) ýT(6.14) 
In this case the temperature dependence of the sensor is given by the temperature 
dependence of the phase retardation in the crystal which is much smaller than that 
of the quarter-wave plate (section 6.1). 
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Figure 6.2: Temperature stability of the low-order quarter-wave plate at 850nm. Normal- ized output of the sensor, without the electro-optic crystal as a function of temperature. 
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Figure 6.2 shows the temperature effect of the quarter-wave plate on the sensor 
output. A low order quarter-wave plate at the wavelength of 850nm was used in these 
experiments. The experimental setup was similar to Figure 6.1 with the exception 
that the electro-optic crystal was not used. Only the quarter-wave plate was exposed 
to the temperature variations. 
A strong temperature dependence of the output was observed when the analyzer 
was aligned at 450 to the quarter-wave plate eigenaxes. The measured temperature 
coefficient «T of the sensor output is 10-3. The estimated temperature coefficient 
of the quarter-wave plate äy/äT, according to the equation (6.11) is .: s 10-3rad/K. 
With the analyzer aligned parallel to the quarter-wave plate eigenaxes, the temper- 
ature stability has been improved by a factor > 10. The small variations of the 
output with temperature are within the range of the measurement error. 
Conclusions. It has been shown that the temperature dependence of the quarter- 
wave plate phase retardation can introduce a large error in measurements since the 
temperature induced phase retardation is larger than the retardation due to the 
electric field. A method of quarter-wave plate temperature compensation, based on 
an optimal optical alignment of the crystal and the analyzer with respect to the 
quarter-wave plate, has been described and experimentally verified. 
6.3 Natural Birefringence, and Pyroelectricity in 
Lithium Niobate 
In section 6.1 it has been shown that the, sensor with cubic crystals can achieve 
an excellent temperature stability. However, when a naturally anisotropic crystal 
is used as a sensing element, problems with temperature stability arise due to the 
natural birefringence and pyroelectricity. Lithium Niobate which was identified as a 
suitable crystal for DC applications is of 3m point symmetry group and possesses a 
strong natural birefringence as well as pyroelectricity. In section 4.4.1 it was shown 
that theoretically, if the light beam is perfectly aligned along the optical axis, the 
crystal does not exhibit the natural birefringence and even the pyroelectric effect 
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can be eliminated. This section analyzes the case of a small disalignment of the 
beam from the optical axis and consequent effects of both natural birefringence and 
pyroelectricity. 
In a real situation the disalignment has to be expected to some extent. It can 
be due to a bad parallelism of the quarter-wave plate and the crystal or due to the 
finite precision of the crystal cut in case of optical components connected together 
or simply by limitations of the aligning process. The parallelism of commercially 
available optical components is commonly guaranteed to be about 1'(; Zý 0.016°).. On 
special requests the minimum of 5"(-- 0.001°) can be achieved. The accuracy of the 
optical axis orientation is less than 5". Therefore, the disalignment was investigated 
in the range from 0 to O. P. 
A small disalignment of the laser beam from the optical axis causes the crystal of 
Lithium Niobate to exhibit a natural birefringence. This causes a change in the light 
polarization by introducing a phase shift between the eigenwaves. As a result, the 
sensor transfer characteristic is changed. In the simplest case when the eigenaxes of 
both quarter-wave plate and crystal are parallel, the working point on the transfer 
characteristics is simply shifted away from the quadrature point (Figure 4.2). This 
is tolerable as long as the sensor works in the linear region for assumed range of 
electric field intensities. The problem, however, arises with temperature variations 
in the measured environment. 
It follows from the discussion in section 4.5 on sensor isotropy that the sensor 
response is maximized when the analyzer is at 45° to the induced fast and slow op- 
tical axes of the electrooptic crystal. This result also applies to the situation when a 
natural birefringence is induced by a disalignment of the crystal. The temperature 
effects of natural birefringence will be, therefore, maximized when the optical eige- 
naxes are at 45° to the analyzer. It can also be said that in the case of eigenaxes 
parallel to the analyzer, the output of the sensor is not influenced. This is based 
on the same principle as the compensation method developed for the Quarter-wave 
plate, and theoretically, it can be used to suppress the temperature instability due to 
the natural birefringence. The worst case of optical eigenaxes at 45° to the principal 
direction of the analyzer is considered in the following analysis. 
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ý3 
Figure 6.3: Cross-section of the index ellipsoid showing the optical disalignment from the 
optical axis by an angle a. no, ne are the ordinary and extraordinary refractive indices, k 
is the wave vector and P shows the polarization direction of the extraordinary eigenwave 
(the ordinary wave polarization is perpendicular to the sheet). 
From the geometry of the index ellipsoid it follows that when the light wave 
vector k is at angle a with the optical axis, the extraordinary eigenaxis is lying in 
the plane defined by k and the optical axis. The extraordinary refractive index can 
be, therefore, calculated using the cross-section of the index ellipsoid with the (k, z) 
plane as in (Figure 6.3) and the natural birefringence can be expressed as: 
An = 
n°ne 
- no 
ne cos2(a) + no sin2(a) 
(6.15) 
where ne, no are the extraordinary and ordinary refractive indices, respectively. 
Under the assumed circumstances (crystal eigenaxes at 45 degrees to the analyzer) 
the output intensity without an applied field becomes [5]: 
I= Io(1 + sin I'nb) = Io 1+ sin 
1An2r 
(6.16) 
where I'nb is the phase retardation due to the natural birefringence, 1 is the crystal 
length along the light beam, On natural, birefringence and A wavelength of the 
light wave in vacuum. Figure 6.4 shows the, relative change of , 
the sensor output 
as a function of the disalignment angle a: The graph shows that a relatively small 
disalignment of the optical beam from the optical axis causes large changes in the 
output of the sensor. The deviation of 0.9 degree at 850nm or 1.1 degree at 1310nm 
shifts the working point on the transfer characteristic to its minimum in the nonlinear 
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Figure 6.4: Normalized change of the output of the electrooptic sensor with Lithium 
Niobate (I - Io)/Io versus the angle of disalignment a. 
region, which coincides with the induced phase shift of -ir/2 (Figure 4.2). However, 
the most important effect of the natural birefringence is the temperature dependence 
of the phase retardation I'nb. Knowing the output intensity in terms of natural 
birefringence, the temperature coefficient 0T-nb of the sensor output due to the 
natural birefringence is found using (6.1): 
27r dI dAn 10n 2r dl dzn 
0T-nb = On TT +I d7, cos -, 27r .:; 
On dT +1 dT 
(6.17) T(-)A() 
where 1 is the crystal length along the light beam, On is the natural birefringence 
and A is wavelength of the light wave in vacuum. Figure 6.5 shows the dependence 
of aT on the disalignment angle a for the wavelengths of 850 and 1310nm. It 
is evident that aT decreases with increasing wavelength. The graph also depicts 
the levels which correspond to the phase retardation caused by an applied electric 
field of intensities 1,10 and 100V/m. It is immediately evident that the natural 
birefringence can cause a strong temperature dependence of the sensor output. This 
happens when the temperature coefficient aT_ib becomes comparable to the phase 
retardation induced by the electric field. 
Table 6.1 summarizes the temperature effects of the quarter-wave plate, the 
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Figure 6.5: Temperature coefficient aT-nb as the function of the disalignment angle a. 
The levels corresponding to the induced phase retardation by electric field of 1,10,100V/m 
are depicted by the horizontal lines. 
electrooptic effect and the natural birefringence. The phase retardation r induced 
by the electric field of 10 V/m is shown for the comparison. It can be seen that 
the temperature instability of the sensor is mainly due to the temperature effects 
of the quarter-wave plate and the natural birefringence in the crystal. To avoid the 
effect of natural birefringence the crystal has to be aligned along the optical axis 
with precision better than 0.01°. 
Lithium Niobate is also a pyroelectric crystal. Therefore, variations in the crystal 
Table 6.1: Temperature coefficients of the sensor aT due to the quarter-wave plate, 
natural birefringence of LiNbO3 and electrooptic effect compared to the phase retardation 
I' induced in LiNbO3 by field of 1OV/m. 
Quarter- 
wave plate 
Crystal natural birefringence 
(disalignment) 
Electro- 
optic effect 
Quartz 0. ldeg O. Oldeg 10V/m 
0.7x10' rad 
OT 5x10-4 10'5 10-7 3.6rx10'4 
rad/K rad/K rad/K rad/(V/m) 
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temperature will affect the magnitude of spontaneous polarization in the form of the 
pyroelectric effect. A change of 1°C can induce an internal electric field of magnitude 
105V/m in the direction of optical'axis [81. The spontaneous polarization charges are 
compensated by free electric charges through the conduction process in the same way 
as it was described in the section 4.3.2. Due to the extremely low bulk conductivity 
of the crystal at room temperature, the charge relaxation process is very slow so that 
even crystal temperature variation as low as 10-1 *Ch-' may set up a pronounced 
electric field [8]. Hence, because of the high charge relaxation time constant and 
random temperature fluctuations, the crystal of Lithium Niobate is virtually always 
in a non-equilibrium state which is characterised by a finite value of the internal 
electric field. The internal electric fields of the order of 107V/m were reported (8]. 
It was shown in section 4.5 on the sensor isotropy, that an internal electric field 
in the direction of the optical axis should not give rise to the transverse electrooptic 
effect, and, ideally, the sensor should not be influenced by the crystal pyroelectricity. 
Nevertheless, an appearance of the internal electric field components perpendicular 
to the optical axis was reported [8]. It is supposed that these electric field com- 
ponents were caused by a non-uniformity of the pyroelectric field as a result of a 
structural inhomogeneity in the crystal. The component of the pyroelectric field '12, 
perpendicular to the optical axis, was determined experimentally to be E12 = QE3, 
where a characterizes the inhomogeneity of the crystal (ti 10-3) and E3 is the in- 
ternal electric field along the optical axis'[8]. The value of E12 field of 104V/m were 
confirmed experimentally. 
Comparing the values of the pyroelectric field with the expected range of the 
measured field (0-3 . 106V/M) it is obvious that the pyroelectric effect may be a se- 
rious issue for temperature stability of the electrooptic sensor. This conclusion was 
confirmed experimentally. Figure 6.6 shows typical response of the sensor to tein- 
perature changes. In these experiments the crystal was placed on a metallic holder 
enclosed in a box with openings, for the laser, beam to enter and exit the sensing 
crystal. Two high power resistors placed in the box were used as heating elements. 
To ensure that output variations are. not due to the laser power fluctuations, the 
light intensity in front of the quarter-wave plate was monitored using a beamsplitter 
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Figure 6.6: Temperature experiment with Lithium Niobate. The crystal was heated from 
21 to 29° and then allowed to cool down. 
(output 2 in Figure 6.6). The used optical scheme was the same as in the space 
charge experiments (Figure 5.10). The graph clearly shows a relaxation of the sen- 
sor output, with an estimated time constant of 20000s (5.5 hours). It supports the 
conclusion that the temperature stability is caused to a great extent by the pyro- 
electric effect, since the natural birefringence is not expected to cause any relaxation 
of the output. Instead of attaining a stable value after having reached the thermal 
equilibrium, the output reaches its maximum and then decreases. This decrease 
was attributed to the relaxation of the pyroclectric internal field due to the non-zero 
bulk conductivity. After switching off the heating the temperature decreases and 
the pyroelectric field changes the orientation and the redistribution of free charges 
continues this time in the opposite direction. 
If the pyroelectric field is assumed to be induced in a fixed direction changing 
only the magnitude with temperature and the natural birefringence can be neglected, 
there is a possibility of suppressing the effect of the pyroelectric field. In section 4.5.1 
it was shown that the sensor with Lithium Niobate is sensitive only to one component 
of the electric field in the plane perpendicular to the optical axis. The orientation 
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Figure 6.7: Relative change of the sensor output normalized to the temperature change; 
VO is the output of the sensor at room temperature, AV is the change of the output 
during the temperature experiment and AT is change in temperature. AV in series 1 is 
the maximum change during the heating (AV, in Figure 6.6), whereas in series 2 it is the 
maximum change during the whole experiment (OV2 in Figure 6.6). 
of this component is given by the orientation of the analyzer. Theoretically it is, 
therefore, possible to adjust the analyzer in such a way that the pyroelectric field 
component, perpendicular to the optical axis, does not influence the output of the 
sensor. The measured field is then perpendicular to this suppressed component of 
the pyroelectric field. Figure 6.7 shows the relative change of the sensor output 
normalized to the change in temperature as a function of analyzer orientation. If 
the method described above worked, there would be a visible improvement in the 
temperature stability when rotating the analyzer from a fixed position by an angle up 
to 45 degrees. In this range of angles, the analyzer should become parallel with one 
of the eigenaxes which would suppressed the effect of the pyroclectric field. However, 
the graph 6.7 does not show any strong improvement. It was, therefore, concluded 
that the pyroelectric field changes the direction with temperature changes or the 
effect of both natural birefringence and pyroeleetrieity together causes the optical 
eigenaxes to rotate which makes it impossible to employ the suggested compensation 
method. 
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Conclusions. The natural birefringence and the pyroelectric effect in the crystal 
of Lithium Niobate were found to be a source of a strong temperature instability of 
the electrooptic sensor. Theoretically, both effects could be suppressed by aligning 
the light beam along the crystal optical axis. It was found that in order to suppress 
the effect of the natural birefringence sufficiently the alignment has to be better 
than 0.01°. However, experimentally it was impossible to achieve a reasonable good 
temperature stability of the sensor for practical measurements. 
6.4 Multiple reflections in Electrooptic Crystal 
If the coherence length of the light source is long with respect to the thickness of 
the crystal, multiple reflections within the crystal can cause a significant change 
in the induced optical birefringence and thus in the sensor output characteristic. 
Moreover, the induced birefringence has a strong temperature dependence as it is 
shown in this section. 
The coherence time of a semiconductor laser diode is typically r, 10'8s [77] 
which corresponds to the coherence length of 30m. This length is much larger than 
the length of the used electrooptic crystal which enables the interference of the 
reflected waves up to 3000 reflections. In the case of the gas lasers like Ile-Ne the 
coherence time is even higher reaching 10-4s due to the narrow laser linewiclth [771. 
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Figure 6.8: Multiple reflections of the light wave in the electrooptic crystal. 
The reflections happen at the air-crystal and crystal-air interfaces as shown in 
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Figure 6.8. The electromagnetic wave behind the crystal is a superposition of the 
wave transmitted without reflection and the waves which underwent multiple reflec- 
tions at the polished facets of the crystal. Using the amplitude transmittance and 
reflectance coefficients tai, tca, rac, rca (Figure 6.8) the electric field intensity vector 
for the ordinary eigenwave behind the crystal Elout can be written as [5]: 
F. _Ett e-ikile-al 
(1 
+ rcae-2kite-2a! + rcae-4khIe-4al lout lin ac ca 
where E1, is the electric field intensity of the incident light, kl is the propagation 
constant of the first eigenwave linearly polarized along the eigenaxis x1, a is the 
absorption coefficient and 1 is crystal length. Recognizing the quantity in brackets 
in equation (6.18) as a geometric progression, finding its sum and simplifying it, the 
electric field intensity Elo,, t can be written as: 
tactcae-a! 
E10 = Eigin 
eik, i - r2 e-zote-i2kil 
= EitnAie 
ca 
(6.19) 
A similar equation can be written for the second eigenwave. Using these results the 
Jones matrix of the electrooptic crystal becomes: 
Cr= 
Ale-`', 0 
0 Ate-42 
(6.20) 
Generally, the matrix (6.20) describes any optical linear retarder, i. e. also the 
quarter-wave plate. Considering multiple reflections only in the clectrooptic crystal 
and using the derived Jones matrix (6.20) for the electrooptic crystal, Day and Lee 
[27] derived the output intensity of the sensor from Figure 4.1 in terms of reflectivity 
R= rac = r2 ca and transmissivity 
T=1-R. In their report the absorption in the 
crystal was not considered. Using (6.19) and (6.20) the output intensity can be 
easily corrected to account for the effect of the absorption and is found to be: 
_ 
T'21 - sin r- 211' cos(2ß1) cos r 
21 -4R'cosrcos(2ß1) 
(G. 21) 
where 
Q_1 (27rn1 2nn2) 
2A+AJ (6.22) 
is half of the sum of propagation constant of the eigenwaves, It' = llc 2°l and 
T' = Te'a1 are the corrected reflectivity and transmissivity, III 1112 arc the refractive 
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Figure 6.9: Sensor transfer characteristics considering multiple reflections of the light 
wave in the electrooptic crystal with reflectivity IZ = 0.1. graph (a) - 201 = (2n + 1)a, 
graph (b) - 201 = 2n7r, graph (c) - 201 = a/2. 
indices and A is the light wavelength. The relative sensitivity (4.21) defined in 
section 4.3.1 becomes: 
_ 
öl 1oTi2 -1 ýS 
ar r=o 21- 4R' cos(2ß1) 
(6.23) 
From (6.23) it can be easily found that the relative sensitivity has its maximum 
and minimum when the quantity (201) = 2n7r and (2/31) = (2n + 1)7r, respectively. 
Figure 6.9 shows the plots of the transfer characteristics for R=0.1 corresponding 
to the minimum and maximum sensitivities. The usual squared sinusoid response 
function is distorted in both amplitude and shape. More important, the sensor 
response becomes significantly dependent on the quantity 2ß1. Temperature changes 
influence both the length and the refractive index of the crystal. For Bismuth 
Germanate, with the temperature coefficient of the refractive index and thermal 
expansion akn = 3.910'5 and akj = 510-6, a change in temperature of 0.1°C causes 
a change of 2.97r radians in , the quantity 201. It becomes evident that the small 
temperature deviations can cause a strong instabilities of the sensor output. When 
the temperature is gradually decreased or increased, the transfer characteristic of 
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the sensor changes periodically between the characteristics (a) and (b) in Figure 6.9, 
with a period of : 0.12°C. The relative sensitivity oscillates between the maximum 
and minimum values : 
RS = 
I0T'2 12 
1±4R' 
(6.24) 
so that the relative imprecision RI defined in [27] as the largest RS minus the 
smallest RS divided by their sum can be written: 
RSmax 
- 
RSmin 
- 
4R' I 
RSmax + RSmin 
(6.25) 
This result shows that even a sensor with a high quality coating (R = 0.001) suffers 
the relative imprecision of ±0.4%. The relative sensitivity and the relative impre- 
cision are suitable to characterise an AC sensor. However, in a DC sensor also the 
changes of the output intensity without applied electric field (not only a change 
in the slope of the transfer characteristic) must be taken into account as it can- 
not be distinguished between slow changes due to temperature variations and slow 
changes in measured field. With decreasing or increasing temperature the output 
intensity without an applied field oscillates between the maximum and minimum 
values 'max, Imin 
f Imax, 
min - 
I0T '2 1 2W 
21f 411' (6.26) 
The changes in the DC output can be described by a relative uncertainty of the 
output Dout_,. << calculated as a maximum change of the output normalized to the 
quantity 10T2/2 which is an average DC power incident on the Photodetcctor: 
Imax - Imin 
_4 
IV 
bout-Tei = IoT12/2 1 61112 .; " 
41i' (6.27) 
The best quality coatings offer the reflection coefficient of 0.002, typically 0.001. For 
these small values the relative uncertainty of the output is 4.10-3. Compared to the 
temperature coefficients of quarter-wave plate and crystal in table 6.1, it can be seen 
that the effect of multiple reflections in optical components can be a critical issue in 
the electrooptic sensor even for the best quality coating. The effect of the multiple 
reflections was not observed experimentally since the uncertainty introduced by a 
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DC drift of the photodetectors exceeded the expected output changes due to the 
discussed effect. 
Conclusions. The effect of the multiple reflections in the electrooptic crystal was 
found to introduce not negligible changes in the transfer characteristic of the sensor. 
Moreover, the calculated temperature instability due to the effect was found large, 
exceeding that of quarter-wave plate. The effect can be suppressed sufficiently in 
the case of AC measurements at extra low frequencies of measured field. It becomes 
critical in the case of DC measurements, without a physical rotation of the sensing 
element. It is suggested that the best antireflection coatings should be used in the 
electrooptic sensor. 
6.5 Laser Power Fluctuations 
Semiconductor laser diodes are known for their temperature dependent output clhar- 
acteristics. To operate them at constant power requires not only a precise current 
controller but a temperature control as well. This is not always available. Further- 
more, power fluctuations can be caused by mode coupling and losses in optical fibres, 
coupling between laser and optical fibre, collimators alignment which can be tem- 
perature dependent. However, most of these temperature induced changes can be 
considered as light power fluctuations. One of the ways how to suppress these light 
power fluctuations due to the temperature changes, is to use a differential detection 
scheme which is described in this section. 
1ý = 1,0(1 + r) 
lo 
Sensor 
12=ß11o(1-I') 
Figure 6.10: Electrooptic Sensor. Light intensity distribution. 
A schematic diagram of electro-optic sensor in terms of light intensities incident 
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on the crystal lo and on the photodetectors 11,12 is shown in Figure 6.10. As it was 
explained in section 4.1 the output intensities are changed with an applied electric 
field as: 
I1 = Ilo(i + F) (6.28) 
12 = 120(1 - r) (6.29) 
where I' is the phase retardation induced by the electric field intensity. The op- 
tical intensity fluctuations (DI) can be expressed using time dependent intensity 
fluctuation factor a(t): 
lo = Io + DI = Io(l + a(t)) (6.30) 
where 1o is a DC value of the incident light intensity which is constant in time. In 
practical situation the two output are not exactly symmetrical for example due to 
different coupling efficiencies of photodetectors, which can be described introducing 
asymmetry factor ß in the following way: 
110 = ß120 (6.31) 
In an ideal case without optical losses the total output intensity is equal to the input 
intensity: 
1o=120+I1o=120(1+/9) (6.32) 
The absorption and reflection losses can be accounted for using additional constant 
in the expression. However, this does not influence the final result and for simplicity 
reasons the ideal case is described. Using (6.28)-(6.32) the output intensities Il and 
12 in the presence of the electro-optic effect and power fluctuations can be written: 
Il _ 
ß1o(i + a(t)) (1 + r) (6.33) l+0 
12 = 
Io(1 + a(t)) 
1 +ß 
(1-t) (6.34) 
Three detection schemes are considered : i) single output (11o) ii) differential 
output (11-12) iii) normalized differential output (h -12)/(11 +'2). The different 
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schemes are characterized by a ratio A,, l of changes of the output due to the light 
intensity fluctuations DOuta and due to the electric field DOutr as follows: 
O 
Air (6.35) 
rel - AIa 
" In the case of single output Out = 12 the ratio OTel is found to be 
Orel =T (6.36) 
Typical values of F are of the order 10-5 (section 4.3.1) and a of the order 10-3 
(laser driver precision 0.1%). It gives Orel = 102 which means that the output 
of the sensor is influenced about 100 times more by laser power fluctuations 
than by changes in the measured electric field. 
" Differential scheme I1 - 
12 can be used to avoid this strong influence of laser 
power fluctuations on the sensor output. Using (6.33) and (6.34) the output 
can be written: 
Out = Il -12 = -I0(1 
1-ia )ß - Q) + PIo(1 + a) (6.37 
and 
1 reI= 
a-1 
r1 +Q 
(6.38) 
When the output intensities 110,120 arc equal (ß = 1), the ratio Ofe1 becomes 
zero and the effect of laser intensity fluctuations is eliminated. If the intensities 
differ (ß 1) the output is influenced by the intensity fluctuations depending 
on the asymmetry factor P. For example for 0=0.8 and the values of a 
and r used above, the ratio Ares becomes 10. The output is then 10 tithes 
less sensitive to the light intensity fluctuations compared to the case of single 
output 12. In most cases this kind of detection is sufficient to suppress light 
intensity fluctuations. 
" Similarly for the detection scheme (I - 12)/(11 + 12) one can derive: 
Out 12_-ý+Q+Ir (l+p) (6.39) + 12 1 -+- 0- r(1- p) . 39) 
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Figure 6.11: Normalized sensitivity versus the asymmetry factor Q. 
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It can be seen that the second differential scheme does not depend on the 
fluctuation factor a which means that Orci =0 and the light intensity fluctu- 
ations theoretically do not influence the sensor output. 
The asymmetry factor 
ß can change the sensor sensitivity, defined as the slope of the transfer char- 
acteristic at the origin (section 4.3.1, equation 4.20). Figure 6.11 shows the 
normalized sensor sensitivity with respect to the asymmetry factor Q. It can 
be seen that the maximum sensitivity of the described detection scheme is 
achieved for symmetrical outputs (h o= 120). If the output intensities 110,120 
differ (ß yl- 1), the sensitivity of the sensor decreases according to Figure 6.11. 
Conclusion Three different detection schemes were discussed. It w &s shown that 
the light intensity fluctuations which occur before the light beam enters the sens- 
ing head can be suppressed by employing one of the discussed differential detection 
schemes. These fluctuations in light intensity can be caused by a temperature de. 
pendence of the laser diode or its driver. Also any other changes in the light intensity 
transmitted to the sensing head (i. e. incident on the polarizer) such as optical fibre 
losses due to temperature variations and bending, temperature dependent coupling 
losses from laser to fiber and from fibre to collimator, can be suppressed using the 
described differential schemes. However, any fluctuations in intensity which occur 
Asymmetry factor 5 [-1 
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behind the analyzer will not be eliminated by using the differential optical scheme, 
since the signal variations due to these fluctuations will not be correlated. This 
method could not be successfully used in the performed experiments because of an 
uncorrelated drift of the photodetectors. 
6.6 Summary 
Although, experimentally it has been successfully demonstrated that Lithium Nio- 
bate can be used as a sensing element in DC field sensor, the temperature stability 
of such a sensor was found to be poor. Lithium Niobate is optically anisotropic 
and exhibits pyroelectric effect. The theoretical analysis showed that the temper- 
ature dependence of the sensor output is strongly influenced by the quarter-wave 
plate and Lithium Niobate. This was confirmed experimentally. It was found that 
the polarizer and the analyzer do not contribute to the temperature instability. A 
new method was developed to compensate for the temperature effect caused by the 
quarter-wave plate. The method is based on a suitable orientation of the quarter- 
wave plate with respect to other optical components. By aligning the principal 
direction of the analyzer along the optical eigenaxis of the quarter-wave plate the 
temperature effect of the plate on the output is suppressed. Using this compensation 
technique the temperature stability was improved by a factor of 10. 
The temperature instability of Lithium Niobatc is more dominant than that of 
the quarter-wave plate. The experimental results confirmed that the temperature 
instability of the sensor output was caused by the combined effect of natural bire- 
fringence and pyroelectric effect. A change in temperature of 8°C caused an output 
change of 24%, whereas the output change due to an electric field of 10kV/m is 
about 0.17%. Though, it is theoretically possible to suppress these effects by align- 
ing the light beam along the optical axis, in practice it was difficult to achieve. This 
is attributed mainly to a component of the pyroclectric field which is perpendicular 
to the optical axis. The origin of such a field may be due to optical inhomogeneities 
as it was reported. A compensation scheme similar to that for the quarter-wave 
plate was tested, however, the attempt was not successful. 
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Theoretical investigation of the multiple reflections in the electrooptic crystal also 
showed that a high quality antireflection coating on optical components is necessary 
to reduce the effect of multiple reflections on the temperature stability of the sensor. 
It was also shown that the laser power fluctuations can be suppressed using one of 
the differential detection schemes presented in section 6.5. 
From these findings it is clearly evident that Lithium Niobate can not be used as 
a sensing element in DC field measurements due to its low temperature stability. 
Chapter 7 
Conclusions 
7.1 General Conclusions 
Available cubic electrooptic crystals were compared from the sensor sensitivity point 
of view. A new figure of merit was used, taking into account the attenuation of the 
electric field in the dielectric crystal and its shape. The effect of optical activity 
in 23 cubic crystals was found to decrease the magnitude of the pure electrooptic 
effect; conditions for optimal crystal length and analyzer orientation were derived. 
The cubic crystals were further characterised for the charge relaxation time constant 
to estimate their performance in DC field measurements. Cubic crystal of Bismuth 
Germanate and non-cubic crystal of Lithium Niobate were identified as suitable 
electrooptic materials for the DC field sensor. 
The selected crystals were found suitable at extra-low-frequencies. DC field 
measurements were impossible with Bismuth Germanate because of its low charge 
relaxation time constant, which is approximately 10s. The time constant of Lithium 
Niobate, which is about three hours, was sufficient for static field measurements. It 
was, however, found that the conductivity and the time constant of Lithium Niobate 
crystal are influenced to a great extent by temperature changes and the thermal 
history of the sample. A long term change in the time constant of three orders of 
magnitude was experienced. This change, which made the crystal unsuitable for DC 
field measurements, . was attributed to the effect of stimulated conductivity. It was 
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demonstrated that high resistivity of crystals can be achieved by heat treatment 
at 400°C. After such heat treatment, Lithium Niobate could be used as a sensing 
element for DC field measurements. 
Investigations of temperature stability of the DC field sensor showed that the 
main sources of the temperature instability are the quarter-wave plate and the crys- 
tal of Lithium Niobate. A new method of temperature compensation of the quarter- 
wave plate is proposed. By aligning the principal direction of the analyzer along the 
optical eigenaxes of the quarter-wave plate, the effect of quarter-wave plate temper- 
ature instability on sensor output is suppressed. Experimentally, the temperature 
stability of the plate was improved by a factor of 10. The temperature instability of 
Lithium Niobate was mainly attributed to the pyroelectric effect and natural bire- 
fringence. The temperature instability makes the sensor difficult to use in practical 
applications. No suitable temperature compensation method could be found. 
Theoretical and experimental investigation of the external space charge effect 
showed that the sensor sensitivity is significantly influenced by this effect. The pro- 
posed method of its elimination, using an artificial extension of the sensing element, 
did not reduce the space charge effect adequately so that it could be used in a prac- 
tical environment. The response of the sensor, with and without the extension, in 
both unipolar and bipolar environment, was found to be linear. A surface charge 
neutralisation of the probe was necessary before each measurement. The measured 
linear transfer characteristic was found to be independent of the space charge den- 
sity. This enabled the measurement static fields in a unipolar environment. The 
direct field measurements in the bipolar environment suffered from a drift. This 
was attributed to a surface charge redistribution, which is intolerable in practical 
measurements. 
The achieved minimum detection level of the sensor in the frequency range from 
1 to 2001iz, was 1V/m with a signal to noise ratio equal to OdB and a resolution 
of 1V/m. ý Due to a long term drift of photodetectors, the static field measurements 
were limited to the measurements of pulses with the duration of 200s. The achieved 
minimum detection level was 2.4kV/m. 
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7.2 Originality of the Presented Work 
To the best of the author's knowledge, the following parts of the work presented in 
this thesis are original contributions in the area of electric field sensors in general, 
and in particular in the area of electro-optics: 
" Comparison of cubic electrooptic crystals from the standpoint of sensor sen- 
sitivity using a new figure of merit. This figure of merit takes into account 
not only the refractive index and the electrooptic coefficients, but also the 
dielectric property and the shape of the crystal (section 4.3.1). 
" Analysis of the effect of optical activity on sensor sensitivity using the con- 
cept of the Poincare sphere. The presented approach is an alternative to the 
commonly used method of Jones calculus (section 4.3.1). 
" Comparison of selected cubic crystals from the standpoint of suitability for 
DC field measurements, based on the evaluation of their charge relaxation 
time constant (section 4.3.2). 
" Use of selected electrooptic crystals of Lithium Niobate and Bismuth Ccr- 
manate for electric field measurements at extra low frequencies in the range 
from 111z to 10011z, with minimum detection level of 1V/m and resolution 
1V/m without a physical rotation of the sensor (section 4.4.2). 
9 Use of the sensing crystal of Lithium Niobate for DC electric field measure- 
ments without attached electrodes and without the necessity of physical rota- 
tion of the crystal, under controlled conditions (section 4.4.3). 
" Both theoretical and experimental analysis of the isotropy of the electroop- 
tic sensor based on the crystals of Lithium Niobate and Bismuth Germanate 
(section 4.5). 
" Theoretical and experimental analysis of the external space charge effect. 
Demonstration of possible measurements in unipolar space charge environ- 
ment without the necessity of physical rotation of the sensing head (chapter 
5). _ 
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9 Theoretical and experimental analysis of the temperature stability of DC field 
electrooptic sensor using a sensing crystal of Lithium Niobate (section 6.3). 
" Method of temperature compensation of the quarter-wave plate in the DC 
electrooptic field sensor (section 6.2). 
In the duration of the project three conference papers were published [19] [78] 
[79], three presentations were given, two papers were accepted for conference pre- 
sentations [80] [81], and one journal paper is in preparation [82]. 
7.3 Further Work 
Although it was demonstrated that a DC electric field can be measured without a 
physical rotation of the probe, the temperature stability of such a sensor was found to 
be low, thus not allowing use of the probe in practical applications. The temperature 
stability of the sensor may be improved by developing a temperature compensation 
method for the crystal of Lithium Niobate or by finding a new, highly resistive 
cubic electrooptic crystal. The temperature compensation of Lithium Niobate is a 
real challenge and if successfully solved could most probably be utilised in other 
areas of electrooptics since there are a lot of devices based on this crystal. The 
material research was extensive and at present Lithium Niobate was identified as 
the only commercially available electrooptic material with high enough resistivity. 
However, in the near future other suitable materials may become available. If such 
a crystal is isotropic and without optical activity the problem of the temperature 
stability of the sensor can be addressed. 
The detection system needs to be improved to avoid the strong drift experienced 
in the experiments. An improvement might be achieved by using the laser light 
intensity modulation, for example using optical chopper or direct modulation of 
the laser diode current, and the subtraction scheme in conjunction with a lock-in 
amplifier. 
In order to use the sensor for measurements in a space charge environment, 
without physical rotation of the crystal, further research needs to be done on the 
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effect of the humidity on the sensor response to electric field. Further investigations 
are also necessary into the sensor performance in an environment with high space 
charge density, and into the possibility of elimination of the output drift in the 
bipolar environment by choosing a suitable geometry of the probe. However, due to 
complications such as the neutralisation of the probe after each measurement and the 
necessity of knowing the type of environment before measurements, it is suggested 
that one should focus on the development of an electrooptic probe using rotating 
sensing head. This solution should eliminate the problems of the DC drift of the 
sensor output caused by the photodetectors. Also one would expect the temperature 
stability to be improved since the output signal would be modulated by the rotation 
of the sensing head at frequencies higher. than the temperature fluctuations of the 
environment. The main problem in designing and building such a sensor will be 
the optical alignment of the components in the probe and the coupling of the light 
into the output optical fibres. This is due to the possible disalignment caused by 
the rotation. The minimum value of the electric field intensity measured with such 
a probe is expected to be several V/m. The probe could be used for continuous 
monitoring of an electric field and could also be used in the space charge areas 
without the necessity of using another calibration. 
This alternative method is currently being investigated, and a probe which uses 
a rotating sensing head is being developed. 
Appendix A 
Electric field in the crystal with 
conductivity o- and permittivity c 
exposed to a static field 
When a crystal of a finite resistivity is exposed to a static electric field, the free 
charge carriers start drifting along the electric field lines and accumulate on crystal 
boundaries. The accumulated space charge generates an electric field with orien- 
tation opposite to the original internal field. Therefore, the resultant field, which 
is a superposition of the original field and the field of accumulated space charge, 
continuously decreases. The first Maxwell equation (Gauss Law) can be written in 
the form: 
divE =P 
e (A. 1) 
where E is the electric field vector, p is the space charge density and c is the per- 
mittivity of the crystal. If the electric field and its changes are assumed to be in x 
direction than the equation (A. 1) becomes: 
dE-p 
dx (A. 2) 
where E,, is the component of the electric field along x axis. This equation can be 
rewritten as 
dEx = 
Pdx 
_ 
dQ 
eE 
(A. 3) 
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where dQ is a variation of the space charge density. A space charge field establishes 
itself in the crystal due to the drift of free charge carriers in the external field and 
the accumulation of the space charge on the boundaries of the crystal. Space charge 
density variations dQ in time dt are determined by the density of current flowing 
per unit area inside the crystal in the time dt and (A. 3) is found to be 
dEx = 
J(t)dt 
- 
(E,, o - E., )dt (A. 4) 
where J(t) is the current density, o is the specific conductivity of the crystal and 
Ego is the original static field. The current density J(t) is determined by the con- 
duction current in the resultant field Ego - E. Thus the final differential equation 
is obtained: 
dEx QU 
dt +EE., -E 
Exo =0 (A. 5) 
This is a linear first-order ordinary differential equation whose solution is 
Ex(t) = EEo(1 - e-f) (A. 6) 
where 
E 
TQ (A. 7) 
is so called charge relaxation constant. The resultant internal field E, (t) is a su- 
perposition of the original field Ego and the built-up field E, which have opposite 
orientations, and was found to be: 
Em(t) = E., pe-* (A. s) 
The field inside a dielectric crystal of a non-zero conductivity a exposed to a static 
field decreases exponentially with time constant 7-. 
Appendix B 
Dielectric Ball with a Surface 
Charge Density Distribution in 
Uniform Electric Field 
Problem: to find electric field intensity inside and outside an isotropic dielectric ball 
with a symmetrical surface charge density exposed to a uniform electric field. 
Solution: To solve the problem one has to solve the Laplace equation: 
OV=O (B. 1) 
where V is the potential of the electric field. The equation (B. 1) can be written in 
spherical coordinates as [1]: 
_1a 2- 
1a1 a2V__ ýV 
r2 ar 
r 5r + r2 sin 0 00 
(sinO"V) 
(90 
+ 
r2 sine 0 acp2 
0 (B. 2) 
The orientation of the electric field and the coordinate system are defined in Figure 
B. 1. Because of a geometrical symmetry of the dielectric probe the space charge 
is deposited on the surface of the probe with a distribution which is symmetrical 
around the x3 axis. It is suitable to use polar coordinate system shown in Figure 
5.2, because the EO component of the electric field in polar coordinates as well as 
the derivative öV/ö¢ are equal to zero. Thus the Laplace equation (B. 2) becomes 
AV r2 (B. 3) är äý ± sin 0 ä9 
(sin 
D 
ýý 
=0 
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Figure B. 1: The dielectric probe modeled as an isotropic ball of dielectric permittivity c, 
exposed to a uniform electric field E. Calculations are simplified using polar coordinate 
system (r, 0, e). 
and originally 3-dimensional problem becomes 2-dimensional. The solution of the 
equation (B. 3) can be found using the method of separation of variables in the form 
V(r, 0) = R(r)O(0) which leads to two equations: 
1d (r2f)=k (B. 4) 
and 
0 sin 0ä 
sin 0 d8 = -k. 
(B. 5) 
where k is a constant. The general solution of (B. 3) is found by solving the equations 
(B. 4) and (B. 5) (e. g. [61): 
00 00 
V=E AnrhPn(cos 0) +E Bnr-(n+i)Pn(cos 0) (B. 6) 
n=0 n=0 
where An and Bn are coefficients satisfying boundary conditions and Pn(cos(0)) are 
Legendre's polynomials of n-th order with argument cos(O) ([1]). The equation (5.2) 
is a general solution of the Laplace equation which is valid both inside and outside 
the dielectric ball but not on its surface, where we assume a layer of a deposited 
charge. The problem of finding the electric field potential in the case of a probe 
with a charge deposited on its surface, immersed in a uniform field, can be solved 
imposing the following boundary conditions: 
c' 
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1. The electric field is uniform in the absence of the sphere: 
V->-ooforx3--º-00 
V--º+oofor x3-4+oo 
2. Potential V is continuous across the boundary ([6]) 
3. the normal components D,, 1, D,, 2 of the electrical displacement vector D are 
not continuous any more and satisfy ([6]) 
Ds1-Di2=a; forr=a 
where a is a surface charge density, a is the probe diameter. In spherical co- 
ordinates this condition becomes: 
_CoWout + coeravn = 0. är Or 
for r=a. 
The surface charge density acquire the same axial symmetry as the electric field 
and can be, therefore, expressed as a function of only one variable 0. Since the 
Legendre's polynomial form a complete set, the surface charge density function a 
function can be expressed in the form of Legendre's expansion: 
00 
Q=E 0-, PP(COS\e)) 
n=0 
(B. 7) 
where 0E (O.. r) (Figure 5.2) and a,, are the coefficients of the Legendre's expansion. 
The coefficients A/1 and Bn are then found using (B. 6), (B. 7) and the boundary 
conditions. 
Outside the sphere the solution must have -Eor cos 0 term according to the first 
boundary condition. Furthermore, this is the only harmonic with positive power of 
r that can be permitted. Otherwise the boundary condition 1. would be violated. 
Therefore, the potential outside the sphere can be written as: 
00 
VOUt = -Eor cos B -}- ý, Bnr-(n+1)Pn(COS 9). 
n=0 
(B. 8) 
When considering potential distribution inside the dielectric ball, the terms with 
negative powers of r are not permissible since such terms would produce infinite 
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electric field in the ball. This is clearly impossible because the charges creating the 
field are the induced and deposited charges on the surface of the dielectric and no 
volume charge distribution is assumed. Thus the field potential inside the dielectric 
ball is found to be: 
00 
Vi =Z Anr'Pn(cos B) (B. 9) 
n=0 
The boundary condition 2. and 3. can be written as: 
00 00 
-Eoa cos 9+Z Bna'('+')Pp(cos 0) =E Ana'PP(cos 0) (B. 10) 
n_o n=o 
EoP, + -2B 3 
Pl+-B4 Ps+ ... + 
+fr {A1Pi + 2A2rP2 + 3A3r2P3 + ... 
ý 
=Q (B. 11) 
Using (B. 7), (B. 10) and (B. 11) the coefficients An and B,,, are found to be: 
Ao = aoa (B. 12) 
Al - 
o1- 3Eo 
2+ Cr 
(B. 13) 
anal-n An= 
(Er+1)n+1 n=3,4,5... (B. 14) 
Bo = aoa2 (B. 15) 
Bl - 
[a, +Eo(¬r-1)]a3 
Er +2 (B. 16) 
anan+2 
Bn 
(er -I- 1)n -I-1 
n=3,415 ... (B. 17) 
Finally the potential outside and inside'the ball (Vout, Vi,, ) can be expressed 
2- 
i4 Eo(Er- 1)]a3 Vout = 
ýýa Eor cos 0+ cos 0 r r2(er -f- 2) 
crnan+2 1 +(Er 
+ 1)n +, rn+i 
Pn(cos 0) + ... (B. 18) 
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Vin = coa + 
a1 - 3E° r cos o+ 
a2 
r2P2(cos 6) 2+cr a[2(1-x-er)+1] 
-}- ... + 
o-"`a1-n 
r"P(COS B) -}- ... (B. 19) 
The electric field intensity can be calculated as negative gradient of the field 
potential V. The components E, and EB of the electric field in spherical coordinates 
can be found as 
Er=-ä (B. 20) 
EB --r 90 
Using the derived equations for the field potential inside and outside the dielectric 
ball the internal and external field intensities (Etn,, Eout) are finally found: 
Q0 a2 [0 + Eo(Er - 1)la3 E, out = r2 
+ Eo cos 0+2 
r3(ET + 2) 
cos 0 
vnan+2 1 +(1 + n) (Er + 1)n +1 rn+2 
Pn(cos 9) + ... n=2,3,4 ... (B. 22) 
Eeout Eo sin 0- 
(vi + Eo(cr - 1)]a3 1 aPi =- 
e, +2 r3 ae 
o an+2 1 8Pn(cos B) 
- (Cr .. {.. 1)n +1 rn+2 00 
- .., n=2,3,4 ... (B. 23) 
Erin = 
(Er+1)n+lr, - -t' COSY)---- 
- 
cr1 - 3EO cos 9- 
0'2 
rP2 (cos 4) 2+ Er a[2(1 + Er) + 1] ... 
1-n cria 
n-I ý, n. 
n=3,4,5... (B. 24) 
al - 3Eo 62 0P2(COS 4) Eeýn 
- 2+er sing-a[2(1+Er)-I-1]r ao ... 
anai-" ri_18P(cos 
0) 
(er+I)n+1' aB ''' n=3,4,5... (B. 25) 
The derived set of equations was used to model sensor in the uniform electric field 
with space charge density not violating the assumption for use of Laplace equation. 
i 
Appendix C 
The electric field between circular 
plates with uniform surface charge 
density' 
Problem: to find the electric field intensity in the origin 0 between circular plates 
with uniform surface charge density of opposite polarities, as depicted in Figure C. 1. 
Figure C. 1: Two circular plates of opposite uniform surface charge densities. 
Solution: If the surface charge density of the upper electrode is denoted o the 
electric field intensity in the origin dE which originates from an infinitesimal charge 
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dQ = adS can be found using Coulomb's law: 
dE= 
1 dQR 
4irco R2 R (c. 1) 
where R is the vector from the point of the infinitesimal charge dQ to the origin 
and R is its absolute value. The expression (C. 1) can be written in cylindrical 
coordinates (r, ¢, z) as 
Qrdrdc -rer + zez dE = 47r o(r2 + z2) r2 + z2 
(C. 2) 
where e,. is a unit radial vector and ez is a unit vector along z axis. The symmetry 
of the problem about z axis results in a cancellation of the radial component and, 
therefore, after integration the electric field intensity in the origin caused by the 
charged upper electrode is obtained: 
vrdrdq' Z E_ 
41reo(r2 + z2)3/2ez 2eo 
1- 
a2 -+Z 2 
eZ (C. 3) 
The electric field intensity k in the case of two circular sheets with uniform charge 
densities of opposite sign, as shown in Figure C. 1, is found using already derived 
equation (C. 3) : 
d/2 Q d/2 ü=-- 
20 
1- 
z 
eZ + 
'3 
-1 -22 eZ (C. 4) 
a+ (d/2)z a2 + (d/2) 
Finally, the electric field intensity in the origin between two charged plates of oppo- 
site polarities was found to be: 
Qd 
. 5) 
E_ -fo 1- 4a2+d2 e,, 
(C 
Appendix D 
Extinction ratio of the polarizers 
and sensor sensitivity 
The effect of the polarizers on the temperature stability of the sensor has already 
been mentioned. Another characteristic which could influence the sensor perfor- 
mance is the extinction ratio of polarizers. Its effect on the sensor sensitivity is 
subject of this section. 
A linear polarizer is an optical component that, when placed in a beam of light, 
produces a linearly polarized light. The direction of the electric field vibrations 
is called the direction of the principal transmittance. In the electrooptic sensor 
(Figure 4.1) the linear polarizer is used to define the linear polarization of the light 
at the beginning of the chain of optical components and, as an analyzer, to extract 
a linearly polarized component from the output light. The Jones matrix of an linear 
analyzer with the direction of the principle transmittance along xi axis, in xl, x2 
plane, is: 
kl 0 Tl 0 
0 k2 0 TZ (D. 1) 
where k1, k2 are square roots of the principle transmittances TI, T2 (Ti > T2). When 
two identical polarizers, with their directions of transmittance oriented at angle 0 to 
each other, are placed in an unpolarized beam, the resulting transmittance is given 
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by: 
T(9) = 
Z(TT 
+T2)cos26+TiT2sinee (D. 2) 
The extinction ratio of a polarizer is defined by the principle transmittances as 
Tz T(90) 
(D. 3) er = 
where T(90) and T (O) are the transmittances obtained from (D. 2) for angles 90 
and 0°, respectively. The last result is suitable for practical measurements of the 
extinction ratios. 
The effect of er on the sensor is investigated applying Jones calculus to the 
optical scheme from Figure 4.1. The output light vector L0, lt can be written in the 
form: 
Lout = An Cr Qwp P Lin (D. 4) 
where A, Cr, Q,,,, and P are the Jones matrices of the individual components in the 
sensor (analyzer, crystal, quarter-wave plate and polarizer), and Li,, is the vector 
representing the input light. All the optical components excluding the polarizer 
and analyzer are considered to be ideal. The quarter-wave plate eigenaxes as well 
as the optical eigenaxes of the electrooptic crystal are at 45° to the xi axis. The 
polarizer and analyzer have the principle direction along xl and the input light beam 
is circularly polarized. Under these assumptions (D. 4) becomes: 
k13 0 cos 2 sin E11i k1 01 Lout = 
0 k2a sin 2 cos 2 -42 i10 k2p 
1) 
-1 
kiQklp(cos 
2- sin 2) - 
klak2p(cos 
2+ sin 
Z) 
-ý (D. 5) ik2aklp(sin Z+ cos 2) + ik2ak2p(cos 
2- sin 2 
where r is the phase retardation introduced by the ' electrooptic crystal and the 
square roots of principle transmittances for analyzer and polarizer were distinguished 
by a subscripts a and p. The output light intensity is found using (4.9): 
I=2 (kip + kip)(k2a + kla) + 
+2 [sin I'(k2p - kip)(kla - 
k1p) + 2klpk2p(k2a -' kia) cos r] (D. 6) 
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Three special cases can be considered: 
" Both polarizer and analyzer are ideal, ie. 
kia = kip = 1, k2a = 
k2p = 0. The 
intensity (D. 6) becomes: 
I= 
2(1 
+ sine) 
(D. 7) 
which is the transfer function of the ideal sensor. 
" Both polarizer and analyzer are identical. Then the output intensity is: 
I= 
2(ki 
+ k22 212 )2 + 
2(k2 
- k2)[(k2 - kl)sinr - 2kik2 cos I'] (D. 8) 
The relative sensitivity RS, defined as the sensitivity of the real sensor nor- 
malized by sensitivity of the ideal sensor, is obtained from (D. 8): 
RS=(k2-ki)2=T1(1-e,. )2 (D. 9) 
where the equation (D. 3) was used to express the relative sensitivity in terms 
of extinction ration of the polarizers. 
In most commercially available polarizers the extinction ratio is much smaller 
that the principal transmittance T1. It is, therefore, the absorption of the polar- 
izer rather than the extinction ratio which influences the sensor sensitivity. Prism 
polarizers like Clan-Taylor, Clan-Thompson or Wollaston polarizers have relatively 
high principle transmittance (> 0.9 and low extinction ratio (typically 10-5). Their 
another advantage is a large range of wavelength. Dichroic polarizers have slightly 
lower extinction ratio (typically 10-4) and are quite lossy (Ti 0.6 - 0.7). They do 
not perform very well in the near infrared and are usually suitable for application 
below 800nm. Also there is concern about the performance of polymer films when 
the exposure to high temperatures is prolonged [27]. The Glan-Thompson polarizer 
were chosen for the application of DC field sensor because of their good performance 
in the infrared region. 
Conclusions. The polarizers were found not to be the critical elements in the 
sensor. The extinction ratio was shown to influence the sensor sensitivity to very 
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small extent. The sensor sensitivity is mostly influence by the absorption of the 
polarizer (principle transmittance). However, in most cases the absorption may be 
compensated simply by an increase in the optical power of the beam or amplification 
of the photodetectors. 
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